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SECTIONI
SUMMARY
The objective of this study was to determine the effects of chord size on
the turbine inlet temperature capabilities of several air-cooled turbine blade
design concepts. In addition_ the effects of varying turbine inlet total pres-
sure and cooling air inlet total temperature on turbine inlet temperature
capability and cooling air flow requirements were determined. Eight air-cooled
turbine blade designs in 0.75-in. IO.01905m)_ I.O-in. I0.0254 m)_ and 1.5-in.
I0.0381 m) chord sizes with convection cooled_ film-convection cooled, and
transpiration cooled design concepts were investigated. This preliminary study
was conducted to determine the turbine inlet temperature capability of each
design in the three chord sizes for a constant turbine inlet total pressure
and cooling air inlet total temperature. A pin fin convection cooled config-
uration and a film-impingement cooled configuration were selected for a final
design analysis. The selected designs were modified as required, based on the
results of the preliminary design analysis. Cooling passagedimensions, flow
control orifices, impingement cooling holes_ and film cooling holes were
adjusted to optimize each configuration at the design point condition. A
study was then conducted to determine the allowable turbine inlet temperature
as a function of cooling air inlet temperature and turbine inlet total pressure
for each final design in each chord size. An estimated life of IOO0hr for
each final design was obtained based on a detailed creep relaxation analysis
for the stress critical conditions or based on a maximummetal temperature of
1840°F _1277.8°KI for a coating life limit. Cooling passage dimensions, flow
contro] orifice size, impingementhole size_ and film cooling hole sizes were
not varied in this study. A study was also performed to determine the minimum
cooling flow required as a function of cooling air inlet temperature with a
constant turbine inlet temperature for each final design in each chord size.
Only the flow control orifices were varied in this analysis. An additional
analysis was conducted on the effects of varying cooling passage size in each
of the previous studies for the I.O-in. IO.0254 m) chord final designs. A
study of the effect of reducing cooling air supply pressure was conducted for
each design point condition.
Results of the preliminary analysis indicate that allowable turbine inlet
temperature increases with increasing chord for the convection and transpira-
tion cooled designs. Film-convection cooled designs did not have a significant
trend of chord size with turbine inlet temperature. Analysis indicates that
film-convection cooled designs allow turbine inlet temperatures about 200°F
(Ill°K] higher than the convection cooled designs and that transpiration cool-
ing offers an advantage only for larger chord size blades.
Final design analysis indicates that a variation in cooling air inlet tem-
perature produces a greater change in turbine inlet temperature capability for
the film-convection cooled design than for the convection cooled design.
Analysis also indicates that turbine inlet total pressure has relatively little
effect on turbine inlet temperature capability over the range of turbine inlet
total pressures studied. _lith a constant turbine inlet temperature_ a decrease
in cooling air inlet temperature or an increase in chord size produced a
reduction in cooling air flow required for the convection cooled blade. The
trend of cooling air flow reduction with an increase in chord was not apparent
in the film-convection cooled design. A detailed description of these trends
and other effects in chord size_ turbine inlet pressure_ and cooling air inlet
temperature are brought out in this study.
SECTION 2
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this investigation was to determine the effects of chord
size_ cooling configuration_ cooling air inlet temperature_ and turbine inlet
total pressure on the turbine inlet temperature and cooling air flow require-
ments of cooled turbine blades. The study was conducted in two phases_ the
Task I preliminary design analysis, and the Task I final design analysis.
The Task I preliminary design analysis includes a study of the turbine inlet
temperature capabilities of eight cooling configurations in three chord sizes.
Convection_ film-convection_ and transpiration cooled turbine blade configura-
tions were considered in the preliminary design phase. A convection and a
film-convection cooled turbine blade configuration were selected from the
preliminary designs studied for the Task I final design analysis. These two
designs were analyzed to determine the turbine inlet temperature capabilities
at three turbine inlet total pressures and three cooling air inlet temperatures
for each of the three chord sizes. In addition_ the cooling air flow required
with a constant turbine inlet total temperature and pressure was determined at
three cooling air inlet temperatures for each of the three chord sizes. Addi-
tional studies were made on the effects of reducing cooling air inlet pressure
and varying flow control orifice sizes for selected conditions.
In the design of gas turbine engines, turbojet engines_ and fanjet engines_
higher turbine inlet temperatures provide lower engine weight per unit-horsepower
or pound of thrust; greater thrust or horsepower output per pound of airflow;
and, in the case of high-bypass-ratio fanjet engines_ lower specific fuel con-
sumption. Some indications of the effects of increasing turbine inlet temper-
ature on engine thrust with and without the penalties associated with turbine
cooling are discussed in Hare and Malley (Reference I). This reference indi-
cates that an 18 percent increase in thrust may be achieved with 350°F (194.4°K)
of blade cooling using two percent of the hot gas flow as cooling flow for the
blades. In addition, some indications of the tradeoff factors for a high-
bypass-ratio turbofan are given in Burggraf and Houchens (Reference 2).
The influence of turbine inlet temperature on a small gas turbine engine
is presented in Moskowitz and Schober (Reference 3). This reference indicates
that hp/Ib of airflow increases substantially_ and specific fuel consumption
decreases somewhat_ with an increase in turbine inlet temperature. Results of
an optimization study of small, cooled gas turbines are reported in Helmbrecht_
Kirby, and Weber (Reference 4).
The history and trend in turbine inlet temperature capability is summarized
in Figure 2-I from information given in References I_ 2_ and S. This figure
shows the history and expected future for turbine blade cooling and design con-
cepts considered applicable for each range of turbine inlet temperatures.
Cooled turbine blade design began during World War II with the first
turbine engines developed in Germany. Turbine cooling studies began at NACA
in 1946 and air cooled turbine blades were placed in service around 1959. The
first cooled turbine blade designs consisted of three-pass_ two-pass_ and
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single-pass blades with plain passages as shown in Reference I. Simple cast
radial fin designs as shown in Helms and Emmerson [Reference 6) were p]aced
in service between 1963 and 1965. Early cast radial fin and simple pin fin
designs developed in this same period are shown in Martens and Raabe (Reference
7). Advanced cooled blade designs were studied by General Electric under con-
tract with NASA Lewis and the results are reported in References 8 through 12.
Other turbine cooling studies have also been conducted under contract with
Wright Patterson and are reported in Anderson, Davis, McLeod, and Nealy
(Reference 13).
Short chord cooled turbine blade designs with less than 1.5-in. (0.0381 m)
chord are reported in Reference 3 and in Gabel (Reference 14). These references
indicate turbine inlet temperature capabilities of 2500°F (1644°K) for trans-
piration cooled blades and 2300°F (IS33°K) for liquid cooled blades with heat
removed by fuel. Studies conducted at AiResearch Phoenix reported in Reference
4 indicate turbine inlet temperature capabilities of 2400°F (1588°K) for con-
vection cooled strut supported, and three pass cast radial fin blades of less
than 1.5-in. (0.0381 m) chord.
This present study provides information to assess the turbine cooling
penalties associated with a variation in cooling design configuration, chord
size, turbine inlet pressure, and cooling air inlet temperature. The results
of this study may be used to determine the reduction of cooling air flow re-
quired for turbine cooling as the cooling air inlet temperature is reduced or
the turbine blade chord is increased. The increase in turbine inlet temper-
ature capability with a decrease in cooling air inlet temperature can also be
determined. While these results are for a specific design with specific
boundary conditions, the trends presented in this study are expected to apply
in general.
This study of the effect of chord size on turbine cooling was based on
the following assumptions:
A given external aerodynamic shape with trailing edge modifications
allowed
Constant solidity and corrected velocity triangle
Turbine blade chords of 0.75-rn. (0.01905 m), I.O in. (0.0254m)
and 1.5 in. (0.0381 m).
• A constant blade span of 1.75 in. (0.04445 m).
A life of I000 hr for the IN-IO0 blade material based on steady-
state operating conditions
The metal temperature distribution in each spanwise section was calcu-
lated using a three-dimensional thermal analyzer computer program. This
calculation considered both spanwise and chordwise conduction and conduction
through the blade wall with variable thermal conductivity as a function of
temperature. Convection heat transfer was considered on the external surface
with both convection and radiation heat transfer considered in the internal
passage. The cooling air temperature rise considered both the effects of heat
addition and rotational acceleration.
Stress calculations for the preliminary design phase considered a stress
distribution based on centrifugal stresses, thermal stresses, and bending
stresses due to thermal distortion. The stress analysis was conducted using
an elastic, inelastic, and creep analysis computer program. Using this pro-
gram the temperature, stress, and stress-to-rupture life of each element at
several spanwise sections of each cooled blade design was calculated for the
initial conditions before creep relaxation was applied. The minimumlife of
a tensile stressed element from this analysis was used to determine the life
of each preliminary design configuration.
Stress calculations for the final design phase considered the time to
one percent creep strain for the critical elements. The analysis accounted
for stress redistribution due to creep during the life of the blade.
The specific requirement for SI units on all the figures and tables was
waived for this report by the NASAcontracting officer. Provisions of
NPD2220.4have been waived under the authority of Paragraph 5.d.
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SECTION 3
ANALYTICAL METHODS
Air cooled turbine blades considered in this study were convection cooled_
film-convection cooled_ and transpiration cooled. The convection cooling tech-
niques considered were flow in (I) a plain passages (2) a pin fin passages (3) an
offset plate fin passage_ (4) a transverse fin passage_ and (5_ a sharp bend.
Other special convection cooling methods considered were leading edge impinge-
ment and impingement from an array of holes with crossflow. Film cooling tech-
niques considered were leading edge film cooling from an array of holes_ film
cooling on each side through a row of holes at an angle to the surface_ and
tangential injection film cooling at the trailing edge. The transpiration
cooling technique utilized a simulated transpiration cooling material.
Aerodynamic_ heat transfer_ and stress analysis techniques used for these
cooling methods are described below.
AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS
For heat transfer calculations on a turbine blade, the relative total tem-
peratures_ the relative total pressure_ the freestream critical velocity ratio
relative to the leading edge_ and the surface critical velocity ratio profile
must be determined to provide information for calculating outside heat transfer
coefficients and adiabatic wall temperatures. Turbine inlet total temperature
and total pressure are used along with turbine velocity diagrams to determine
relative total temperature and relative total pressure at each radial section
of the blade. These diagrams are presented in the form of critical velocity
ratios where the critical velocity is defined in Equation (3-I).
27% RTTVCR T+ ,
From the definition for total temperature given in Equation (3-2)_ the
static to total temperature ratio Equation (3-5) and the static to total pres-
sure ratio Equation (5-4) may be defined based on critical velocity ratios.
V 2
TT :: T + 7 - (3-211
2gc R
T "y' -I (3-3)
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y - I
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From the inlet velocity triangles_ the relative total to absolute total
temperature ratio may be calculated from the absolute critical velocity ratio
(V/VcR} _ and the relative critical velocity ratio (W/WcR)_ at the blade inlet
as shown in Equation (3-5).
"Y+I
(3-s}
where T_ = relative total temperature
TT = absolute total temperature
The relative to absolute total pressure ratio at the blade inlet may be
calculated as shown in Equation (3-6).
I
I
,¢- I
(3-6;
The turbine airfoil surface critical velocity ratio profile is calculated
using the three dimensional blade surface velocity calculation program (TR-IG)
described in Appendix A. Input to this program consists of the relative total tem-
perature_ relative total pressure_ velocity relative to the blade row_ and gas
flow through the blade stage. The geometry input consists of the number of
blades_ the mid-channel stream line angle measured from the axial plane_ the
surface curvatures_ and the distance along a potential line in the circum-
ferential direction. The turbine geometry is calculated by a computer program
using blade surface coordinate points input as a table.
The calculation method used by the three dimensional blade surface velocity
calculation program (TR-IG) is essentially the same as that given in Katsanis
and Dellner (Reference 16}. The calculations satisfy radial equilibrium and
continuity. Channel flow theory is used to determine the velocity distribution
across the channel for the continuity calculation. The program iterates on an
estimated hub mid-channel velocity until continuity is satisfied.
The efficiency of an air cooled turbine rotor is affected by the following
factors :
• Power lost by diverting mass flow for the blade cool ing
• Power lost in compressing the cooling air in the rotor stage
Efficiency loss due to a decreased blade aspect ratio for a long
chord blade
Effects of profile shape_ such as thicker leading and trail ing edges_
which may be required for a cooled turbine
Effects of cool ing air discharge at the blade tip on turbine tip
clearance Iosses
Efficiency loss due to mixing by coolant injection from various
areas on the blade
• Efficiency loss due to transpiration cool ing of the blades.
Power lost by diverting mass flow for blade cool ing may be determined in
an engine cycle performance computer program by subtracting total mass flow
required for turbine cool ing from the compressor discharge flow. Cool ing air
flow for each stage may be added to the gas flow to determine gas flow into
the subsequent stage. Hot gas temperature for each stage may be determined
from a simple enthalpy balance between the hot gas and the cool ing air dis-
charge from a prior stage. The cool ing air discharge temperature is determined
from the blade thermal effectiveness. Horsepower is lost because the cool ing
air is compressed as it passes radially through the blade. The pumping horse-
power may be calculated as shown in Equation (3-7) below for a rotational
speed (N) in rpm and a cool ing air discharge flow rate (B/c_o) in Ib/sec. The
radius (ri) is the distance in inches from the center of rotation to the point
of cool ing air inlet to the turbine disc and (r) is the radius in inches to
e
the point of cool ing air discharge from the blade.
HP = 2.1518 x IO 9W (N) re I.-(ri/r e 3-7)
C C_O
This equation assumed that the coolant enters the blade stage with no tangen-
tial velocity. With a preswirl device a portion of this loss may be recovered.
The effects of turbine blade asr'ect ratio on turbine efficiency are shown
in Figure 3-I. The turbine efficiency ratio for O.?5-in. (0.0195 m)_ 1.0 in.
(0.025/_ m), and 1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord blades in this study are also shown
in Figure 3-I. The turbine efficiency correction factor from Figure 3-I is
expressed as a ratio of the turbine efficiency (q) for a turbine blade aspect
ratio less than 3.0 to the turbine efficiency (1]o) for a turbine blade aspect
ratio of 3.0.
Turbine efficiency is not significantly affected by increases in leading
edge diameter up to relatively thick leading edges for the subsonic reaction
type turbines considered here. No increases in leading edge diameter were
required in this study. Increases in trailing edge thickness produce a
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Figure 3-I. Aspect Ratio vs Turbine Efficiency Ratio
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relatively large loss in efficiency for stator vanes ard a somewhatsmaller
loss for rotor blades. The effects of increases in trail in9 edge thickness
are discussed in Barnes and Came(Reference 17). The turbine stage discussed
in Reference 17 has a blade height of 1.75 in. (0.04445 m), a vane chord of
1.3 in. (0.03302 m)_ a blade chord of 1.0 in. (0.0254 m) and a tip diameter of
13 in. (0.5502 m). Since the size is similar to that in this study_ the
effects of increasing the trailing edge thickness should apply, The effect of
trailing edge thickness on turbine efficiency from Reference 17 is shown in
Figure 5-2. The design point turbine blade thickness for the study conducted
herein is also shown in Figure 3-2.
Effects of cooling air discharge at the tip of the blade are also dis-
cussed in Reference 17. The study was conducted for unshrouded blades with a
normal clearance. The results are shown in Figure 3-3 as the effective blade
tip clearance as a function of the hot gas incidence angle at the leading edge
with and without cooling air ejected from the tip. This figure indicates that
the apparent reduction in tip clearance is greatest at negative incidences and
relatively poor at positive incidences; when the cooling air would tend to be
swept away more easily in a direction perpendicular to the chord line. This
effect cannot be fully evaluated for the present study because a tip clearance
wes not established for the study.
Effects of coolant injection into the gas stream from various areas of
the blade and turbine efficiency loss due to transpiration cooling of the
blades are discussed in Moffitt: Nosek_ and Roelke (Reference 18) and Sucin
(Reference 19). Loss in turbine efficiency for coolant injection is a function
of location and direction of coolant injection and energy level of coolant flow.
Loss in performance is based on calculated momentum exchange between the injected
fluid and the main gas stream. Loss in performance may be calculated using
the effective kinetic energy and momentum outputs of the coolant and hot gas
flows to determine the mixed flow output. High main stream velocities on the
suction side of the blade produce a larger difference between the kinetic
energy of the injected coolant and the main stream. In addition_ the injected
coolant must be compressed in passing from a suction side injection point to
the blade row exit point. The large velocity difference between the injected
coolant and the main stream flow on the suction side may also lead to separa-
tion. Other areas_ such as the leading edge_ require coolant injection in
a direction opposite to the direction of hot gas flow and therefore produce
large losses. Coolant injection on the pressure side produceslower losses_
because the main stream velocity is lower and static pressure may be recovered
as the injected coolant flows toward the blade row exit point, Trailing edge
injection may actually increase performance by contributing kinetic energy
and reducing the momentum deficit region or wake. Effectsof coolant injection
from each of these areas is shown in Figure 3-4 taken from Reference 19. These
data agree with the experimental results shown in Reference 18 for trailing
edge injection. A recent analytical study of coolant injection effects is
presented in Prust (Reference 72).
Effects of transpiration cooling on turbine efficiency are shown in
Figure 3-5_ taken from information in Reference 18. These data are based on a
transpiration cooled st_tor with the main gas and coolant at the same temper-
ature and may not be representative of a transpiration cooled rotor blade.
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These data indicate a substantial reduction in turbine efficiency as cooling
flow is increased. This trend would be expected based on momentumexchange
between the gas and injected coolant; however_ it disagrees with the results of
Reference 3_ which indicate no significant effect of coolant flow on turbine
efficiency. For purposes of this study it was assumedthat the effects shown
in Figure 3-5 would apply to this transpiration cooled blade.
The estimated reduction of turbine efficiency due to trailing edge
thickness_ coolant injection_ and transpiration cooling for each preliminary
design is summarized in the analytical results section.
HEAT TRANSFER_ COOLING PASSAGE FLOW DISTRIBUTION_ AND PRESSURE DROP ANALYSIS
External Blade Heat Transfer
Various methods have been proposed for calculating external heat transfer
coefficients on turbine blades and vanes. Ellerbrock (Reference 20) did some
of the initial work in turbine cooling which showed the applicability of flat
plate relations to hot gas-to-blade heat transfer coefficients. The effects
of Euler number and temperature ratio on laminar heat transfer indicated good
agreement with the static cascade test data cited.
Wilson and Pope (Reference 21) measured heat transfer in a five-blade
cascade by measuring power dissipation from isolated heating strips mounted
flush with the surface of the center blade. The results of these tests indi-
cated that the turbulent flow transition point occurred at the minimum pressure
point on the suction side of the blade. The results on the pressure side
indicated transition at approximately I0 percent chord which correlates ade-
quately with a prediction using the method of Squire and Young (Reference 22)
assuming that the effect of pressure gradient on local skin friction coeffi-
cient is negligible.
Zysina-Molozhen (Reference 23) derived an expression for the average heat
transfer coefficient in a cascade by using the momentum- and thermal-boundary
layer thicknesses. The results fit the experimental data cited in Reference 23.
Another discussion by Zysina-Molozhen (Reference 24) showed that flat-plate
methods were adequate within the range of experimental error.
Walker and Markland (Reference 25) measured heat transfer in the cascade
used by Wilson and Pope and investigated the effects of secondary flows set up
in boundary layers artificially thickened by spoilers. The results showed an
increase in mean heat-transfer rate of about six percent.
Static cascade results generally indicate laminar-to-turbulent transition
at about I0 percent chord on the pressure side of the blade and at the minimum
pressure point on the suction side of the blade. Schlichting (Reference 26)
devotes several chapters to the analytical and experimental work on transition.
He shows that negative pressure gradients_ smooth surfaces_ and minimum free
stream turbulence tend to postpone transition.
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Ainley (Reference 27i indicates that heat transfer on operating turbine
blades is about 26 percent higher than on static cascade nozzle vanes. Plotkin
and Molchanor (Reference 281i indicate that for operating turbine blades_ a
more accurate approach is to base heat transfer coefficients on fully developed
turbulent flow on each side of the turbine blades.
An AiResearch computer program exists which evaluates the outside local
heat transfer coefficients on turbine blades by methods due to Moretti and
Kays (Reference 29) and Kays (Reference 30). This program allows the trans-
piration point to be selected by the user. The program integrates along the
blade surface for accelerating and decelerating flow to account for the
variation in boundary layer thickness. The computer program of Spalding and
Patankar (Reference 31) has also been modified for use at AiResearch. Heat
transfer coefficients calculated by the Spalding and Patankar program for the
pressure surface of the blades used in this study are IO to 20 percent higher
than the turbulent flat plate results.
Another program has been written which uses the method of EIlerbrock
_Reference 20) and Eckert IReference 32) for outside local heat transfer
coefficients on turbine blades. The methods of Bromberg, Fox, and Ackerman
(,Reference 33),,£asman and Cresc[ _Reference 3/4), and Eckert iReference 32!
have also been programmed at AiResearch. For small turbine blades these
latter methods give results which are sometimes higher than the simple flat
plate relations.
Recent papers presented in AGARD Conference Proceedings No. 73 on High
Temperature Turbines indicate some differences from previous results. Dunham
and Edwards (Reference 3Si performed static cascade tests similar to Wilson
and Pope_ including the effects of moderate turbulence. The results of these
tests indicate a heat transfer coefficient on the pressure surface somewhat
less than the turbulent boundary layer value] even in the presence of turbulence.
The results on the suction side agreed well with Wilson and Pope. Additional
results reported in Bayley and Turner (Reference 36)_ also indicate a heat
transfer coefficient on the pressure side somewhat lower than the turbulent
boundary layer value_ even with turbulence, This paper also indicates a range
of about 2.0 to 2.S between the lowest and the highest average heat transfer
coefficient reported by various investigators for blades operating at similar
Reynolds numbers in static cascade rigs,
These results indicate that more experimental work with static cascade
and rotating turbine blades is needed for an accurate evaluation of external
heat transfer coefficients.
As a result of this literature survey_ the turbulent flat plate heat
transfer equation given in Appendix B was used for each side of the blades.
The data on operating turbine blades indicate that fully developed turbulent
flow occurs on both sides of the blade. In addition_ a recent paper_ Miller
and Pucci (Reference 79)_ indicates that oscillating airfoils produce heat
transfer coefficients similar to those predicted by the turbulent flat plate
heat transfer equation. The presence of film cooling on an airfoil also pro-
duces heat transfer coefficients similar to those predicted by the turbulent
I?
flat plate equation_ as indicated in Lander_ Fish, and Suo (Reference 80).
Recent heat transfer data from static cascade rigs and engine rig tests con-
ducted at NASALewis were compared with analytical results reported in Gladden_
Gauntner_ and Livingood (Reference 81) and Gladden_ Livingood_ and Gauntner
(Reference 82). These results indicate that the turbulent flat plate equation
is applicable to the calculation of heat transfer coefficients on each side of
the blades.
The leading edge presents special problems_ and it is usually handled by
assuming a cylinder in crossflow as given by Squire (Reference 37) and Reshotko
and Cohen (Reference 38). In addition to these methods_ the method of Fay and
Ridde]l (Reference 39) has been programmed at AiResearch. Recent test data
taken at AiResearch indicates that leading-edge turbulence could increase the
heat transfer coefficient up to 1.8 times the values calculated by the method
of Fay and Ridde]l (Reference 39) for small diameter leading edges at high
velocity. The method of Kestin (Reference z_O) may be used to estimate this
effect_ if the turbulence characteristics are known.
Dyban and Kurosh (Reference 41) measured local values of the heat trans-
fer coefficient for the leading edge of a cylinder placed immediately aft of
an air turbine in a wind tunnel. This test simulates the conditions on the
leading edge of the second stage nozzle vane and approximates the conditions
on the leading edge of the first stage blade. The results indicated an increase
in the leading edge heat transfer coefficient of from IS to SO percent_ depend-
ing on the Reynolds number.
Based on this infornlation_ the heat transfer coefficient on the leading
edge used herein was calculated using the equation for local heat transfer
coefficients on a cylinder in crossflow as described in Appendix B with a
20 percent multiplying factor to account for free stream turbulence.
The fluid properties for hot gas in the heat transfer correlations of
this report are evaluated at Eckertrs reference temperature_ as defined in
Appendix B. The program iterates on the wall temperature at each location
and changes the fluid properties as required. The relative total temperature
is used for the heat transfer temperature potential to the external blade
surface. This relative total temperature is a good approximation of the
adiabatic wall temperature for these subsonic turbine blades. If the adia-
batic wall temperatures were used_ it would require a separate hot gas
temperature connected to each external wall element and would result in a
minimum wall temperature of 24°F (13.3°K) cooler than that calculated in
this study. On a relative basis_ this effect would be uniform over the
various designs evaluated.
For film cooling_ the external heat transfer coefficient is calculated as
if no film cooling were present and the relative total temperature is replaced
by the effective film temperature as defined in Appendix C. The fluid properties
used for this calculation are evaluated at Eckert's reference temperature with
the effective film temperature used as the hot gas temperature.
For transpiration cooling_ the external heat transfer coefficient on the
turbine blade is reduced using the Stanton number reduction factor as defined
in Appendix C.
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Internal Blade Heat Transfer and Cooling Air Heatup
Internal convection cooling may be applied to the blade using undisturbed
or disturbed flow passages. In undisturbed flow passages the heat transfer
coefficient may be calculated usin 9 a combination of forced convection and
natural convection. In a rotating turbine blade the free-convection force is
the centrifugal force of rotation and the natural convection heat transfer
coefficient is calculated by replacing the gravitationa] acceleration by the
rotational acceleration (r_ 2) in the Grashof number. For the cooling air flow-
ing radially outward5 this free-convection force is in a direction opposite to
the direction of forced flow. This counterflow situation has been reported in
Eckert_ Diaguila_ and Curren (Reference 42) and in Brown and Gauvin (Reference
431!. Results indicate that the heat transfer coefficient for turbulent flow
of air in the passage is up to twice as large as the higher value calculated
from either forced convection or natural convection equations for Grashof
numbers greater than 106 . Therefore_ a conservative assumption for radial
flow in an undisturbed flow passage of a rotating turbine blade would be to
add the forced convection to the natural convection heat transfer coefficient.
The forced convection heat transfer coefficient for air flowing through a
round, ellipitical_ triangular_ or rectangu]ar passage may be calculated using
the Colburn J-factor relation shown in Figure 5-6. Effects of temperature
dependent fluid properties and local heat transfer coefficients in the entrance
region are discussed in Appendix B. Natural convection equations for laminar
and turbulent flow are also described in Appendix B.
Several disturbed flow heat transfer surfaces which have been considered
are: (I) triangular spaced pin fins_ (2) transverse fins] and (3_ offset plate-
fins, A discussion and derivation of the heat transfer coefficient in pin fin
passages is presented in Appendix D, The resulting equation for the turbulent
flow Colburn J-factor re]ation for equilateral triangular spaced pin fins is
given in Equation (3-8_ below.
O. 50751,
J :: (Re) O. 2946
0.2 (3-B 
(Re)
IO. 023
4.145 EXP !-3"094 _-- -0.89
p/
Transverse fin heat transfer data was taken from AiResearch data_ Nunner
_Reference 44) and Koch (Reference 45).
In Koch_ data is given on the effects of sets of rings inserted in a round
tube with various hole diameter to spacing ratios. The results of these
studies were correlated on the basis of m_ d/D and L'/d.
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In these studies it was found that friction factor and j-factor (Nusselt
No. reached a maximum at 6 < L_/d < I0. For L_/d less than 6 and for L1/d
greater than IO_ friction factor and j-factor decreased.
The transverse finned leading edge used in this study has fins on the
inner surface of the leading edge only. These fins have a height varying from
0.02 in. (0.000508 m) to OoOI in. (0.000254 m)_ therefore the average fin
height (5) on the leading edge side of the passage is 0.015 (0.000381 m). The
center-to-center fin spacing (L I) selected is 0.18 in (0.00457 m). Since the
leading edge passage diameter (D) is 0.072 in. (0.001829 m) and the fins are
on one side of the passage only_ the diameter inside the fins (d) is 0.057 in.
(0.001/4z_8 m) (d - 0.072 - 0.015 - 0.057 in.). This results in Ll/d 3.16
and m_ _ d/D _ 0.792. For these values_ data from Koch indicates that the
j-factor or Nusselt No. is 2.3 times the value for a plain tube in the turbu-
lent region_ and the friction factor is constant at 0.05 for the turbulent
region.
AiResearch data on ring dimpled tubes are correlated as a function of
whe re ',_
._,/D
Vf[]/D
Using the geometry for the transverse finned leading edge of this study:
0.015 in. (0.00381 m)
D : 0.072 in. (0.001829 m)
L / : 0.18 in. (0.00457 m)
we obtain:
0.015/0.072
? = 0.1318
_0.018/0.072
No AiResearoh data exists for this high value of y; however_ an equivalent
condition of heat transfer and friction factor at a lower value of _ can be
found in the data of Koch (Reference 45). Koch shows that the data for
Ll /d 3.10 is similar to that for L1/d - 15 in both heat transfer and
friction factor. For an L1/d value of 15 the equivalent fin spacing ([i)
is 0.855 in. (0.02172 m) (L _ : 15 (0.057) 0.855 in.). The equiva]ent value
of '_' may be estimated as _hown below.
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0.015/0.072
- = 0.0605
_0.855/0.072
For this value of _ the AiResearch data agrees with the data of Koch (Ref-
erence 45).
In addition Nunner presents data on heat transfer and pressure drop in
rough tubes which shows that the increase in heat transfer due to this type
of flow disturbance may be estimated from the increase in friction factor as
shown below.
m_ _uj f/L-__
Nuo Jo
for Re I0_000
f O. 05
fo - 0.0073
JO.05Jo 0.0073
2.62
Therefore Nunner indicates that the heat transfer coefficient would be 2.62
times the value in a plain tube where the data in Koch and from AiResearch
indicates that the heat transfer coefficient would be 2.3 times the value in a
plain tube.
The resulting friction factor and Colburn j-factor relation used in the
analysis of the transverse finned leading edge of the pin fin blade is shown
in Figure 3-7.
The Colburn J-factor for plain and offset plate-fin surfaces may be taken
from Kays and London (Reference 461 or from London and Shah (Reference 47).
Plain and offset plate-fin surfaces used in this study have 40 fins/in (15.75
fins/cm) with a 0.004 in. (O.O001016 m) fin thickness. The Colburn J-factor
for both the plain and offset fins is shown in Figure 3-8.
Colburn J-factor data for the porous simulated transpiration cooled
material was developed from the data given in Nealy_ Anderson_ and Hufford
(Reference 48) and Anderson and Nealy (Reference 49).
Impingement heat transfer has been studied by several investigators (_ef-
erences 50 through 61). For impingement heat transfer on the inner surface of
the turbine blade leading edge, the method of Chupp, Helms, McFadden_ and Brown
(Reference 50) was selected. This method is described in Appendix B. The heat
transfer coefficient for impingement by an array of jets on the side of a tur-
bine blade was calculated using the method of Kercher and Tabakoff (Reference
51).
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2_
This method includes the effect of cross-flow of the spent air over subsequent
impinging jets in the array. This crossflow deflects the jet and reduces the
impingement heat transfer coefficient. The Colburn J-factor relation for an
array of jets from round holes in a thin plate is given in Equation (3-9).
( _-_°o/ O. 09 I
(m-l) (5-91
J _1_2 Re o
The values of _i _ _2 _ and m are given in Figures 5-9_ 5-I0_ and 5-II taken
from Reference 51. The fluid properties for impingement cooling are evaluated
at the average between the fluid static temperature in the orifice and the
wall temperature.
The heat transfer coefficient for flow in curved pipes has been studied
by Mori and Nakayama (Reference 62 and 65). Heat transfer data for flow in a
sharp bend of an annular slot has also been obtained from AiResearch testing
of the hypersonic research engine leading edge cooling system. The AiResearch
data indicates that the sharp bend heat transfer may be correlated with impinge-
ment cooling equations. The Colburn J-factor relation based on the AiResearch
experimental data for the sharp bend in a slot is given in Equation 5-I0 below.
o.o584 (5-1o)J
Reb.16
Equations For cooling air heatup flowing radially in a turbine blade are
derived in Appendix E. The finite increment average temperature difference
method was used in this analysis. Equations used are shown in Appendix B.
Coolin 9 Passage Pressure Drop and Flow Distribution
The steady-state compressible flow pressure drop due to (I) flow accelera-
tion caused by area change or heat addition_ (2) fluid friction_ (3) flow addi-
tion or removal_ and (4) radial inward or outward flow in a rotating passage is
calculated as described in Appendix B. The equation used is based on the method
of influence coefficients for constant specific heat and molecular weight as
described in Shapiro (Reference 64). The drag component for stationary bodies
in the fluid stream is replaced by an equation for rotational f]ow head.
Fluid friction loss for flow in a cooling passage is calculated using the
Fanning friction factor. This friction factor is used as a function of Reynolds
number and the variation of friction factor along the passage is considered.
Friction factors for air flow through a round_ elliptical_ triangular_ or
rectangular passage may be calcu]ated using the Fanning friction factor rela-
tion shown in Figure 3-6. Effects of temperature dependent fluid properties
on pressure drop are discussed in Appendix B.
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Several other cooling passage types which have been considered are: If)
triangular spaced pin fins, (2) transverse fins, and (3) offset plate-fins.
The Fanning friction factor for each of these surfaces is presented in Figures
3-7 and 3-8. Triangular spaced pin fin friction factor data is based on cold
flow data from pin fin turbine blades measured at AiResearch. The pins were
0.025 in. [0.000635 m) diameter on a 0.075 in. (0.001905 m) center-to-center
spacing. The transverse finned leading edge data was taken from AiResearch
data_ Nunner (Reference 44), and Koch (Reference 45) as described in the inter-
nal blade heat transfer section. The offset and plain plate-fin data was taken
from Kays and London (Reference 46) and London and Shah (Reference 47). The
plain and offset plate-fin surfaces used in this study had 40 fins/in. (15.75
fins/cm) with a 0.004 in. (0.0001016 m) fin thickness.
The Fanning friction factor data for the porous simulated transpiration
cooled material was developed from the data given in Nealy_ Anderson_ and
Hufford (Reference 48) and Anderson and Nealy (Reference 49).
The compressible flow pressure drop in bends_ sharp expansions and con-
tractions_ orifices_ and nozzles was calculated from a total head loss coef-
ficient as shown in Appendix B. The total head loss coefficient for bends,
diffusers, and branches was determined from Lamb and Holdhusen (Reference 65).
The total head loss coefficient for sharp expansions and contractions was taken
from information presented in Benedict_ Carlucci, and Swetz (Reference 66).
This paper presents data for both compressible and incompressible total head
loss coefficients. Several sources were investigated for total head loss coef-
ficients in orifices (References 67, 68_ 69_ 70_ and 71) and the resulting
total head loss equations used are shown in Appendix F. The total head loss
coefficient for an orifice in a fluid stream with the axis parallel to the
direction of stream flow or an orifice in a duct wall with the axis perpendicu-
lar or inclinded to the direction of stream flow was determined as described
in Appendix F. The total head loss coefficient data for orifices in a duct
wall was obtained from Metzger and Jenkins (Reference 60), Dittrich (Reference
73), and Rohde, Richards_ and Metger (Reference 74). It was necessary to
recalculate the data presented in References 73 and 74 to get it in the form
of head loss coefficient as used in the computer program described in Appendix B.
The pressure distribution for flow in channels with flow addition and
flow removed is derived in Appendix G. The method used in this analysis
is based on the Y-factor as defined in Shapiro (Reference 64). For a supply
tube with flow leaving the stream_ the Y-factor is taken as one (Y = I.O)
This means that the fluid leaves with the full momentum of the main stream.
When flow enters the stream perpendicular to the direction of main stream
flows the Y-factor is equal to zero (Y-O). This means that the entering flow
must be accelerated to the main stream flow. The Y-factor is defined in
Appendix B.
STRESS ANALYSIS AND BLADE LIFE CALCULATIONS
Blade life calculations include the stress distribution based on centri-
fugal loads_ including the effects of the dead weight of the fins and the tip
cap where it is used. Gas bending loads were neglected because these loads
are small and may be cancelled out by tilting the blades. Bending moments due
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to offsettin 9 the line of action of the centrifugal force as a result of ther-
mal distortion is considered in AiResearch program X0850 described in Appendix
H. This program was used to predict the thermal stress distribution consider-
ing the effects of e]astic strain and relaxation of stress due to local instan-
taneous plastic flow of the material.
Preliminary design analysis included stress distribution based on steady-
state temperature distribution at the hub_ mean, and tip sections of the blades.
Minimum design stress to rupture life at each element was determined for the
temperature and stress of the element. If it is assumed that the turbine blade
will not fail in stress rupture due to compression_the life at each section may
be evaluated by considering only the tensile stress life. Creep relaxation
analysis indicates that this assumption is correct because the compressive
stressed elements relax rapidly with creep. Therefore only the tensile stressed
elements were considered in the calculations of blade life for the preliminary
design analysis. This is in accordance with Method 2 of the blade life predic-
tion methods described below.
The final design analysis included the stress distribution based on the
steady-state temperature distribution at the hub_ mean_ and 75 percent span
sections of the blades. The blade life was based on the time to one percent
creep strain after stress redistribution due to creep. This is in accordance
with Method 3 of the blade life prediction methods described below. A creep
analysis was not necessary for each condition because the creep analysis for a
similar condition could be used in many cases. Also the results indicated that
many blades were limited by maximum allowable coating temperature rather than
stress. The creep stress analysis was also conducted using AiResearch program
X08SO described in Appendix H. This program uses a method of analysis similar
to that described in NASA TN D-5282 (Reference 75}.
Figure 5-12 through 3-21 show the material properties of IN-IO0 used in
this analysis. Comparing the minimum design curve in Figure 3-13 with the data
in Figure II of Reference 75 shows that the AiResearch data requires a metal
temperature about 70°F lower for the same stress level. This minimum design
curve is intended to account for the effects of minimum wall thickness and
coating diffusion effects and is somewhat more conservative than the data
used in Reference 75.
Several different methods may be employed in the calculation of the useful
life of the airfoil section of turbine blades. The predicted life can be
greatly extended or reduced depending upon the particular method chosen by
the analyst and by the material property curves employed. An attempt to
describe the procedures and their accompanying assumptions and conservatism
(or lack of it) follows.
Method I. Equating Average Centrifuga] Stress to Material Stress-
Rupture Strength Based On Cross-Sectional Average
Temperature
In this method of computing blade life the centrifugal force acting
at a blade cross section is divided by the cross sectional area to
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determine the average stress level. Material strenqth is determined
by using the weighted average temperature as a reference. The allow-
able stress is usually selected from either creep or stress-rupture
considerations.
Method 2. Equating Short-Time Combined Mechanical and Thermal
Stresses at Each Element of the Blade Cross-Section to
Material Stress-Rupture Strength of That Element
In this analysis method_the blade (or vane) cross-section is divided
into elemental areas of sufficient number to describe the cross-
sectional properties and thermal distribution. Mechanical forces
and moments are computed with respect to a selected reference station
of the cross section. Both temperature and corresponding strength
data for each of the elements is used in performing the stress
analysis. The stresses computed for each element are compared to
either the stress rupture or creep strengths of the element. A com-
mon practice is to disregard the elements where compressive stresses
exist and to base the section life on the minimum value obtained from
the tensile stressed elements. Since this is a short time analysis_
the relieving effect of creep is not accounted for.
Method 3. Equating Combined Mechanical and Thermal Stresses at Each
Element of the Blade Cross-Section to Material Creep and
Stress-Rupture Strains of That Element
This procedure is quite similar to Method 2 except now the fact that
the cross-section must creep before rupturing is accounted for. The
useful life of the section is assumed to be consumed when the time
to exceed a prescribed strain is exceeded at any element of the
cross-section. It is further required that the prescribed strains
throughout the blade span must be such that neither local fracture
or tip rubbing is permitted.
Method I represents a rapid means in preliminary design for estimating
the life of a blade or vane. However_ it is not dependable for final design
purposes since one cannot evaluate in advance the amount of unconservatism in
the prediction. For example_ for sections with only small thermal gradients_
the life predicted can be expected to be reliably estimated by this method.
However_ when the peak temperatures deviate by even as much as IO0 deg from the
mean temperature5 the method will always overestimate the life of the blade.
For the latter case_ creep relaxation will not be capable of reducing the peak
stresses to the value estimated by the mean temperature.
Method 2 estimates stress peak values based on short-time operation. How-
ever_ for long time operation these peaks are somewhat flattened through creep
redistribution. Thus_ lives based on the short time values are conservative if
both tensile and compressive stress components are considered. Disregarding
the compressive stress components may be unconservative and is not adequately
substantiated by test data.
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Method 5 estimates the effects of creep redistribution in smoothing the
stress profile. Although this technique is more tedious and time consuming
to apply_ it does not contain the restrictive assumptions of Methods I and 2.
For the creep stress analysis of blades with holes in the blade surface_
the area of the hole was subtracted from the cross-sectional area of the element
and the metal above the holes was considered as dead weight in determining
the loads for the section. Stress concentation effects due to holes in the
blade surface are taken into account in a fatigue analysis. A methodof com-
bining steady-state creep rupture and fatigue failure is outlined in NASA
TMX-1951 (Reference 76). Fatigue data for IN-IO0 specimenswith holes and
slots is given in Stewart and Vogel IReference 771. Since acceleration and
deceleration engine transients were not defined for this study_ a fatigue
failure analysis was not conducted.
The stress analysis of transpiration cooled materials was conducted by
determining an equivalent cross-sectional metal area from material properties
given n Anderson and Nealy IReference 491.
4O
SECTION 4
DESIGN CONDITIONS
TASK I PRELIMINARY DESIGN
The turbine blades in this study were assumed to be first stage rotor
blades of 0.75 in. (0.01905 m)_ l.O in. (0.0254 m), and 1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord.
Eight blade cooling configurations in each of the three chord sizes were
studied in the preliminary design phase. Blade hub and tipradii for each
design were held constant at 4.812 in. (0.1222 m) and 6.562 in. (0.1667 m) respec-
tively. Pitch line blade solidity was held constant at 1.71. Total pressure
AP/P t was assumed to be 0.03. For a turbinedrop across a stator vane row ( i)s
stator inlet average total pressure of 150 psia (I.034 x IO6 Newtons/sq m),
the absolute total pressure entering the blades was evaluated as follows:
Pbi :: I. - _ti Pti
Pti : 150 psia (1.034 x 106 Newtons/sq m)
Pbi = [I :: 0.03](150):: 145.5 psia(I.O03 x i06 Newtons/sq m)
From this absolute total pressure_ the radial variation in relative total pres-
sure to the blade was evaluated as outlined in the aerodynamics section. The
combustor total pressure drop_ (AP/Pco) c was assumed to be 0.06 and total pres-
sure loss in ducting the cooling air from the compressor to the blade base_
(_p/Pco)CA was assumed to be 0.08 where Pco is the compressor outlet total
pressure. For a turbine stator inlet average total pressure of 150 psia
(11.034 x IO6 Newtons/sq m_ the cooling air total pressure at the root of the
blade may be evaluated as follows:
If" - !AP/Pco)CA]PCA : Pti I. (AP/Pco) c
(t_p/Pco)C A = 0.08 (AP/Pco) c = 0.06
< o°Pti : 150 psia 1.034 x I Newtons/sq m)
11-0'081 :: 146.8 psia (I.012 x I06 Newtons/sq m)
PCA :: t50 11-0.061
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The cooling air inlet temperature used for the preliminary design
analysis was 900°F (7S5.6°KI. The circumferentially averaged radial gas
temperature profile correction factor for the absolute total inlet temperature
is shown in Figure 4-I.
Velocity diagrams for the hub; mean_ and tip sections of the turbine blade
are shown in Figure 4-2. These velocity diagrams were used to calculate rela-
tive total pressure; relative total temperature_ and free stream velocity
relative to the leading edge.
Thermal analysis design conditions and aerodynamic design conditions are
summarized in Table 4-I and Table 4-2_ respectively.
Before starting the preliminary design phase of the contract_ a study of
the stress limitations and metal area taper ratio of the original design was
conducted. Preliminary stress calculations were conducted using Figures 4-3
and 4-4 to calculate the centrifugal root stress of a linearly tapered or a
constant stress tapered blade. Based on the [N-IO0 minimum design stress rup-
ture properties shown in Figure 3-I3; a root stress of 30_000 psi (2.068 x 108
Newton/sq m) was chosen for this analysis. This stress level is consistent
with iO00 hr stress to rupture at 1600°F (I144.4°K_ metal temperature or I000
hr for 0.5 percent creep at 1500°F (I088.9°Ki meta] temperature for IN-IO0.
Figure 4-5 shows the turbine tip speed as a function of turbine inlet tempera-
ture used for this analysis.
Using these conditions; a study of the turbine inlet temperature capa-
bilities of the original blade configuration and of a thickened blade configura-
tion was made. Original and thickened b]ade configurations are shown in Figures
4-6_ 4-7_ and 4-8. Table 4-3 shows a comparison of allowable turbine inlet
temperatures for the original and thickened blade configuration in the three
chord sizes for a stress of 30_000 psi (2.068 x I08 Newtons/sq m). The hub-to-
tip metal area taper ratio is shown for the solid blade and for a maximum con-
stant cooling air flow area. The maximum coolinq air flow area is based on a
minimum wall thickness of 0.02 in. (0.000S08 m) all the way around the tip sec-
tion. This minimum wall thickness is consistent with our present casting
experience. The results show that the thickened blade configuration allows an
increase of from ISO°F (83.3°K) to 190°F (IOS.6°K) in turbine inlet temperature
for the linear taper ratio blade. The linear taper ratio condition more nearly
represents the true conditions for a cooled turbine blade because it results
in a 30;000 psi (2.068 x I08 Newtons/sq ml stress at the root and somewhat
lower stress over the rest of the blade where the temperature is higher. The
constant stress condition assumes the metal area is distributed so that it
gives a constant stress over the entire span of the blade. This means that a
constant temperature of 1600°F (I144.4°K) for I000 hr rupture life or I500°F
(I088.9°K) for IO0 hr at a 0.3 percent creep limit would be required over the
entire span of the blade. This results in an unrealistic requirement for a
cooled turbine blade.
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TABLE 4-I
THERMAL ANALYSIS PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONDITIONS
Relative Total Temperature
Ratio IT_
g \ g g ATcoRR
Relative Total Pressure
P'g (PglPg) Pbi \Pg!
Critical Velocity Ratio
Relative to Leading Edge
(WlWcr)
Section
Hub Mean Tip
0.937515
0.740176
O. 549
0.0945308
0.769305
0.592
0.954577
0.805116
0.518
Trailing Edge Static
Pressure Ratio IPst_
Pst (mst/Pg)Pbi _P'_--g!
0.55504 0.55569 0.55663
Y 1.273
Cooling air inlet temperature 900°F (755.6°K)
Cooling air inlet pressure :: 146.8 psia (I.012 x 106 Newtons/sq m!
Blade height = 1.75 in. (0.04445 m)
rpm
N 433.5 g
Blade tip speed (Vti p) :: 24.8257T_/_g ft/sec (,O.'52t_/_-m/sec)g
Hot gas inlet total pressure (Phi) : 145.5 psia (I.00314×I06 Newtons/sq
Blade Tip Static
:P /P ?PbP so so g i g I
Leading
Edge
0.76052
Midchord
Pressure
Side
O. 73547
Mi dchord
Suction
Side
0.47153
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TABLE 4-2
AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS DESIGN CONDITIONS
Radius
TIT
2200°F
(1477.8°K)
TIT
2600°F
(1700°m)
in.
(m)
T z oR
g (OK)
pZ psia
g (Newtons/
sq m)
W ft/sec
(m/secl
T _ oR
g (K)
P_ psia
g (Newtons/
sq m)
W ft/sec
{in./secl
TIT T o OR
3000OF 9 (OK)
(1722.1OK) pt psia
g (Newtons/
sq m
W ft/sec
(m/secl
Hub
4.81242
(0. 12224 )
2484.7
(1580.4)
I07.4
(7.4x105)
I201.
(366.4)
2868.8
(1593.8)
I07.7
(7.45xl05, ,
1290
(393.21
3255.4
(1808.6)
Io7.99
(7.45x105 )
1572
(418.2)
Mean
5.68742
(0.14446)
2506.5
(1392.5)
III.7
(7.7xlO 5 )
862.
(262.7)
2892.6
(1607.0)
111.93
(7.72xi05 )
3280.8
(1822.71'
I12.17
(7.75x105 )
985
(299.6)
Tip
6.56242
(0. 16669)
2552.6
(1407,0)
116.97
( 8.06x 105 '/
703.
(214.5)
2921
(1622.8!
117.14
(8.08×t05 )
754.
(229.8)
3510.9
(1839.4)
117,3
(8.09x105 )
801
(244.1)
Turbine Inlet Temperature 2200°F 2600OF 3000OF
(1477.8°K) (1700°Kl (1922.2°K1
W lb/sec
g
(kg/Sec)
Y
R
R
ft-lb f
Ib m-°R
m Newtons
k °K
g
52. 8049
(14.881
1 .29
55.387
(287.21
50.4882
(13.829)
I .275
53.4
(287.3)
28.5855
(12.965)
1.257
53.413
(287.4)
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Chord - in. 0.75 I.O 1.5
(m) (0.01905) (0.0254) (0.0381)
,Number of 81 61 41
Blades
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(V/Vcr)o _ I
'"_0.'_ ; 0.896
_ U/Vcr ' = 0.4[5I
_/H__2o .,o
(a) Hub section; radius ratio_ r/rt, 0.755.
(v/v _ :o.23,
- _ Cr/O _ = 0.775
36.380
U/Vcr_ I : 0.490
• /_" _'/ _--17.77 °
f u'_,,2 ./
(b) Mean section; radius ratio, r/rt, 0.8666.
t(VJVcr)O: 0.2_,
,3tw,0 :
J< _/Y'--'s-s2°
(c) Tip section; radius ratio, r/rt, 1.000.
Figure 4-2. Turbine Design Velocity Diagram
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Figure 4-6. Comparison of the Original and Thi¢;kened Turbine Blade
ConfiguraL}on at the Hub Section (r/r t _ .733)
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Figure 4-8. Blade Configuration at the Tip Section (r/r t = 1.0)
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To thicken the rotor hub section_ the channels produced by the original
blade shapes were laid out to a scale ten times actual size. This was done
for the hub and meansections only, as shown in Figures 4-6 and 4-7_ the tip
was left unchanged. Figure 4-9 shows the effect this thickening had upon the
channel width. In both the hub and meansections the original channel was
diverging-converging as shown in Figure 4-9. In the process of thickening the
meansection the channel was madeto smoothly converge for the entire channel
length. For the hub section it is impossible to avoid a diverging channel.
The hub section was thickened by delaying the divergence and eliminating the
convergence of the channel. It is felt that thickening of the blades in this
mannerwill cause no decrease in the rotor performance. The critical surface
velocity ratio profiles for the hub_ mean_and tip sections of the blade are
shown in Figures 4-I0 through 4-15 for the original and thickened turbine blade
configurations. The velocity profiles show that thickening of the rotor blades
shifted the profiles up slightly to higher velocities as was expected. The
characteristic shape for each of the three sections was not affected. The fact
that the tip section profile increases along with the meanand hub indicates
that there was some intra-blade shift of the gas flow to the greater radius.
Judging from the way these profiles have shifted to higher velocities on both
the suction and pressure surfaces the distribution of work for the thickened
blade is not expected to be different from the original.
The effect of variation of the inlet total temperature 2200°F (1477.80K),
and 2600°F (1700°K)_ and 3000°F (1922.2°K) on the velocity profiles was small
and due to the variation of the gas properties.
A variation of the chord length for a constant temperature produced very
small changes in the velocity profiles which can be attributed to the rounding
off of the numberof blades used in each case.
In summary_it can be said that the effects of chord and temperature change
on the velocity profiles for a given set of blade shapes is negligible provided
the vector diagram is unchanged(i.e._ design is analyzed for on-design condi-
tions) as was the condition here. Thickening of the blades did produce a
significant change in the velocity profiles of the rotor_ therefore_ this should
be taken into account for heat transfer analysis.
Results of this analysis indicate that the turbine blade configuration
thickened at the hub and meansections provides higher turbine inlet tempera-
ture capabilities with no decrease in aerodynamic performance. Therefore_ the
thickened blade configurations shown in Figures 4-6 through 4-8 were used for
this study and the critical surface velocity ratio profiles shown in Figures
4-13 through 4-15 for the thickened blade were also used.
Results also indicated that the optimum metal area taper ratio for these
cooled blade designs results from the use of a constant cooling flow area from
the hub to the tip of the blade. This provides a large metal area taper ratio
without restricting the cooling air flow.
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TASK I FINAL DESIGN
For the final design analysis_ two preliminary design configurations were
selected and a detailed analysis was performed to finalize cooling passage
dimensions_ flow control orifice dimensions_ impingement holes, trailing edge
discharge holes_ and film cooling holes. This analysis was performed for a
design point condition as specified in the preliminary design analysis_ and the
maximum turbine inlet temperature capability for each design in the three
chord sizes was determined for IO00 hr life. The blade life in this case was
selected as the time to one percent creep strain after stress redistribution
due to creep or the maximum coating life for IN-IO0 material_ whichever was
limiting.
Based on the design point cooling configuration_ the maximum allowable
turbine inlet temperature for IO00 hr life at each of the conditions specified
in Table 4-4 was determined for each cooling configuration. The required flow
control orifices were also determined for each of the design point conditions
with a total pressure loss in ducting the cooling a r from the compressor to
the blade base_ _P/Pco _ of O. IO.
Using the turbine inlet temperature determined in Table 4-_ for each
cooling configuration using the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m blade with a cooling air
inlet temperature of 1200°F (922.2°K) and a turbine inlet total pressure of
150 psia (I.034 x IO 6 Newtons/sq m)_ the cooling air flow required as a func-
tion of cooling air inlet temperature and chord size is determined for the
conditions shown in Table 4-5. For this analysis_ the turbine inlet tempera-
ture and turbine inlet pressure are held constant and the cooling air flow for
IO00 life is determined at each condition. Cooling passage dimensions 3 impinge-
ment holes_ trailing edge discharge holes_ and film cooling holes are maintained
the same and the flow control orifices are varied to obtain the required
cooling air flow.
Three additional conditions from Table _-_ and two additional conditions
from Table _-5 were _elected for the I.O in. (0.0254 ml chord design to be
analyzed with each condition treated as a design point condition.
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SECTION 5
ANALYTICAL RESULTS
TASK I PRELIMINARY DESIGN
General
Sketches of each of the eight preliminary design turbine blade cooling
configurations in each of the three chord sizes are shown in Figures 5-I
through 5-24. A summary of the preliminary design analysis of each configura-
tion is shown in Table 5-I. The results are presented in various ways as
described below. The metal cross sectional area weighted average metal tem-
perature was calculated for the hub and mean sections of theblade as shown in
equation 5-I.
n
F_ T. A.
T i=l i i (5-1)
n
A.
I
i=l
Using the weighted average metal temperature_ the average metal tempera-
ture cooling effectiveness at the hub and mean sections of each blade was cal-
culated from equations 5-2 and 5-3.
T " _R
_
@R -
Tg Tc_ i
(s-2)
T - _M
_ q
_M - T - T
g c,i
(5-3)
From the maximum outer surface temperature at the tip section_ the maximum
metal temperature effectiveness was calculated as shown in equation 5-4.
T - T
= 9 max (5-4)
-max T - T .
g cl
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Th_ weighted average cooling air outlet temperature was calculated from
equation 5-5.
T : c_o c_o (5-5)
c,o >_ W
C_O
Using the weighted average cooling air outlet temperature_ the cooling
air thermal effectiveness was calculated as shown in equation 5-6.
T - T
%0 c_ i (5-6)
TLt
T -T
M c_i
Based on the largest difference between the maximum and minimum metal
element temperature at a chordwise section of the blade_ the maximum gradient
ratio was calculated as shown in equation 5-7.
T - T .
R :: max ml n (5-7)
g T - T
g c,i
The maximum turbine inlet temperature may be limited by either a material
strength temperature limit or a maximum oxidation-corrosion protective coating
temperature limit. The maximum temperature limit for coated IN-IO0 with a
minimum thickness of 0.02 in. (0.000508 m) is 1840°F (1277.8°K) for I000 hr
life. For thinner sections the temperature limit is somewhat lower. The
material strength temperature limit is based on the combined stress of centri-
fugal load and thermal gradient at each section of the turbine blade. The
stress life of each blade was based on the minimum life of a tensile stressed
element as described in Method 2 of the stress analysis section of the report.
Detailed temperature_ stress_ and stress-to-rupture life at each element
of each preliminary design cooled blade configuration is shown in Appendix I.
The temperature distribution was calculated for the hub_ mean, and tip sections
using the thermal analyzer computer program (H0910) as described in Appendix B.
Heat transfer equations used are presented in the analytical methods section
of this report. Stress and stress-to-rupture life at each element was calcu-
lated using the stress analysis program described in Appendix H. Stress analysis
considerations are also described in the analytical method section of this
report.
Since the stress-to-rupture life calculated on this basis was not exactly
IO00 hours for each blade configuration_ the maximum turbine inlet temperature
which would produce a life of IO00 hours at the critical stressed element of
the blade was calculated as described below.
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The strength of turbine blade materials may be expressed as stress corre-
lated as a function of the Larson-Miller parameter which relates time at tem-
perature. A typical relation between stress and the Larson Miller parameter
is shown in Figure 3-13. This relation indicates that for a given value of
stress_ a single value of the Larson-Miller parameter relates the life at a
given metal temperature. Therefore if the stress in the element remained the
sameas the metal temperature was reduced_ the life would increase. This
method maybe used to estimate the required turbine inlet temperature for
IO00 hr life if it is assumedthat the stress in the element remains the same
as the turbine inlet temperature is changed. For a turbine blade design with
an element having less than IO00 hr stress life_ the Larson-Miller parameter
for the minimumlife element with a temperature Tml and a life _I maybe
equated to a metal temperature Tm2which would result in IO00 hr life (82 =
1000) as shownin equations 5-8_ 5-9_ and 5-I0.
(Tm_2 + 460) (20 + log 82 ) = (Tm, I + 460) (20 + log 81 ) (5-8)
(Tm: + 460) (20 + log Oi )T = I
m_2 20 + log @2
If 82 = I000 hr
- 460 (5-9)
(Tm: + 460) (20 + lo9 @1)
I -460 (5-I0)
Tm_ 2 = " ' 23
The turbine inlet temperature (Tg_l) for a metal temperature (Tm, I) and
a coolant inlet temperature (T ) may be related to a turbine inlet tempera-
ture (Tg,2) for a metal temperature (Tm, 2) and a coolant inlet temperature
(Tc_i) as shown in equations 5-11_ 5-12_ and 5-13.
Tg_ I - Tm: I
¢1 - T - T (5-11)
g_ I c_ i
T
,£:2 Tin:2 (5-12)02 T T
g_ 2 c_ i
¢I = ¢2 for a constant coolant flow and hot gas flow
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Then Tm2 - 01 TT = c_i (5-13)
92 I - ¢1
In the case of an element with less than I000 hr life initially_ this
method is conservative because as the turbine inlet temperature is lowered_
the thermal gradients and the turbine tip speed is reduced which results in
decreased stress in the element and an increase in the Larson-Miller parameter.
In the case of an element with greater than lO00 hr life initially_ the reverse
is true.
Comparing the maximum turbine inlet temperature from oxidation-corrosion
considerations and the maximum turbine inlet temperature from stress considera-
tions_ the limiting condition is given in Table 5-I as the maximum turbine
inlet temperature for I000 hr life. The limiting condition and the critical
section of the blade is also specified.
A summary of the aerodynamic effects of turbine blade cooling for each of
the preliminary design configurations is shown in Table 5-2. This table was
generated from information presented in the aerodynamics section. The results
indicate that thickening of the trailing edge and transpiration cooling pro-
duce the largest losses in turbine efficiency. The effect of increased aspect
ratio partially compensates for the effect of increased trailing edge thickness
for the small chord blades. The effect of film cooling on turbine efficiency
is relatively small_ however the method used may not be applicable to these
conditions.
A discussion of the effects of chord size on each cooling design from the
preliminary design analysis is presented below.
Scheme A-I Convection Cooled Cast Two-Cavity Pin Fin Blade
The convection cooled cast two-cavity pin fin blade is shown in Figures
5-I_ 5-2_ and 5-3 for the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m)_ 1.0 inch (0.0254 m)_ and
1.5 inch (0.0381 m) chord designs respectively. The cooling air enters the
leading edge and center passages at the root and flows radially outward. The
leading edge flow discharges at the tip of the blade and the center passage
flow discharges at the trailing edge and the blade tip.
The leading-edge cavity uses transverse fins around the inside leading-
edge surface. A fin spacing of 0.18 in. (0.004572 m) center-to-center and a
fin height of 0.20 in. (0.000508 m)_ 0.025 in. (0.000635 m)_ and 0.03 in.
(0.000762 m)was selected for the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m), 1.0 in. (0.0254 m),
and 1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord blades respectively. A review of the transverse
fin data presented in the heat transfer analysis section indicated that this
height and spacing would produce to a value close to the maximum cooling
effectiveness for transverse fins.
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TABLE 5-1
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS FOR THE PRELIMINARY DESIGN TASK I ANALYSIS
P = 150 PSIA (I.0342 x I0 6 NEWTONS/SQ M) T = 900°F (755.6°K!
g ci
Tg WCA(IO0) Stress Tg
Scheme Chord Analysis Critical I_xlmum Critical Critical
No. In. (m) 0r (OK) Wg _R tM ¢_Bax _t R OFg Section (K) Condition Section
0.7043 0.5827 0.3429 0.7899 0,2957A-I O. 75 2300 4.4 Root 2330 I T1 p
(0.0,905) (1533.3) (1550)
A-I 1.0 2400 4.98 0.6534 0.345 0.3721 0.6588 0.2267 Root 2397 I Ttp
(0.0254) (1588.8) (1587.2)
A-I 1,5 2600 8.32
(0.0381) (1700)
A-3 0.75 2300 4.04
(0.01905) 0533.5)
A-3 1.0 2400 4.25
(0.0254) (,588.8)
A-5 1.5 2400 3.82
(0.0381) (1588.8)
A-6 0.75 2450 3.9(o.ol9o5) (t616.6)
A-6 1.0 2500 5.9
(0.0254) (1644.4)
A - 6 I . 5 2550 4. I 6
(0.0581) (1672.2)
A-7 0.75 2400 4.77
(0.01905) (1588.8)
A-7 1.0 2400 5.07
(0.0254) (1588.8)
A-7 1.5 2450 4.82
(0.0581) (1616.6)
B-I 0.75 2450 5.76
(0.01905) (1616.6)
8-1 1.0 2500 5.53
(0.0254) (1644.4)
B-I 1.5 2500 6.05
(O.05BI) (1644.4)
B-4 0.75 2250 4.27
(0.01905) (1505.5)
B-4 1.0 2500 4.89
(0.0254) (1555.3)
B-4 1.5 2300 4.06
(0.0581) (1533.3)
B-5 0.75 2600 6.43
(0.01905) (1700)
8 -5 I . 0 2600 5.58
(0.0254) (1700)
B-5 1.5 2600 5.4
(0.0381) (1700)
C-I 0.75 2450 3.89
(0.01905) (1616.6)
C-I 1.0 2500 4.31
(0.02_) (I_4.4)
C-I 1.5 2800 5.29
(0.0381) (1811.1)
0.6727 0.5947 0.4516 0.4738 0.2124 Root
0,6017 0.5252 0.325 0.6964 0.2593 Tip
0.6107 0.5418 0.3619 0.6931 0.228 Tip
0.6003 0.3538 0.4059 0.7381 0.2107 Tip
0.6299 0.5678 0.444 0.7522 0.2690 Root
0.6528 O. 580 0.4675 0.7666 O. 3 Root
0.6859 0,626 0.4889 0.8404 0.3291 Root
O. 5803 0.4831 0.3887 O. 5039 0.194 Root
0.5802 O. 5157 0.4203 0.4973 0.2433 Root
0.56bb 0.5058 0.4209 0.4675 0.1948 Root
0.7132 0.6369 0.4126 0.4832 0,2284 Root
0.7229 0,6404 0.4902 0.5559 0.2156 Root
0.667 0.6043 0.482 O. 3492 0.2069 Root
0.5957 0.5201 0.3979 0.5508 0.1259 Root
0.5945 0.5677 0.418 0.5592 0.3014 Root
0.5781 0.5326 0.4439 0.5125 0.2086 Root
0.6797 0.6587 0.4718 0.4642 0.224l Tlp
0.6621 0,6278 0.5191 0.4_w_2 0.16706 Root
0.6443 0.5777 0.4689 0.4017 0.1606 Root
0.7094 0.6417 0.3915 0.6197 0.4135 Root
0.8018 0.7251 0.4004 0.7201 0.4913 Root
0.847 0.7802 0.5397 0.7785 0.4079 Root
2614 I Tip
(1707.7)
2393 I Tip
(1529.4)
2373 I Tip
(,573.9)
2410 3 Moan
0594.4)
2447 2 TIp
(1615)
2313 2 TIp
0652.8)
2552 3 Mea n
(1673.3)
2221 3 Moan
(1489.4)
2355 3 Mean
(1563.9)
2309 3 Mean
0538.5)
2457 3
(,620.5)
Mean
2607 5 Mean
(1803.9)
2605 3 Mean
(1802.8)
2193 3 Mean
(1473.9)
2389 3 Root
(1583.8)
2244 3 Mean
(1502.2)
2680 I Tip(1744.4)
2770 3 Root
(1794.4)
2563 3 Mean
(1679.4)
2371 3 Mean
(1572.8)
2468 I Tip
(1626.7)
2942 I TIp
(1890)
CRITICAL CONDITIONS
I. Turbine inlet temperature limited by mlxlmum coating t_lporeture of 1140°F (1277.$°K) for I000 hr life with 0.02 in.
(0.000508 m) thick IN-IO0 materlal.
2. Turbine Inlet temperature limited by maximum coating temperature of 1760°F (1233.3°K) for I000 hr IIfe with 0.008 In.
(0.0002032 m) thick IN-IO0 material.
3. Turbine inlet temperature limited by mlnlmutn stress to rupture life of I000 hr for all tensile stressed elements before
creep relaxation of the thermal stresses.
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TABLE 5-2
AERODYNAMIC EFFECTS OF TURBINE COOLING
FOR EACH PRELIMINARY DESIGN
Scheme
No.
A-I
A-I
A-i
A-5
A-3
A-3
A-6
A-6
A-6
A-7
A-7
A-7
B-I
B-I
B-)
B-4
B-4
B-4
B-5
B-5
B-5
C-I
C-I
C-I
Chord
in.
(m)
0.75
C0.01905)
1.0
(0.0254 >
1.5
(0.038_)
0.75
(O.Oi90S)
1.0
(0.0254)
1.5
(0. 038 I )
0.75
(0.01905)
1.0
(0.0254)
1.5
(0. 058 ( )
0.75
(0.01905)
1.0
(0.0254)
1.5
(o.o38_)
0.75
(o.ol9o5_
t.0
(0.0254 }
1.5
(0. 038 I )
0.75
(0.01905)
1.0
(0.0254)
1.5
(0. 038 J )
0.75
(0.01905)
1.0
(0.0254)
1.5
(0. O581 )
0.75
(0.01905)
1.0
(0,0254)
1.5
(0.0381)
w (1oo)
ca
W
g
4.4
4.98
8.32
4.04
4.25
3.82
3.9
3.9
4.16
4.77
5.07
4.82
5.76
5.53
6.05
4.27
4.89
4.06
6.43
5.58
5.4
3.89
4.31
5.29
Cooling Air
Pumping
Loss
hp
(kw)
61.3
(45.53)
70.7 i(52.7)
126.8
(94.52)
54. I
(40.31)
58.1
(45.39)
53.2
(59.67)
46.5
(54.5)
47.3
(55.24)
50.4
(37.55)
56,4
(42.07)
59.55
(44.51)
57.5
(42.88)
69.3
(51.68)
66,6
(49.65)
72.8
(54.29)
49.6
(36.99)
56.9
(42.43)
47.5
(35.24)
78.5
(58.5)
68.1
(50.78)
65.9
(49. t4)
46.4
(34.56)
51
(38,03)
66.5
(49.6)
Aspect
Ratio Trailing Edge
Effect Thickness Effect
(W%) (W%)
0.999 0.984
0.995 0.984
0.988 0.984
0.999 0.964
0.995 0.976
0.988 0.984
0.999 0,976
0.995 0.984
0.988 0,984
0.999 0.959
0,995 0.971
0.988 0.984
0.999 0.984
0.995 0.984
0.988 0.984
0.999 0.959
0.995 0.971
O. 988 O. 984
0,999 0.976
O. 995 O. 984
0.988 0.984
0.999 0.984
0.995 0.984
0.988 0.984
Film
Cooling
Effect
-0.0005
-0.0007
-0.0005
-0.0007
-0.0004
-0.0004
-0.0005
-0.0038
-0.0037
-0.0039
-0.0006
-0.0007
-0.0007
-0.0029
-0.0024
-0.0023
Transpiration
Cooling
Effect
-0.045
-0.052
-0.071
Cooling Air
Tip
Discharge
yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
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The center passage is cooled by the use of triangular spaced pin fins.
The triangular spaced pin fins promote cooling air turbulence and increase
the cooling effectiveness of the design. For example_ 0.02 in. [0.000508 mi
diameter pins on 3-diameter center-to-center spacing will more than triple
the basic heat transfer coefficient over that of an unfinned channel. Also_
the pin fins increase the surface area_ and thus increase the internal
cooling potential. The pin fins used in this design were placed on a three-
diameter center-to-center equilateral triangular spacing. Pin diameters of
0.02 in, [0.000508 m)_ 0.025 in. (0.000635 ml_ and 0.03 in. [0.000762 m)
were used for the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m)_ 1.0 in. (0.0254 ml, and 1.5 in,
(0.0581 m) chord designs respectively. This pin diameter and spacing is
within current casting technology capabilities.
The 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) chord pin fin blade uses a film cooled
trailing edge to maintain the design limit on trailing edge thickness.
The increased trailing edge thickness of the 1.0 (0.0254 m) and 1.5 in.
(0.0581 m) chord blades permits the use of trailing edge discharge through
a row of holes in the trailing edge. The film cooling relation of Hatch
and Papell IReference 78 and Appendix C) was used for the 0.75 in.
(0.01905 m) chord blade film cooled trailing edge. The heat transfer ana-
lysis of the trail ing edge discharge holes included the entrance effect mul-
tiplying factor of Nunner (Reference 44).
The analytical results for this design indicate that the turbine inlet
temperature may be increased substantially by increasing the chord; however
the cooling flow required for temperatures above 2400°F (1588.9°K) becomes
very large, The radial flow design produces a high cooling effectiveness
for the hub and mean sections of the blade_ but the maximum metal tempera-
ture effectiveness is somewhat restricted. The pin fin heat transfer
surface produces a high cooling air thermal effectiveness at low cooling
air flow rates_ but due to the heat transfer characteristics of this surface_
the effectiveness decreases rapidly as the cooling air flow increases.
The limiting element for the 0.75 in. [0.01905 mi chord design is the
film cooling trailing edge at the tip section of the blade. Since the
film temperature increases about lO0°F (55.6°K) from the point of injection
to the end of the trailing edge, additional film flow would not significantly
increase the allowable turbine inlet temperature. An increase in cooling
flow through the center pin fin cavity would produce a lower film injection
temperature which could cause an increase in the allowable turbine inlet
temperature; however_ additional thermal gradients would be imposed on the
blades by overcooling the middle cavity.
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The limiting element for the 1.0 in. (0.0254 m) chord design is the con-
vection cooled trailing edge at the tip section. The trailing edge holes are
pressure drop limited at the tip section so the only way additional cooling
can be provided is by additional flow through the center cavity which would
reduce the cooling air temperature at the tip section. This additional flow
would produce additional thermal gradients by overcooling the middle cavity.
The limiting element for the 1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord design is also the
convection cooled trailing edge at the tip section, This design demonstrates
the capability of operation at high turbine inlet temperatures_ however the
cooling flow required is very large (8.32 percent of the hot 9as flow).
Table 5-2 indicates that this design has the minimum aerodynamic penalty
due to cooling. No thickening of the trailing edge is required and most of
the cooling air discharges from the blade tip_ giving a lower effective tip
clearance.
This configuration represents the minimum fabrication complexity for
present casting technology along with a high turbine inlet temperature capa-
bility. It was therefore recommended for a final design analysis.
Scheme A-3 Convection Cooled Fabricated Radial Flow Plate Fin Blade
This concept shown in Figures 5-4_ 5-5_ and 5-6 for the 0.75 in.
(0.01905 m), 1.0 in. (0.0254 m)_ and 1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord designs respec-
tively_ combines radial and chordwise cooling air flow. The cooling air flows
radially through the leading edge finned passage and four additional finned
passages on each side of the supply tube. Cooling air also flows radially
through the supply tube_ discharges from the trailing edge of the supply tub%
impinges on each side of the blade_ and flows chordwise through the finned
passage in the trailing edge of the blade. The fins used in this design were
40 fins/in. (15.75 fins/cm) rectangular plate fins 0.002 in. (0.0000508 m)
thick. Plain fins were used at the leading edge of each design because the
offset fins provided too much flow restriction for adequate cooling air flow.
Offset fins were used for the four finned passages on each side of the blade
because less cooling air flow was required and a higher heat transfer coef-
ficient was desirable. The fin height used in each of these areas was 0.02 in.
(0,000508 m).
The trailing edge fin passage was 0.02 in. (0.000508 m) high throughout
for the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) chord design with a plain fin for the first
0.2 in. (0.00508 m) and an offset fin for the last 0.15 in. (0.00381 m) of
length. A 0.04 in. (0.001016 m) high offset fin was used for the first 0.2
in. (0.00508 m) with a 0.02 in. (0.000508 m) high offset fin for the last
0.2 in. (0.00508 m) in the trailing edge of the I.O in. (0.0254 m) chord
design. A 0.04 in. (O.OOIOI6 m) high fin combined with a 0.02 in. (0.000508 m)
high fin was also used in the trailing edge of the 1.5 inch (0.0381 m) chord
design. The trailing edge of the 0.75 in.(O.Olg05 m) chord design was thick-
ened from the design point thickness of 0.0225 in. (0.0005715 m) to 0.04 in.
(0.001016 m). The trailing edge of the 1.0 in. (0.0254 m) chord desiqn was
also thickened from the design point thickness of 0.03 in. (0.000?62 m) to
0.04 in. (0.001016 m). No thickening was required for the 1.5 in. (0.0381 m)
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chord design. Since trailing edge discharge of the cooling air was used_ the
adverse effects of thickening the trailing edge were reduced somewhat. An
estimate of the aerodynamic effects of thickening the trailing edge is shown
in Table 5-2.
The Colburn J-factor data and Fanning friction factor data for plain and
offset fins shown in Figure 3-8 as well as the impingement heat transfer
relation from Chupp_ Helms_ McFadden_ and Brown [Reference 50) was used in
the heat transfer analysis of this design.
The results shown in Table 5-I indicate that the plate fin turbine blade
requires less cooling flow for about the same turbine inlet temperature as
Scheme A-I. The maximum turbine inlet temperature capability is limited how-
ever_ by pressure drop in the leading edge plate fin passage for the 0.75 in.
(0.01905 m) and the 1.0 in. (0.0254 m) chord designs. The 1.5 in. (0.0381 m)
chord design is limited by the mean section stress rather than pressure drop
limitations.
As with practically all of the convection cooled designs, Scheme A-3
shows an increase of turbine inlet temperature capability with chord size.
The increase from 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) chord to I.O in. (0.0254 m) chord is
greater than that from 1.0 in. (0.0254 m) chord to 1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord.
The combined radial and chordwise flow concept provides rather low thermal
gradients at the hub and mean because the flow was metered to each radial
passage separately. The maximum thermal gradient is produced at the tip sec-
tion because the chordwise flow leaves the supply tube only slightly hotter
than the cooling air supply temperature.
Scheme A-6 Convection Cooled Fabricated Strut Supported Blade
The convection cooled fabricated strut supported blade scheme A-6 is
shown in Figures 5-7, 5-8_ and 5-9 for the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m), 1.0 in.
(0.0254 m), and 1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord designs respectively. It consists
of a cast strut with chordwise fins and a fabricated sheet metal skin brazed_
welded_ or diffusion bonded to the strut. A center cavity in the strut sup-
plies cooling air radially to each spanwise section of the blade. Cooling air
from the center cavity impinges on the leading edge and flows chordwise
through fins on each side of the blade. Cooling air on the pressure side is
used to film cool the trailing edge and cooling air on the suction side con-
vection cools the trailing edge.
The chordwise fins in this configuration are 0.02 in. (0.000508 m) thick_
O.Ol in. (0.000254 m) high, and spaced 0.04 in. (O.OOIOI6 m) center-to-center
for the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) chord design. For the I.O in. (0.025_ m) chord
design the fins are 0.02 in. (0.000508 m) thick_ 0.013 in. (0.0003302 m) high_
and spaced 0.0_ in. (O.OOIOI6 m) center-to-center. In the 1.5 in. (0.0381 m)
chord design_ the fins are 0.02 in. (0.000508 m) thick_ 0.018 in. (0.000_572 m)
high_ and spaced 0.0_ in. (O.OOIOI6 m) center-to-center.
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The impingement holes for this design are 0.02 in.(0.000508 m) diameter
on a 1.75 diameter center-to-center spacing at the root to a 2.25 diameter
center-to-center spacing at the tip section of the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) chord
blade. The I.O in. (0.0254 m) chord blade has 0.02 in. (0.000762 m) diameter
holes on a I._ diameter center-to-center spacing. The 1.5 in. (0.0381 m)
chord blade has 0.03 in. (0.000762 m) diameter holes on a 1.4 diameter center-
to-center spacing. The film cooling relation of Hatch and Papell (Reference
78) was used for the film-cooled trailing edge on the pressure side of the
blade. (See Appendix C.)
The results shown in Table 5-I indicate that the strut supported blade
permits turbine inlet temperatures greater than 2_O0°F (1589°K) for cooling
air flows less than 4.0 percent of the hot gas flow. It also gives a high
cooling effectiveness at the hub and mean sections of the blade and the high-
est maximum metal temperature effectiveness of the convection cooled designs.
The thermal effectiveness was the highest of any design studied. The gradient
ratio was also the highest of the convection cooled designs studies_ and for
this reason the life may be limited due to low cycle fatigue.
The turbine inlet temperature capability for this design also increases
with chord size. The increase from the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) to the I.O in.
(0.025_ m) chord design is greater than that from the 1.0 in. (0.0254 m) to
the 1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord design.
The limiting element of the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) and I.O in. (0.0254 m)
chord design is the trailing edge outer skin at the tip section of the blade.
A maximum metal temperature limit of 1760°F (1233.3°K) for 1000 hr life was
selected to account for the reduced thickness of the outer skin and the join-
ing capabilities where the skin attaches to the strut. The cooling flow in
this area is limited by pressure drop considerations in the suction side
cooling passage.
The limiting element of the 1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord design is the stress
life at the mean section of the blade. This design is also pressure drop
limited in the suction side cooling passage.
Table 5-2 indicates a rather high aerodynamic efficiency for this design.
Only the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) chord design required an increased trailing
edge thickness and the film cooling losses were low. No recovery of turbine
efficiency due to tip discharge of the cooling air is obtained in this design.
The stress analysis of this design considered the centrifugal load dis-
tributed over both the strut and the outer skin. The analysis also included
the thermal stress induced on the strut by the outer skin. The effects of
transient thermal gradients on the life of the blade were not included in the
scope of the contract_ however the leading edge thickness of the outer skin
was increased to 0.020 in. (0.000508 m) to reduce the effects of this problem
and to help prevent foreign object damage. Internal supports from the strut
to the leading edge could also be added to reduce foreign object damage.
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In this design concept the structural memberof the blade is protected
from the hot gas by a thin outer skin which maybe a ductile material with
good corrosion life capabilities at high temperatures. The inner strut
operates from 80°F (44.4°K) to 140°F (77.8°K) cooler than the outer skin.
This causes all of the centrifugal load of the outer skin to be transferred
to the strut as well as some additional thermal stresses. Since the strut is
highly cooled it is capable of supporting this additional stress while still
providing a long stress to rupture life.
Scheme A-7 Convection Cooled Cast Impinqement Tube Blade
This cooling scheme is shown in Figures 5-I0_ S-II_ and 5-12 for the
0.75 in. (O.OI90S m)_ I.O in. (0.0254 m)_ and 1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord designs
respectively. Cooling air flows radially through the supply tube and leaves
through a row of holes which provide impingement cooling at the leading edge
of the blade, After impinging on the leading edge_ the cooling air flows
through chordwise fins on each side of the supply tube. The cooling air then
flows chordwise through a pin fin passage in the aft section of the blade
and discharges through slots in the trailing edge of the blade. In order to
provide additional cooling flow area at the hub section of the blade_ film
cooling holes were added just forward of the trailing edge slots on the pres-
sure side of the blade. This was necessary because the trailing edge slots
limited the flow at the hub section and further thickening of the trailing
edge was undesirable. Chordwise fin dimensions and pin fin dimensions are
shown in Figures 5-10_ 5-11_ and 5-12.
The results shown in Table 5-I indicate that Scheme A-7 permits turbine
inlet temperature of only 2221°F (1489.4°K) to 2355°F (1563.9°K) for IO00 hr
life. The average metal temperature cooling effectiveness for the hub and
mean sections is the lowest of any design_ but the maximum metal temperature
cooling effectiveness is relatively high (less than A6 and _ All for convec-
tion cooling. The thermal effectiveness and the metal temperature gradient
ratio are both low. These results show that this design does not act as a
very effective heat exchanger_ however it does provide low thermal gradients
and a low maximum metal temperature. These characteristics indicate that this
design is more suited to a low tip speed turbine with a high metal area taper
ratio blade shape or to a nozzle vane.
The limiting element of each of these designs is the stress life at the
mean section of the blade. Many variations of cooling flow were tried in an
effort to achieve maximum blade life. In the last effort it was necessary to
incorporate a row of holes on the pressure side of the hub section trailing
edge to get the required cooling flow at the hub section of the blade. Since
the results shown in Table 5-I were ratioed using the Larson-Miller parameter
over a broad range of life and turbine inlet temperature_ the only conclusion
which can be drawn is that this design would only be capable of 2300°F
(1533.3°K) turbine inlet temperature in any chord size for IO00 hr life.
This is due to the limited metal area taper ratio and the high tip speed
required in this turbine.
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This design had a large reduction in aerodynamic efficiency due to
thickening the trailing edge in the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) and 1.0 in. (0.0154 m)
chord sizes. No recovery of turbine efficiency was obtained due to tip dis-
charge either.
This was the only convection cooled design that did not show a consistent
increase in allowable turbine inlet temperature with chord. This trend was
probably obscured by the many changes which were applied in an attempt to
improve the design.
Scheme B-I Film-Convection Cooled Cast Three Cavity Blade
This cooling scheme is shown in Figures 5-13_ 5-14_ and 5-15 for the
0.75 in. (0.01905 m)_ I.O in. (0.0254 m)_ and 1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord designs
respectively. This design consists of three radial cooling air passages_
the leading edge passage_ the midchord passage_ and the trailing edge passage.
The leading edge and midchord passages contain radial fins to provide addi-
tional cooled surface area. The trailing edge passage has equilaterial
triangular spaced pin fins to provide both increased heat transfer coefficient
and additional cooled surface area. The leading edge is cooled by a combina-
tion of convection and film cooling via multiple circular holes. Film cooling
is also provided for the side wails by a row of holes on each side of the
leading edge_ a row of holes from the midchord cavity discharging to the suc-
tion side_ and a row of holes from the trailing edge cavity discharging to
the pressure side.
The trailing edge of the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) chord design is film cooled
to maintain the design limit on trailing edge thickness. The increased trail-
ing edge thickness of the I.O in. (0.0254 m) and 1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord
blades permits the use of trailing edge discharge through a row of holes in
the trailing edge. The film cooling relation of Hatch and Papell (Reference
78 and Appendix C) was used for the trailing edge of the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m)
chord blade. For the film cooled leading edge and the film cooling holes in
each side of the blade the film cooling data in NASA CR-54513 (Reference 8) was
used. The convection heat transfer analysis in the film cooling holes included
the entrance effect multiplying factor of Nunner (Reference 44].
The analytical results for this design are summarized in Table 5-I. This
table shows that turbine inlet temperatures of 2457°F (1620.6°K) to 2607°F
(1705.9°Kii , for IO00 hr life are possible with this design. This design has
the highest average metal temperature cooling effectiveness at the hub section
of any film cooling design. The mean section average metal temperature cool-
ing effectiveness_ the maximum metal temperature cooling effectiveness, and
the thermal effectiveness for this design is comparable to the other advanced
film-convection techniques studies. The gradient ratio for this design is
somewhat higher than for Scheme B-5 design to be described later. This is
caused by the cooling passage separators which are overcooled in this design.
In the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) chord design the blade is limited to a tur-
bine inlet temperature of 2457°F (1620.6°K) for I000 hr life by a maximum
metal temperature of 1840°F [1277.8°K) at the tip section of the blade. The
tra;ling edge of this blade is similar to that used on Scheme A-I except that
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film cooling is prov ded on the suction side of the blade. This additional
film cooling permits a 170°F (94.4°K) increase in the allowable turbine inlet
temperature for IOO0 hr life.
In the I.O in. (0.0254 m) chord design_ the blade is limited to a turbine
inlet temperature of 2610°F (1705.6°K) by thermal stress in the cooling pas-
sage separators at the tip section of the blade. These separators were
thickened as much as possible to increase their temperature and reduce the
thermal gradients. Large thermal gradients also occur in the radial fins at
the leading edge and center passage. Since the assumptions used in the stress
analysis technique do not apply at the tip section of the blade this limit
may not be totally valid.
In the 1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord design, the blade is limited to a turbine
inlet temperature of 2610°F (1705.6°K) by thermal stress in the cooling passage
separators at the mean section of the blade. These separators were also thick-
ened to reduce thermal stress.
As in most of the film-convection cooled designs, the film cooling per-
mits higher turbine inlet temperatures and obscures the effect of chord size
on turbine inlet temperature capability.
The aerodynamic effects for this design shown in Table 5-2 indicate a
relatively high turbine efficiency for all three chord sizes. The film cool-
ing gives only a small decrease in turbine efficiency and there is some
recovery in turbine efficiency due to tip discharge.
Scheme B-4 Film-Convection Cooled Cast Impingement Tube Blade with Crossflow
Impinqement and Sharp Corner Flow Leading Edge
This cooling technique is shown in Figure 5-16: 5-17, and 5-18 for the
0.75 in. [0.01905 m), I.O in. (0.0254 m), and 1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord designs
respectively. This design is similar to scheme A-7 with the addition of
crossflow impingement on the suction side of the supply tube_ sharp corner
flow around the leading edge rather than impingement, and film cooling over
the entire trailing edge pressure side. This design was proposed to eliminate
some of the problems associated with cooling flow limitations in the Scheme
A-7 design. The leading edge flow metering holes were O.OI in. (0.000254 m)
diameter on a 2.5 diameter center-to-center spacing for the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m)
chord blade_ 0.015 in. (0.000381 m) diameter on a 2.5 diameter center-to-
center spacing for the I.O in. (0.0254 m) chord blade, and 0.O15 in. (0.O00381
m) diameter on a 2.0 diameter center-to-center spacing for the 1.5 in.
(0.0381 m) chord blade. The impingement holes on the suction side are 0.00S
in. (O.000127 m) diameter holes on a 7.0 diameter triangular center-to-center
spacing. The chordwise fins, the pin fins, and the trailing edge slots are
the same as in the Scheme A-7 design.
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Table 5-I shows that Scheme B-& permits turbine inlet temperatures of
2200°F (1477.8°K) to 2390°F (1583.3°K) for I000 hr life. The average metal
temperature cooling effectiveness at the hub and mean sections of the blade
were higher than for the Scheme A-7 design. Maximum metal temperature cooling
effectiveness and thermal effectiveness were also somewhat higher than the
Scheme A-7 design. However_ the thermal gradient ratio was generally higher
than for the Scheme A-7 design. The combination of slightly higher cooling
effectiveness and thermal gradient ratio produced a turbine inlet capability
about the same as in the Scheme A-7 design but with lower coolant flow.
The results of this analysis indicate that this design provides rather
low average metal temperature cooling effectiveness at the hub and mean
sections_ but the maximum metal temperature cooling effectiveness is relatively
high. The thermal effectiveness and the metal temperature gradient ratio are
both about average. These characteristics are similar to those of Scheme A-7
except that the addition of impingement cooling on the suction side and film
cooling on the pressure side trailing edge permits higher cooling effectiveness
with less coolant flow. Because Scheme B-4 provides low thermal gradients and
a low maximum metal temperature_ it is more suited to a low tip speed turbine
with a high metal area taper ratio or to a nozzle vane.
Scheme B-5 Film-Convection Cooled Fabricated Impingement Tube Blade
The film-convection cooled impingement tube blade is shown in Figures
5-19_ 5-20_ and 5-21 for the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m)_ 1.0 in. (0.0254 m)_ and
1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord designs respectively. In this design the cooling
air flows radially through the supply tube and impinges on the leading edge_
the suction side_ the pressure side_ and the trailing edge of the blade.
Film cooling holes are provided on each side of the leading edge and on the
pressure and suction sides of the blade near the trailing edge. Cooling holes
are also provided in the trailing edge. The impingement hole and film cooling
hole patterns used in this design are described in the final design section of
this report. The trailing edge was thickened in the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m)
chord design from 0.0225 in. (0.0005715 m) to 0.03 in. (0.000762 m) to permit
trailing edge discharge. No thickening was required for the 1.0 in. (0.0254 m)
and 1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord designs.
The limiting turbine inlet temperature for I000 hr life with the Scheme
B-5 design is 2560°F (1677.8°K) to 2770°F (1794.4°K) as shown in Table 5-I.
This design has a high average metal temperature cooling effectiveness at the
hub and mean sections. It also has a high maximum metal temperature cooling
effectiveness. The thermal effectiveness is rather low however_ and the
metal temperature gradient is also low. The low metal temperature gradient
along with rather high cooling effectiveness makes this design the best selec-
tion for a final design analysis.
The limiting element in the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) chord design is the maxi-
mum metal temperature at the tip section and stress at the hub section. The
limiting element of the 1.0 in. (0.0254 m) chord design is the stress at the mean
section of the blade. In this design the cooler impingement tube is not attached
to the outer shell but is held by pins at the blade root. This eliminates thermal
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stress between these parts. However, film cooling produces chordwise thermal
gradients in the outer skin and stress concentrations in the areas of film
injection. The increased material strength at lower temperatures tends to
offset the increased stress and the combination of film and convection cooling
produces low metal temperatures.
Table 5-2 indicates that a slight loss in turbine efficiency occurs in
the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) chord blade due to thickening the trailing edge. A
small loss in efficiency also occurs due to film cooling.
Scheme C-I Transpiration Cooled Blade
This concept is shown in Figures 5-22_ 5-25_ and 5-24 for the 0.75 in.
(0.01905 m), 1.0 in. (0.0254 m), and 1.5 in. (0.0581 m) chord designs respec-
tively. The design concept selected consists of a simulated transpiration
cooled material wrapped around and welded to a supporting strut. To maintain
the design trailing edge thickness with a minimum transpiration cooled
material thickness of 0.02 in. (0.000508 m)_ it was necessary to have a film
cooled trailing edge for the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) and I.O in. (0.0254 m)
chord blades. In the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) chord blade each cavity is supplied
with cooling air at the hub which flows radially and diffuses out through the
porous surface. Additional cooling air is supplied at the two aft cavities
to provide film cooling for the trailing edge of the blade. Because of the
large cooling air flow required for film cooling_ convection cooling was
sufficient for the trailing edge cavities and the cooling air in this area
was discharged through a row of holes on each side of the blade to provide
more effective film cooling for the trailing edge.
In the 1.0 in. (0.0254 m) chord blade_the forward chambers are divided
both radially and spanwise_ and cooling air is supplied from the center cavity
for a more optimum distribution of cooling air to each section. Also in this
design] additional cooling air is supplied at the two aft cavities to provide
film cooling at the trailing edge. Since the film cooled trailing edge was
shorter in this design_ less cooling flow was required and transpiration
cooling was used for both trailing edge cavities.
In the 1.5 in. (0.0581 m) chord design, cooling air is supplied from the
center cavity to the forward chambers which are divided both radially and
spanwise. Cooling air flows radially in the two aft cavities and only a small
additional flow is required for the short film cooled trailing edge section.
The transpiration cooled material used in the design and analysis was
Lanlilloy. The heat transfer and pressure drop analysis for the porous surface
was based on friction factor and Colburn J-factor data developed from the
data given in References 48 and 49. The reduction in the effective heat
transfer coeff;cient from the hot gas to the blade was determined from equa-
tion 5-14 below taken from Friedman as described in Appendix C.
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The film cooled trailing edge was evaluated using equation 5-15 below_
taken from Librizzi and Crisci as described in Appendix C.
I
lI +0.33 "
R -0.25
where t9 .- X I_a P_'_
MS ea -_g
(S-IS)
The results obtained using this method of analysis were compared with
experimental data on Lamilloy expressed in the form of transpiration cooling
effectiveness (Ro) as given in Reference 13. This comparison indicated a
difference of less than six percent between the calculated and experimental
transpiration cooling effectiveness.
The stress calculations for this design were based on assuming that the
strut acts as a structural support carrying the transpiration cooled material
as a dead weight. The areas where the skin is welded to the strut were con-
sidered as part of the strut.
The limiting turbine inlet temperature for IO00 hr life with the Scheme
C-I design is 2370°F (1572.2°K) to 2940°F (1888.9°K). This cooling configura-
tion shows a strong effect of chord size caused by the film cooled trailing
edge limitation. In the calculation of the average metal temperature cooling
effectiveness only the structural elements were considered and the average
metal temperature cooling effectiveness was the highest of any design. If the
transpiration cooled skin had been considered_ the cooling effectiveness
would have been somewhat lower. The maximum metal temperature effectiveness
was limited by the film cooled trailing edge in every case. The cooling air
thermal effectiveness was very high and the gradient ratio was the highest of
any design. The high gradient ratio indicates that this design would have a
very short low cycle fatigue life caused by the large thermal gradient between
the film cooled trailing edge and the strut. This indicates that a trans-
piration cooled blade should be designed with a transpiration cooled trailing
edge using either a thinner transpiration cooled material or a thicker trailing
edge.
I03
The aerodynamic effects shownin Table S-2 indicate that this design
would have the largest reduction in turbine efficiency of any design analyzed.
Becauseof the large reduction in turbine efficiency and the difficulties
encountered with the film cooled trailing edge for the smaller chord blades_
this transpiration cooling concept is considered undesirable for turbine
blades of less than 1.5 in. [0.0381 m) chord.
I0_
TASY I FINAL DESIGN
Obi ect ive
For the final design analysis_ two turbine blade cooling configurations
in each of the three chord sizes were selected. The maximum turbine inlet
temperature for each of these designs was determined with three cooling air
inlet temperatures and three turbine inlet total pressures. The cooling air
flow requirements for a constant turbine inlet temperature and pressure was
determined with three cooling air inlet temperatures for each design. The
effects of a lower cooling air supply pressure for each design point were also
calculated. Five additional points for the 1.0 in. I0.0254 m) chord blade
were selected and the cooling design flow passages were altered in each case
to achieve the maximum turbine inlet temperature or the minimum cooling air
flow requirements.
The objective of this analysis was to provide information for the turbine
designer on the effects on coolant flow requirements of using a heat exchanger
to cool the turbine cooling air. In addition_ the effects of engine pressure
ratio and cooling air inlet pressure were also provided. This study was con-
ducted on the basis of a coating life limit or a time to I percent creep strain
of IO00 hr for each design in each chord size. The material used was coated
IN-IO0.
A brief summary of the results for the convection cooled cast two-cavity
pin fin blade Scheme A-I and the film-convection cooled fabricated impinge-
ment tube blade Scheme B-5 final design analysis is shown in Tables 5-3
through 5-8. A detailed summary and discussion of the final design analysis
results in presented below.
Scheme A-I Convection Cooled Cast Two-Cavity Pin Fin Blade
The final design cooling configurations for the 0.75 in. (O.OI90S m),
1.0 in. (0.0254 m), and 1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord Scheme A-I blades are shown
in Figures 5-I_ 5-2_ and 5-3. In the final design configuration_ the pins
were eliminated at the hub section of the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) chord design
to reduce the thermal gradient at this section. For this reason, the cooling
effectiveness at the hub section of the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) is less than the
mean section. However, the maximum thermal gradient is shifted to the mean
section in almost every case. Pin fins were required at the hub section of the
I.O in. (0.0254 m) and 1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord blades to provide adequate
coolin 9 for IO00 hr stress life.
The final design analysis results for the convection cooled two-cavity
pin fin blade Scheme A-I are summarized in Table ,5-9. These results are
presented in the same form as the preliminary design results. The stress life
of each blade was based on the minimum time to reach I percent creep strain
after creep relaxation of the initial stress distribution. This is described
as Method 3 in the stress analysis section. The maximum coating temperature
limit is 18z_O°F (1277.8°K), the same as that used in the preliminary design
analysis. The cool ing passage flow area, the flow control orificesj the film
cool in9 holes, and the trail ing edge discharge holes are summarized in Table
5-I0 for each Scheme A-I final design analyzed.
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The maximum turbine inlet temperature which will produce a life of [000 hr
at the critical stressed element of the blade was calculated as described in
the preliminary design analysis section.
The first five conditions in the summary chart, Table 5-9, for each chord
size represent the performance of cooling configuration with fixed flow control
orifices, cooling passage dimensions, and film cooling holes. The next three
conditions represent the cooling flow required for a constant turbine inlet
temperature and a variable cooling air inlet temperature. These results were
obtained by varying the flow control orifice sizes only and maintaining a con-
stant cooling passage dimension and film cooling hole size. The five addi-
tional conditions for the I.O in. [0.0254 m) chord blade were obtained by
varying the film cooling hole sizes and the flow control orifice sizes to
obtain the maximum turbine inlet temperature for the first three additional
conditions and to obtain the minimum cooling air flow required for the last
two additional conditions.
The results of this analysis show that for the convection cooled pin fin
blade Scheme A-I, a variation of 300°F (166.7°K) in the cooling air inlet tem-
perature produces a related variation of from 160°F (88.9°KI to 200°F (III.I°K)
in the allowable turbine inlet temperature. Therefore the allowable turbine
inlet temperature changes only 53.3 to 66.7 percent as much as the cooling
air inlet temperature. This indicates that this convection cooled design is
not as severely affected by an increase in cooling air inlet temperature_ but
its capabilities cannot be increased substantially by a decrease in cooling
air inlet temperature.
Studies conducted at NASA Lewis on the effect of chord size on weight and
cooling of turbine blades are presented in Esgar, Schum, and Curren [Reference
15). These results indicate that required coolant flow for a O.5-in. (0.0127 m)
chord blade is twice that for I.O-in. [0.025_ m) chord convection cooled blade
with a turbine inlet temperature of 2030°F [1388.9°K) and a cooling air inlet
temperature of 787°F 1692.8°K). This agrees with the results shown in Table 5-9,
which indicates that the required coolant flow for a 0.75-in. I0.01905 m) chord
blade is about twice that for a 1.5-in. {0.0281 m) chord pin fin convection
cooled blade with turbine inlet temperature of 2100_F I1422.2°K) and cooling
air inlet temperature of 900°F (755.6°K).
The results also indicate that the effect of pressure on turbine inlet
temperature capability is rather small over the range of turbine inlet pres-
sures from 50 psia (3.45 x IO s Newtons/sq m) to 450 psia (3.1 x IO 6 Newtons/
sq m). The heat transfer analysis showed that when turbine inlet total pres-
sure increased from 150 psia II.034 x I0 6 Newtons/sq m) to 450 psia 13.1 x
IO _ Newtons/sq m)_ the leading and trailing edges cool off, or remain about the
same temperature, while the midchord region gets slightly hotter. This
decreases the chordwise thermal gradients, but the thermal gradient through the
blade wall is increased. The overall thermal gradient increases because the
wall separating the leading edge and midchord passage is cooled more as the
pressure increases. Also, as the pressure increases the cooling fluid capacity
rate (WcC p) increases faster than the thermal conductance. This accounts for
the decreased thermal effectiveness (_t) as the pressure increases and helps to
explain why there is no large change in cooling effectiveness (¢) for the blade
as the pressure increases.
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I
SCHEME A-I°
TABLE
CONVECTION COC
FIN BLADE COOL
Condition
Number
8]ade in. 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.0 l.O l.O 1.0
Chord (m) 0,01905 0,01905 0.01905 0.0[905 0.01905 0.0254 0.0254 0.0254 0.0254
Cooling Air Inlet OF 600 to 1200 900. 1200. 900. 600. 600. to 1200. 900. 1200. 900.
Temperature (°K) 588.9 to 755.6 922.2 755.6 588.9 588.9 to 755.6 922.2 755.6
922.2 922.2
Cooling Air Supply
Pressure Drop Ratio (AP/Pco) O.OB 0. I0 O.OB 0.08 O.OB 0,08 0. I0 O.OB 0.08
Leading Edge sq in. 0.00556 0.00556 0.00556 0.00556 . 0.00556 0.01185 -6 0.01185 -6 0.01185 0.01185 -6
Flow Area (sq m) 3.59 x 10 -6 3.59 x I0 -6 3.59 x I0 -6 3.59 x I0 "0 3.59 x I0 -6 7,65 x I0 7.65 x I0 7.65 x ]0 -6 7.65 x I0
Leading Edge sq In. 0.0045 0.0045 0.0045 . 0.0045 0.0045 . 0,01185 0.01185 0.01185 0.01185
Root Orifice (sq m) 2.9 x I0 -6 2.9 x I0 -6 2.9 x I0 -° 2.9 x I0 -6 2.9 x I0 -O 7.65 x I0 -6 7.65 x I0 -6 7.65 x I0 "6 7.65 x IO -6
Leading Edge sq in. 0.0032 0.0036 0.0052 0.0010 0- 6 0,00075 0.00932 0.00966 -6 0.00336 0,0017Tip Orifice (sq m) 2,06 x I0 "6 2,32 x I0 -6 2.06 x 10 -6 0.645 x I 0.484 x 10 -6 6,01 x I0 -6 6,23 x IO 2,17 x I0 -6 I.I x I0 -6
Midchord Passage sg In. 0.0345 0.0345 0.0545 0.0545 0.0345 0.0657 0.0657 0.0657 0.0657
Flow Area (sq m) 22.26 x I0 -6 22.26 x iO -6 22.26 x I0 -6 22.26 x I0 "6 22.26 x I0 -6 42.39 x I0 -6 42.39 x I0 -6 42.39 x I0 "6 42.39 x I0 -6
Midchord Passage sq in. 0,0073 0,0076 0,0073 0,0041 0.00324 0.00957 0- 6 0.01056 0.006 0,00425
Root Orifice (sq m) 4.71 x lO -6 4,9 x 10 -6 4, 71 x 10 -6 2.65 x 10 -6 2,09 x 10 -6 6.17 x I 6,81 x 10 -6 3.87 x 10 -6 2,74 x 10 -6
0.025
14,84 x I0 -6
0.023
14.84 x I0 -6
0,025
14.84 x I0 -6
0.025
14.84 x 10 -6
0,023
14.84 x tO -6
Midchord Passage sq Ln.
Tip Orifice (sq m)
Trailing Edge in, 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015
Hole Diameter (m) 0.000581 0.000381 0.000381 0.000381 0.000381
Trailing Edge Hole Spacing
to Diameter Ratio
Percent Span
0.00686 O- 64.43 x I
0.01
0.000254
0.00745 O- 64.81 x I
0.01
0.000254
0.0447
28.84 x I0 -6
0.01
0.000254
0.0447
28.84 X I0 -6
0.01
0.000254
0.0 to 5.0 3.47 3.47 3.47 3,47 3.47 2.0 2.0
5.0 to 47.5 3.78 3.78 3.78 3.78 3.78 2.0 2.0
47.5 to 52.5 3.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0
52.5 to 72.5
72.5 to 77,5
77,5 to I00.0
2.7
2.45
2.4
2.7
2.45
2.4
2.7
2.45
2.4
2.7
2.45
i2.4
L
2.7
2.45
2.4
2.0
2.0
2.0 2.0
2.0 2.0
2.0 2.0
2.0 2,0
2.0 2.0
L
2.0 2.0
i
2.0
2.0
2.0
2,0

-I0
ED CAST TWO CAVITY PIN
ING PASSAGE DIMENSION SUMMARY
2 IA
1.0 1.0
).0254 0.0254
600. 1200.
588.9 92"2.2
).08 0.08
).01185 6 0.01185
/.65 x I0- 7.65 x 10 -6
).0,185 6 0.01185 6
,osx,o _/:65xjo
1.0
0.0254
900.
755.6
0.08
0.01185
7.65 x 10 -6
0.01185 -6
7.65 x I0
IA
1.0
0.0254
600.
588.9
0.O8
0.01185 O- 67.65 x I
0.01185 0- 67.65x I
2A
1.0
0.0254
1200.
922.2
O.08
0.01185
7.65 x 10 -6
0.01185
7.65 x 10 -6
2A
l.O
0.0254
600.
588.9
O.O8
0.01185
7.65 x I0 -6
O.O1185
7.65 x 10 -6
1.5
0.0381
600. to 1200
588.9 to
922.2
0.08
0.0558
25. l x I0 "6
0.02
12.09 x 10 -6
1.5
0.0381
900.
755.6
0. I0
0.0358
23.1 x 10 -6
0.02
12.09 x 10 .6 I
0.0106
6.84 x I0 -6
1.5
0.0581
1200.
922.2
O.O8
0.0358
23.1 x tO -6
0.02
12.09 x I0 -6
0.00208
1.54 x 10 -6
1.5
0.0381
900.
755.6
0.08
0.0358
23.1 x 10 -6
0.03
19.35 x 10 -6
O.O01ll
0.716 x I0 -6
1,5
0.0381
600.
588.9
0.08
0.0358
23.1 x I0 -6
0,0558
23.1 x I0 -6
0.00072
0.465 x 10 -6
).0012
),774 x 10 -6
).0657
_2.59 x $0 -6
).00317
_.05 x 10 -6
).0447
_8.84 x 10 -6
).01
3.000254
O. 0086 O. 00595
5.55 X 10 -6 3.84 x 10 -6
0.0657 10_6 0.0657
42.39 x 42.39 x 10 -6
0.024 0.0156
15.5 x I0 -6 I0.1 x lO -6
0.0055 0.0073
3.55 x IO -6 i 4.71 x 10 -6
0.01 I 0.0100254 00254
O. 0076
4.9 x 10 -6
0.0657
42.39 x 10 -6
0.014
9.03 x 10 -6
0.006
3.87 x 10 -6
0.01
0.000254
0.00272
1.75 x 10 -6
0.0657
42.39 x 10 -6
0.006
3.87 x 10 -6
0.0447
28.84 x I0 "6
0.01
0,000254
0.00098
0.632 x 10 -6
0.0657
42.39 x I0 -6
0.00227 ,
1.46 x I0 -0
0.0447
28.84 x I0 "6
O.OI
0.000254
O.OI
6.45 x 10 -6
0.18l
I.t7 x I0 "4
0.0123
7.95 x I0 "6
0.02
12.9 x I0 "6
0.015
0.000581
0.181
1.17 x 10 -4
0.0143
9.23 x 10 -6
0.018
11.6 x 10 -6
0,015
0,000581
0.181 0.181
1.17 x IO -4 1.17 x I0 "4
O. 00576 O. 00477
3.72 x I0 -6 3,08 x lO -6
0,122 6 To.122
78/_ ?o _TL!x ,o-_
0.015 |0.015
O. 000381 ]0.000581
0.181
1.17 x I0 -4
0.00392
2.55 x IO "6
0.122
78.7 x 10 -6
0.015
0. 000581
_.0 2.0
_.0
,0fo
2.0
2.1
2.0
2.1
2.0 2.8 2.0 2.0
2.92
2.0 2.0
2.92
2.0
LO 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.8 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.8 2.74 2.74 2.74 2.74 2.74
2.O 2.O 2.O 2.O 2.8 2.82 2.82 2.82 2.82 2.82
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.O 2.8 2.84 2.84 2.84 2.84
2.1 2.0 2.8 2.92 2.92
2.84
2.92
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As the turbine inlet pressure decreases_ the leading and trailing edges
get hotter while the midchord gets cooler. The temperature of the wall sepa-
rating the leading edge and midchord passages increases and the overall thermal
gradient decreases. The thermal effectiveness (_t) increases and the cooling
effectiveness (¢I remains essentially constant.
The leading edge cools down with an increase in pressure because the ex-
ternal heat transfer coefficient is proportional to the square root of the
pressure (Hg N (pg).S) while the internal heat transfer coefficient is propor-
tional to the eight-tenths power of the coolant flow rate which is directly
proportional to pressure (Hc _ (Wc)'_). The trailing edge cools off as the
pressure increases because the temperature rise of the coolant decreases which
results in lower film temperatures at the trailing edge. The midchord region
heats up as the pressure increases because the external heat transfer coeffi-
cient is proportional to the eight-tenths power of the pressure along the sides
of the blade and the pin fin heat transfer coefficient is proportional to the
seven-tenths power of the coolant flowrate.
The analytical results also indicate that the cooling air flow through
a cooled turbine blade with fixed flow control orifices_ film cooling hole
sizes_ and cooling passage dimensions may be determined for the off-design
point conditions by equating the off-design flow function based on the cooling
air inlet temperature and pressure to the desiqn point flow function.
(we Tc)m(Wc Tc)P
c, D cl OD
While this relation is not exact because of fluid heating and rotational
acceleration effects_ it does provide a good rapid approximation.
A study of the effects of cooling air flow requirements as a function of
cooling air inlet temperature and chord size for a constant turbine inlet tem-
perature and pressure was also conducted. The results of this study for the
Scheme A-I blade are shown in Table 5-I0 and Figure 5-25. The results shown
in Figure 5-25 indicate that the cooling air flow requirements drop rapidly
from a cooling air inlet temperature of 1200°F (922.2°K) to 900°F (755.6°K)
but only a small reduction is achieved from 900°F (755.6°K) to 600°F (588.9°K).
A substantial reduction in cooling airflow requirements was also obtained by
increasing the blade chord_ with a greater percentage reduction occurring at
the highest cooling air inlet temperature,
The results of a study of the additional conditions for the 1.0 in.
(0.0254 ml_ chord Scheme A-I blade indicates that the turbine inlet tempera-
tures for the off-design conditions may be increased about IO0°F (55.6°K) by
varying both the flow control orifices and the film cooling holes. These
results also indicate that the additional capability of varying film cooling
holes produces only a slight reduction in cooling air flow for a constant
turbine inlet temperature.
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The detailed boundary conditions for the three turbine inlet total pres-
sure levels and for the 1200OF (922.2UK) cooling air inlet temperature
condition in each chord size are shown in Appendix J. The metal temperature
distribution for each design point condition in each chord size is also shown
in Appendix J. Figures showing the cooling flow distribution for every
condition with a turbine inlet total pressure of 150 psia (I.054 x 106 Newtons/
sq m) are given in Appendix J. The effects of increasing the total pressure
drop in ductin 9 the coolinq air from the compressor to the blade hub (&P/Pco =
0.1) are also presented in Appendix J.
The detailed metal temperature and stress analysis results for each chord
size at each final design condition are given in Appendix K. Tables showing
metal temperatures_ stress_ and stress-to-rupture life for each element of the
hub_ mean_ and 75 percent span sections at each condition are presented.
Figures showing the stress relaxation due to creep and the creep elongation
for the critical elements of the stress limited designs are also shown. A
creep stress analysis was not performed for every condition since the results
for one condition could be used for a similar condition.
Scheme B-5 Film-Convection Cooled Fabricated Impingement Tube Blade
The final design configuration for the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m)_ 1.0 in.
(0.0254 m), and 1.5 in. (0.0581 m) chord Scheme B-5 blades are shown in
Figures 5-19_ 5-20_ and 5-21. In the final design configuration_ the impinge-
ment holes and the film cooling hole sizes were finalized for the design point
: = 900°F (755.6°K)condition ( pg 150 psia (1.054 x 106 Newtons/sq m)) and Tci
The cooling passage flow area_ the flow control orifices_ the impingement holes,
and the film cooling holes are summarized in Table 5-11 for each Scheme B-5
final design analyzed.
The final design analysis results for the film-convection cooled fab-
ricated impingement tube blade Scheme B-5 are summarized in Table 5-12.
The stress life of each blade was based on the minimum time to reach
I percent creep strain after creep relaxation of the initial stress distri-
bution. The maximum coating temperature limit is 1840°F (1277.8°K) for
I000 hr life.
In Table 5-12; the first five conditions for each chord size represent
the performance of the design point cooling configuration under off-design
conditions. The next three conditions represent the cooling flow required
for a constant turbine inlet temperature with three different cooling air
inlet temperatures. These results were obtained by varying the flow control
orifice sizes only. The five additional conditions for the I.O in. (0.0254 m)
chord blade were obtained by varying the impingement holes_ film cooling holes_
and flow control orifices to obtain maximum turbine inlet temperature for the
first three additional conditions and to obtain minimum cooling a r flow
required for the last two additional conditions.
The results of this analysis show that a variation of 500°F 166.7°K)
in the cooling air inlet temperature produces a related variation of 270°F
IISO°K) to 520°F i177.8°K) in the allowable turbine inlet temperature.
Therefore the allowable turbine inlet temperature varies directly with the
cooling air inlet temperature for Scheme B-5.
If7
The results also indicate that the effect of pressure on turbine inlet
temperature is small over the range of turbine inlet pressures from SOpsia
13.45 x 105 Newtons/sqml to 450 psia 13. I x 106 Newtons/sqml. The heat
transfer analysis results indicate that when the turbine inlet total pressure
increased from 150 psia II.034 x IO6 Newtons/sq mi to 450 psia 13.1 x IO6
Newtons/sq ml the leading and trailing edge temperatures drop and the
midchord temperatures remain the same. The elements adjacent to the film
cooling holes are also further cooled as the pressure increases and this
produces a larger thermal gradient. The average metal temperature cooling
effectiveness _ increases at the hub and mean sections as the pressure
increases_ however the maximum metal temperature cooling effectiveness remains
about the same. The thermal effectiveness _ decreases as the pressure
increases and this contributes to the increased metal temperature gradient.
As the turbine inlet pressure is reduced from ISO psia [I.034 x IO6 Newtons/
sq ml to 50 psia [3.45 x IO 5 Newtons/sq ml_ the allowable turbine inlet
temperature drops only 20°F (ll.l°K) to 40°F (22.2°K}. The reduction in
turbine inlet pressure also produces a reduction in thermal gradient_ a
decrease in cooling effectiveness_ and an increase in thermal effectiveness.
The increased cooling air heatup contributes to the decreased cooling
effectiveness and decreased thermal gradient.
These analytical results again indicate that the off-design cooling air
flow may be determined by equating the off design flow function based on the
cooling air inlet temperature and pressure to the design point flow function.
A study of the effects of cooling air flow requirements as a function of
cooling air inlet temperature and chord size for a constant turbine inlet
temperature with the Scheme B-5 design did not produce the same results as with
the Scheme A-I design. The results of this study for the Scheme B-5 design
are shown in Table 5-12 and Figure 5-26. The results shown in Figure 5-26
indicate the same trend in reduction of cooling air flow with a reduction in
cooling air inlet temperature as in the Scheme A-I design. However the trend
in reduction with an increase in chord size is broken with the 1.5 in. (0.0381 m_
chord design. This break in the trend is attributed to the detrimental effects
of high crossflow velocities on impingement cooling which occurred in the
1.5 in. (0.0381 m] chord Scheme B-S design.
The results of a study of the additional conditions for the I.O in.
(0.0254 m) chord Scheme B-5 blade indicates that the turbine inlet temperatures
for the off design conditions may be increased 60OF (33.3°K) to 80°F
(44.4°K) by varying both the flow control orifices and the film cooling
holes. These results also indicate that the additional capability of varying
film cooling holes produces only a slight reduction in cooling air flow for a
constant turbine inlet temperature.
The detailed boundary conditions for the three turbine inlet total pres-
sure levels and for the 1200°F (922.2°K) cooling air inlet temperature
condition in each chord size are shown in Appendix L. The metal temperature
distribution for each design point condition in each chord size is also shown
in Appendix L. Figures showing the cooling flow distribution for every condi-
tion with a turbine inlet total pressure of 150 psia (I.034 x I06 Newtons/sq m)
If8
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SUMMARY OF THE COOLING PASSAGE DIMENSIONS FOR THE FILM
Condition Number
Blade inches
Chord (meters)
Cooling Air Inlet OF
Temperature (OK)
Cooling Air Supply Pressure
Drop Ratio (AP/Pco)
Leading Edge Impingement Holes
Diameter inches (meters)
Spacing to Root
Diameter Mean
Ratio Tip
Leading Edge Pressure Side
Film Cooling Holes*
Outside Diameter inches (meters)
Inside Diameter Root
Inches (meters) Mean
Tip
Leading Edge Suction Side
Film Cooling Holes*
Outside Diameter inches (meters)
Inside Diameter Root
Inches (meters) Mean
Tip
Midchord Pressure Side
Impingement Hole Pattern
Diameter inches (meters)
Spacing to Diameter Ratio
Square Array
Midchord Suction Side
Impingement Hole Pattern
Diameter inches (meters)
Spacing to Diameter Ratio
Square Array
Trailing Edge Pressure Side
Film Cooling Holes _
Outside Diameter inches (meters)
Inside Diameter Root
Inches (meters) Mean
Tip
Trailing Edge Suction Side
Film Cooling Holes*
Outside Diameter inches (meters)
Inside Diameter Root
Inches (meters) Mean
Tip
Trailing Edge Impingement Holes
Diameter inches (meters)
Spacing to Root
Diameter Mean
Ratio Tip
Trailing Edge Discharge Holes
Diameter inches (meters)
Spacing to Diameter Ratio
Supply Tube Inlet
Orifice Area sq in.
(sq m)
Supply Tube sq in.
Flow Area (sq m)
O. 75
(0.0,905)
600-1200
(588.9-922.2)
0.08
.a
i
_ I
0.014
(9.03 x IO -61
!
O. 75
(0.0,905)
900.
(755.6)
0. I0
0.0144
(9.29 x t0 -b)
0.75
(O.Oig05)
1200.
(922.2)
O. 08
0.01 (0.000254)
1.88
1.94
2.16
0.01 (0.00025_)
0.009 (0.000229)
0.009 (0.000229)
0.006 (0.00152)
o.ol (0.00025_)
0.007 (0.0001778)
0.007 (0.0001778)
0.0005 (0.000165)
0.005 (o.0om27)
8.84
0.005 (0.000127)
8.85
0.o15 (o.o0o381)
O.Ol/ (0.000279)
0.009 (0.000229)
0.009 (0.000229)
o.o15 (o.oo38_)
0.011 (0.000279)
o.0i (o.ooo25_)
0.0095 (0.000241)
o.ol (o.ooo25a)
5.52
4.32
4.93
0.0095 (0.000241)
2.43
0.014
(9.03 x i0-6)
0.024
(15.48 x 10 -6)
O, 75
(0.01 905)
900.
(755.6)
0.08
0.00614
(3.96 x 10 -0
* The film cooling holes are arranged in a staggered row with a spanwlse center to center spacing of I.!
The holes are tapered from an outside diameter at the outer surface to an inside diameter at the innel
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0.75
(0.01905)
600.
(588.9)
1.0
(0.0254)
600-1200
(588.9-922.2)
I.O
(0.0254)
900.
(755.6)
l,O
( O. O254)
1200.
(922.2)
2
1.0
(0.0254)
900.
(755.6)
0.08 0.08 O. lO 0.08 0.08
0.00408
(2.63 x I0 -6)
I 2.922.92
5.36
o.oo5 (o.oool27)
o.oo5 (o.ooolzT)
0.004 (O.O001016)
0.005 (0.000127)
0.005 (0.000127)
0.0045 (o.oooIJ4_)
0.01925
12.42 x 10 -6 )0.0204(15.16 x lO -6)
i
_IL
-,11-
-- 41
0.01925
(12.42 x 10 -6 )
outside diameters between the staggered holes,
surface.
0.0081 I
(5.25 x I0 -6)
i
1.0
( O. 0254)
600.
(588.9)
l
0.08
o.ol (0.000254)
0.008 (0.0002032)
0.008 (0.0002032)
0.005 (o.ooo127)
9.86
0.005 (0.000127)
9.62
0.022 (o.ooo5588)
o.ol5 (o.ooo381)
o.oi2 (o.ooo3o48)
0.010 (0.000254)
0.022 (0.0005988)
o.ol6 (0.0004064)
0.015 (0.000581)
0.015 (0.000381)
0.005 (0.000127)
2.44
2.44
2.94
o.ol (o.ooo254)
2.91
0.00554
(3.45 x I0 -6)
nxo_
(24.84 × (0 -6 )
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TABLE 5-
Condition Number
Blade inches
Chord Imeters)
Cooling Air Inlet OF
Temperature (OK)
Cooling Air Supply Pressure
Drop Ratio (AP/Pco)
Leading Edge Impingement Holes
Diameter inches (meters)
Spacing to Root
Diameter Mean
Ratio Tip
Leading Edge Pressure Side
Film Cooling Holes _
Outside Diameter inches (meters)
Inside Diameter Root
Inches (meters) Mean
Tip
Leading Edge Suction Side
Film Cooling Holes _
Outside Diameter inches (meters)
Inside Diameter Root
Inches (meters) Mean
Tip
Midchord Pressure Side
impingement Hole Pattern
Diameter inches (meters)
Spacing to Diameter Ratio
Square Array
Midchord Suction Side
Impingement Hole Pattern
Diameter inches (meters)
Spacing to Diameter Ratio
Square Array
Trailing Edge Pressure Side
Film Cooling Holes _
Outside Diameter inches (meters)
Inside Diameter Root
Inches (meters) Mean
Tip
Trailing Edge Suction Side
Film Cooling Holes _
Outside Diameter inches (meters)
Inside Diameter Root
Inches (meters) Mean
Tip
IA
.0
(0.0254)
1200.
(922.2)
IA IA 2A
1.0
(0.0254)
900.
(755.6)
0.08 0.08
2.34
2.55
2.92
0.0o65(0.000165)
0.0055 (o.ooo14)
0.005 (0.000127)
0.006(o.ooo152)
0.005 (o.ooo127)
0.005 (0.000,27)
8.35
o.o17 (o.ooo43t8)
o.o12(0.0003048)
o.mo (0.000254)
o.oll(0.0005588)
0.0i8 (0.000457)
0.017 (0.000452)
2.34
2.55
2.92
0.0055 (.0.0o014)
0.006 (0.000152)
0.005 (0.000,2;)
o.oo55 (o.oool4)
o.oo55 (o.oool4)
o.oo5 (o.oool27)
8.35
o.o15 (0.000381)
0.012 (0.0003048)
0.01 (0.000254)
0.018 (0.000457)
o.ol8 (0.00045?)
0.017 (0.000432)
1.0
(0.0254)
600.
(588.9)
0.08
o.o= (o.oo254)
2.34
2.55
2.92
0.008 (0.0002052)
0.0055 (o.oool4)
0.006 (0.000152)
0.005 (0.000127)
0.008 (0.0002032)
o.oo55(o.oool4)
0.0055 (o.oool4)
0.005 (0.000127)
0.005 I0.000127)
9.86
0.005 (0.000127)
8.35
0.022 (0.0005588)
0.015 (0.000381)
0.012 (0.0003048)
o.ol (0.000254)
0.022 (0.0005588)
o.o18 (0.000457)
0.018 (0.000457)
o.ol7 (0.000432)
1.0
(0.0254)
1200.
(922.2)
0.08
2.34
2.55
2.92
o.oo55(o.oo
0.o055(o.oo
0.005 (0.000
0.0055 (0.00,
0.005 (0.000
0.005 (0.000
8.35
0.015 (0.000
0.012 (0.000
0.01 (0.0002
0.018 (O.OOO
0.016 (0.000
0.016 (0.000
Trailing Edge Impingement Holes
Diameter inches (meters)
Spacing to Root
Diameter Mean
Ratio Tip
Trailing Edge Discharge Holes
Diameter inches (meters)
Spacing to Diameter Ratio
Supply Tube Inlet
Orifice Area sq in.
(sq m)
Supply Tube sq in.
Flow Area (sq m)
2.24
2.94
2.94
2.44
2.44
2.94
0.0211
(13.61 x io-6)
0.0209
(15.48 x tO -6)
0.005 (0.000127)
2.44
2.44
2.94
o.oI (0.000254)
2.9l
0.0209
(13.48 x I0-6)
0.0385
(24.84x to-6)
2,94
5.52
5.52
0.01644
(10.61 x I0

II
<!
pl4)
27)
d4)
27)
27)
i
i
!
I
i
F
i81 )
t048)
,_)
I
_57)
_.064)
_064)
Continued)
2A
1.0
(0.0254)
600.
(588.9)
0.08
0.005 (0.000127)
3.23
3.64
4.16
m
0.0055 (0.00014)
0.006 (0.000152)
0.005 (0.000127)
0.0035 (0.0000889)
0.0035 (0.0000889)
0.003 (0.000762)
12.5
13.
0.007 (0.0001778)
0.007 (0.0001778)
0,005 (0.000127)
0.009 (0.000229)
0.009 (0.000229)
0.008 (0.000203)
5.87
6.95
6.55
I I
1.5
(0.0381)
600-1200.
(588.9-922.2)
O. 08
0.0055 0.035
>) (3.55 x I0 -6) (22.58 x lO-6)
1.5
(0.0381)
900.
(755.6)
0.10
0.0374
(24.13 x 10 -6 )
................... -#,,.-
2 2 2
1.5
(0.0381)
1200.
922.2)
0.08
0.0,2(o.ooo3o_8)
1.94
2.45
3.24
o.o12(o.ooo3o_8)
0.011 (0.0002794)
0.007 (0.0001778)
0.007 (0.0001778)
0.012 (0.0003048)
0.010 (0.000254)
0.007 (0.0001778)
0.007 (0.0001778)
0.005 (0.000t27)
10.8
0.005 (0.000127)
9.63
0.030 (0.000762)
0.010 (0.000508)
0.016 (0.0004064)
0.015 (0.000381)
0.030 (0.000762)
0.024 (0.0006096)
0.020(0.000508)
0.019 (0.000483)
0.0,2 (0.0003048)
3.74
4.43
6.95
o.ol (0.000254)
2.55
0,035
(22.58 x I0 -6)
0.1308
(84.4 x I0 -6)
1.5
(0.0381)
900.
(755.6)
0.08
0.01854
(11.96 x 10 -6 )
1.5
(0.0381)
600.
(588.9)
0.08
m
0.0104
(6.71 x I0 -6'
............ lJ
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are given in Appendix L. The effects of increasing the total pressu_ drop in
ducting the cooling air from the compressor to the blade hub _P/Pco = O.l)
are also presented in Appendix L.
The detailed metal temperature and stress analysis results for each chord
size at each final design condition is given in Appendix M. Tables showing
metal temperatures_ stress_ and stress-to-rupture life for each element of
the hub_ mean_and 75 percent span sections at each condition are presented.
Figures showing the stress relaxation due to creep and the creep elongation
for the critical elements of the stress limited designs are also shown. A
creep stress analysis was not performed for every condition since the results
for one condition could be used for a similar condition.
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Effects of Tolerance
In cooled turbine blades_ tolerances can affect the stress_ cooling air;
and metal temperature distribution and these effects should be accounted for.
Some typical tolerances in turbine blades are ZO.O02 in. {0.0000508 m) in blade
outside contour, __0.005 in. (0.000127 m) in stacking tolerance_ *_0.005 in.
_0.000127 m! in blade inside contour_ ±0.005 in. (0.000127 m) in inner passage
core shift,, and _*0.002 in. (0.0000508 m) in orifice or film cooling ho]_ diam-
eter. The bending moment due to stacking tolerance was evaluated and found to
be negligible. The spanwise metal area taper ratio should not be affected more
than I0 percent due to tolerances because metal area is added in some areas and
removed in other areas of a spanwise section. This effect produces a 4 to I0
percent change in blade stress.
A tolerance of __0.002 in. (0.0000508 m) for a 0.010 in. (0.0002 m> nominal
diameter hole produces a !44 percent change in flow area. This means that local
variations in cooling air flow of +_40 to 50 percent are possible for trailing
edge discharge_ impingement_ and film coolin 9 holes. When these holes are
formed in the blade_ some of them will be larger than nominal and some smaller.
This disti.-ibution of hole sizes should reduce the local variation of __40 to
50 percent in cooling air flow to a variation of __20 percent in tota] cooling
air flow rate for the blades. A brief study of the effects of a 20 percent
increase or decrease in cooling air flow on the turbine inlet temperature
capability of the Scheme A-I and the Scheme B-5, I in. (0.025/4 m') chord designs
is presented b_low.
Since both the Scheme A-I and the Scheme B-5 blades are mainly limited
by a n,aximum coating temperature of 1840°F (',1277.8°K} rather than stress for
a IO00 hr steady state life, the effects of tolerance can be evaluated as
the turbine inlet temperature which produces a maximum metal temperature of
18z,O°F il277.8°K) over the range of cooling airflow variation produced by
the cooling passage tolerance.
The effects of a variation in cooling air flow rate on the blade nlaximum
metal temperature can be evaluated from the maximum metal temperature cool ing
effectiveness curves shown in Figures 5-27 and 5-28 for the Scheme A-I and
the Scheme B-5 cooling configuration respectively. Since the variation in
cooling effectiveness as a function of cooling airflow rate is a curve rather
than a straight line, the effects of tolerances vary with the level of nominal
cooling air flow rates. The effects of tolerances vary with the ]eve] of
nominal cooling air flow rates. The effects of a _20 percent change in cooling
air- flow rate on the turbine inlet temperature of the 1.0 in. <0,0254 m) chord
Scheme A-t and Scheme B-5 designs For a cooling air inlet temperature of 900°F
(755.6°K'), a turbine in]et total pressure of 150 psia (I.03/4X106 Newtons sq m)
and a nominal cool ing air flow rate of :3 percent of the hot gas flow are shown
in Table 5-13. The variation in turbine inlet temperature capability of
approximately 50°F (27.8°K) to 80°F (44.4°K) would be less for a cooling air-
flow greater than :5 percent and it wou]d be greater for a cooling airflow less
than :5 percent.
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SECTION6
CONCLUSIONS
An investigation of the effect of chord size on the turbine inlet tempera-
ture capability of eight turbine blade cooling configurations was conducted.
In this preliminary design analysis_four convection cooled designs_ three
film-convection cooled designs, and one transpiration cooled design were
considered in 0.75 in. (0.01905 m); 1.0 in. (0.0254 m): and 1.5 in. (0.0581 m';:
chord sizes. The Scheme A-I convection cooled cast two-cavity pin fin blade
had a relatively high turbine inlet temperature capability for a simple cast
cooling configuration and it provides a moderate increase in turbine inlet
temperature capability with chord size at the expense of a substantial in-
crease in cooling air flow. The Scheme A-5 convection cooled fabricated
radial flow plate-fin blade requires less cooling air flow for about the same
turbine inlet temperature as Scheme A-I. The maximum turbine inlet tempera-
ture capability of the Scheme A-5 design is limited primarily by cooling air
pressure drop in the leading edge cooling passage. The Scheme A-6 convection
cooled fabricated strut supported blade had the highest turbine inlet tempera-
ture capability of the convection cooled designs based on the preliminary
stress analysis conducted. The thermal gradient was high in the Scheme A-6
design which indicates that the life may be limited due to low cycle fatigue.
The Scheme A-7 convection cooled cast impingement tube blade has a relatively
high maximum metal temperature cooling effectiveness for a convection cooled
design and the thermal gradient is low. This indicates that the Scheme A-7
is more suited to a low tip speed turbine or to a nozzle vane. The Scheme B-I
film-convection cooled cast three cavity blade has large thermal gradients
between the outer shell and the cooling passage separators. This large thermal
gradient indicates that the life may be limited due to low cycle fatigue. The
Scheme B-z_ film-convection cooled cast impingement tube blade with crossflow
impingement and a sharp corner flow leading edge has the same limitations
as Scheme A-7 except that it provides higher cooling effectiveness with less
cooling air flow. The Scheme B-4 design is more suited to a low tip speed
turbine or to a nozzle vane. The Scheme B-5 film-convection cooled fabrica-
ted impingement tube blade provides high turbine inlet temperature capability
with low metal temperature gradients. The turbine efficiency losses due to
film cooling are minimized by injecting the coolant in the direction of hot
gas flow. The Scheme C-I transpiration cooled blade has a strong effect of
chord size on turbine inlet temperature capability caused by the film cooled
trailing edge. This indicates that a transpiration cooled blade should be
designed with a transpiration cooled trailing edge using either a thinner
transpiration cooled material or a thicker trailing edge.
The Scheme A-I and Scheme B-S blade designs were selected for a final
design analysis in the three chord sizes with a creep relaxation stress
analysis and off-design performance considered. The final design analysis
included the effects of cooling air inlet temperature on turbine inlet
temperature capability and coolin 9 air flow requirements. The effects of
turbine inleL total pressure_ cooling air inlet pressure_ and cooling
passage tolerances were also investigated. Additional conclusions relating
to the designs studied are summarized below:
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(a) Turbine inlet temperature capability increases with an increase in
chord for the convection cooled and transpiration cooled designs;
but turbine inlet temperature capability for the film coo]ed designs
does not vary significantly with chord size.
(b) Turbine inlet temperature capability of the film cooled designs are
200°F (III.I°K) to 300°F (166.7°K) higher than the convection cooled
designs; however_ the aerodynamic losses due to film cooling are not
expected to be large.
(c) The transpiration cooled design selected had a low turbine inlet
temperature for the 0.75 in. (0.01905 m) and 1.0 in. (0.0254 m)
chord designs because of the film cooled trailing edge. The
1.5 in. (0.0381 m) chord design had a high turbine inlet tempera-
ture capability but all of the designs are expected to have high
aerodynamic efficiency losses.
(d) Allowable turbine inlet temperature changes only 55 to 67 percent as
much as the cooling air inlet temperature for the pin fin convection
cooled turbine blade design.
(e) Allowable turbine inlet temperature increase is essentially the
same as the decrease of cooling air inlet temperature for the
film-impingement cooled turbine blade design.
f) Required cooling air flow rate increases with a decrease in chord
and an increase in cooling air inlet temperature for the pin fin
convection cooled design.
g) Required cooling air flow rate does not change significantly with
a variation in chord and increases with an increase in cooling air
inlet temperature for the film-impingement cooled design.
(h) Allowable turbine inlet temperature capability does not change
significantly as a function of turbine inlet total pressure over
the range studied for either design.
Turbine inlet temperature for the off-design conditions may be
increased 60°F (33.3°K) to lO0°F (55.6°K) by modifying blade
design for these conditions.
(j) A slight reduction in cooling air inlet pressure required only a
change in flow control orifice size to produce the same turbine
inlet temperature capability for the first stage blade over the
range studied,
k) A method for determining the turbine inlet temperature required for
a specified blade life from a condition with a known life is pre-
sented based on equating the Larson-Miller parameter for each
condition.
A flow area change of ±20 percent due to tolerances produced a
change of 56 to -82°F (31.1 to -45.5°K) in the designs for a nominal
cooling air flow of 3.0 percent of the hot gas flow.
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SECTION8
NOMENCLATURE
A
C
A
O
A b
C
P
Dh
D
P
d
O
G
C
G
O
gC
h
O
L I
heat transfer area
cool ing air f]ow area
blade root metal area
blade tip metal area
blade chord
specific heat at constant pressure
tube diameter
hydraulic diameter_ Dh -
pin diameter
inner ring diameter
orifice diameter
Fanning fricion factor
4A L
C
A
C
gas mass velocity, G pV _-
C
gas mass velocity of crossflow
gas mass velocity in the impingement holes
gravitational constant
heat transfer coefficient
hot gas heat transfer coefficient
blade height
Colburn j-facto% j _ St(Pr) 2/3
therma 1 conductivity
center-to-center spacing of rings
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I_0
L
Lp
M
P
ci
Pbi
P
CO
P
g
pl
g
P
SO
Pst
PT
r
PT
PF
Re
Re b
Re
o
Re
g
r
e
r.
I
S
P
cooling passage length
pin length
Pc Vc
blowing rate for film cooling P V
g g
impingement hole spacing exponent correction factor
rotational speed
static pressure
coolant inlet total pressure
hot gas total pressure at the blade inlet
coolant outlet total pressure
hot gas total pressure
hot gas relative total pressure
hot gas static pressure at the blade tip
hot gas static pressure at the blade trailing edge
total pressure
total pressure relative to the turbine blade
Prandtl number_ Cp l_/k
gas constant
Reynolds number DhG/_
Sharp bend Reynolds number_ DhG/_
( )radius r = 0. I in equations 5-14
Re
g
Orifice Reynolds number_ doGo/_
XV P
a qhot gas Reynolds number
_g
radius of cool ing air discharge from the center of rotation
radius of cooling air inlet from the center of rotation
pin spacing center to center
St
T
T
T
C_O
T
g
T p
g
T
nl
T
max
T
min
TT
t
TT
T
¥
C,O
T M
TR
V
g
VCR
W
W
c
W
C,O
WCR
W
g
X
n
Stanton numbe% H/GCp
static temperature
cooling air inlet temperature to the blade
cooling air outlet temperature
hot gas average total temperature
hot gas relative total temperature
metal element temperature
maximum metal temperature in a chordwise section
minimum metal temperature in a chordwise section
total temperature
total temperature relative to the turbine blade
chordwise area weighted average metal temperature (defined in
Equation 5-1
flow Fate weighted average air outlet temperature
(defined in Equation 5-5)
chordwise area weighted average metal temperature at the mean
section of the blade
chordwise area weighted average metal temperature at the root
section of the blade
absolute velocity
hot gas velocity
critical velocity (defined in Equation 3-I)
velocity relative to the turbine blade
cooling air flow rate
cooling air outlet flow rate
critical velocity relative to the turbine blade
hot gas flow rate
impingement hole center-to-center spacing
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Z n
Y
X
_TcoRR
8
e
P
¢
'1
'2
W
SUBSCRIPTS
S
C
I
2
0
g
D
OD
impingement length
specific heat ratio, C /C
p v
surface length along the blade
circumferential ly averaged radial gas temperature profile
correct ion factor
ring radial height
stra in
turbine efficiency
density
stress
Cp Pa Va
in equation 5-14h
0
cooling effectiveness Tc,i
ring dimpled tube parameter
impingement hole spacing correction factor
impingement crossflow correction factor
rotational speed
station
combustor
condition I
condition 2
no blowing
gas
design
off design
I_2
APPENDIXA
THREEDIMENSIONALBLADESURFACEVELOCITYCALCULATION
COMPUTERP OGRAM(TR-IG)
INTRODUCTION
Computer program TR-IG was written to calculate the surface velocities
and surface static pressures around a turbine airfoil at the hub_ mean_ and
tip sections. This is accomplished by analyzing the flow through several
orthogonal planes at different axial locations. The method used is similar
to that described in Katsanis and Dellner (Reference A-I).
INPUT DATA REQUIRED
Orthogonal planes are established from a layout of the hub_ mean_ and tip
section flow channels at approximately ten times scale. Blade surface coord-
inate points for each side of the channel may be input to the turbine geometry
calculation program (AI721X). This program then calculates the required
geometry input for computer program TR-IG. The geometry is calculated as
follows: A mid channel line is constructed_ equally distant between the
suction and pressure surfaces of the flow channel. Three points of equal mid
channel percents_ from leading edge to throat_ are then selected. A line is
then constructed through these points that is perpendicular to the mid channel
line and perpendicular to the suction and pressure surfaces of the flow channels.
This defines an orthogonal plane at one axial location. Flow through this plane
can now be analyzed. In order to completely define the surface velocities of the
airfoil_ several orthogonal planes must be analyzed. It should be noted that
these planes can be analyzed independently of each other.
CALCULATION PROCEDURE
Computer program TR-IG calculates the airfoil surface velocities of flow
through both stator rows and rotating blade rows. The calculations satisfy
simple radial equilibrium and continuity. Channel flow theory is used to
determine the velocity distribution across the channel for the continuity
calculation. The program iterates on an estimated hub mid channel velocity
until continuity is satisfied. Figure A-I shows a typical flow passage at one
axial location.
The first calculation determines the value of mid channel velocities
relative to the blade at the mean and tip sections (Wmm and Wmt ) which satisfy
radial equilibrium for a specified Wmh. The following equation (A-I) expresses
the relationship between the estimated mid channel velocity at the hub and the
mid channel velocity at any other point_ yj along the potential line from hub
to tip.
TIP
ORTHOGONAL
PLANE
MEAN
TIP MEAN
/ . /--CHANNEL LINE
+¢
/
I
I
\ I
HUB
s- .h18:6
Figure A-I. Flow Passage at One Axial Location
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W
my
_: EXP (-r sin ¢)dy x Wmh
- 2_ sin ¢ EXP (T sin ¢)dy] I (A-I)
where il is angular velocity
The preceding equation assumes isentropic flow_ constant absolute total
enthalpy_ neglects the y component of force exerted by the blade on the gas_
and assumes that the radial potential lines are radial straight lines per-
pendicular to the axis of rotation. Due to the assumption of straight radial
potential lines_ the program is limited to flow paths of little or no divergence.
Next_ the velocity is calculated at evenly spaced increments across the
hub_ mean_ and tip circumferential potential lines using the following equation
nW Wmy EXP _ (c - c-- m
(A2):
(A-2)
The mid channel curvature_ Cm_ is assumed to be the average between the suction
surface and pressure surface curvatures. The stream line curvature_ c_ is
assumed to vary linearly with n. Ac is the change in c from the mid channel
to the point when the velocity_ W_ is to be calculated.
By assuming Prel and Tre I constant across a given circumferential potential
line the flow rate per unit area_ pW (where p is static density)_ can be cal-
culated. The flow rate is determined by integrating pW over the plane defined
by the hub_ mean_ and tip circumferen_al potential lines. The calculated
flow rate is compared to the desired (input) flow rate. If these two values
do not agree within a certain tolerance_ Wmh is adjusted and the entire calcu-
lation is repeated.
The velocity distribution around the leading edge is obtained from the
potential flow theory solution for a cylinder in crossflow as shown below_
whe re
X =
R =
I
-- 2" I_CR ) sin /X )
I
the distance from the stagnation point - in.
the leading edge radius - in.
critical velocity ratio relative to the leading edge
(A-3)
I_5
NOMENCLATURE
C
n
W
tu
a
Curvature of streamline on boundary_ I/in.
Distance across a potential line in the circumferential directio% in.
Velocity relative to the blade row_ ft/sec
Mid channel stream line angle_ measured from axial in the x - n plane_
degrees
Rotational speed_ rad/sec
Rad ius_ in.
SUBSCRIPTS
h
m
t
P
s
X
Y
z
Hub
Mean or mid channel
Tip
Pressure surface
Suction surface
Axial plane
Radial plane
Tangent ial plane
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APPENDIX B
STEADY-STATE AND TRANSIENT THERMAL ANALYZER COMPUTER PROGRAM
WITH COMPRESSIBLE AND INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW AND PRESSURE DROP (H0910)
INTRODUCTION
Computer program H0910 is a network analysis program that includes tran-
sient and steady-state heat transfer by conduction_ convection_ radiation_
transpiration_ and film cooling. The program performs fluid network pressure
drop calculations_ including flow area changes_ friction 3 entrance and exit
losses_ heat addition_ and centrifugal pumping for a given flow distribution.
The steady-state and transient thermal analyzer program with pressure drop
calculations was developed with AiResearch funds for the analysis of electronic
components_ electric motor and generator_ and gas turbine engine thermal pro-
blems.
TRANSIENT AND STEADY-STATE HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATIONS
Transient heat transfer calculations are developed by the explicit finite
difference method described by Dusinberre (Reference B-I). This method is
based on the transfer of heat along thermal resistance paths by virtue of a
temperature difference between heat storage elements that absorb or release
heat as a result of a temperature increase or decrease.
A typical energy balance relation around a thermal capacitance element or
node is shown below.
T
5
T
4
5 l <
R5 _ +
koA 5 HoA 5 <
P oVoCpo I
T
I
I RI 4'I I
A
o I Hr I
QO
T 3
2 I
R2 koA2 + HcA2
_0 &3
R3 koA 3 k3A 3
R C
A3
_48
T4 + TS
dTo TI - TO T2 - TO T3 " TO + 2 TO
PoVoCp 0 _ = R I + R2 + % RS + % (B-a)
Using the initial-time temperature difference presented by Dusinberre_
Equation (B-2) may be written
TO(O + _8") - TO(e) TI(8) - ToIe) T218) - TO(e')
PoVoCpo t_8 : R I ' R2
+
T3(O) TO(8)
R3
(B-z)
T4(O) ,- T5(6)
2 TO(e)
+ R5 + QO
Solving for the temperature at time 8 + AO_ Equation (B-3) may be written
A8 ['.TI(O) - TO(0) T2(6) - TO(_)
TO(8 + AE)) = TO(e) + PoVo C [ RI + R2
PO
T3(e) - TO(O)
+ 4'-
R3
T4(6) + T5(8)
2 TO(e) ]R5 + QO
(B-3)
To avoid a physically impossible solution to the above equation_ a maximum
allowable finite time increment A8 must be defined as shown in Equation (B-4).
&8max = I/R
PoVoCpO (B-4)
I + I/R2 + I/R3 _ IIR5
If the value of A£ in Equation (B-3) exceeds &8 from Equation (B-4)_
max
then the value of TO(_ + AS) would overshoot its steady-state value relative
to the surroundings at time 8 and would thereby violate principles of the first
law of thermodynamics. When A£ in Equation (B-3) equals ASma x in Equation (B-4)_
then the value of TO(6 + &8) equals its steady-state value relative to the sur-
roundings at time 8.
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Steady-state heat transfer calculations are based on the conservation of
energy under equilibrium conditions. This means that all the heat flowing into
an element plus the heat generated in the element must equal the heat flowing
out of the element. The resulting equations in a steady state solution may be
solved by elimination, determinants, relaxation, and iteration. The method of
elimination is best when the number of unknowns is small, but it becomes quite
compiex as the number increases. The method of determinants is best for prob-
lems with thermal resistances that are not a function of temperature or tempera-
ture difference. In these cases a direct solution of the problem is possible
with one matrix inversion. When radiation_ natural convection_ condensation,
variable thermal conductivity, or boiling heat transfer is involved_ repeated
inversions of the matrix are necessary to "iterate" to a solution. In this
case the method of determinants or matrix inversion takes more time than other
methods and the computer storage requirements for this method are greater.
Thu method of relaxation is diffFcult to program because the method for reduc-
tion of the "residuals" is arbitrary and requires judgment on the part of the
user. The method of iteration or successive substitution follows a fixed
sequence of operations which_ when repeated a sufficient number of times, vJill
give a solution accurate within the limits of the model. In this method the
temperature of each element is calculated as the weighted average of the tem-
peratures of its neighbors plus the temperature rise due to heat generation.
This process is repeated for each element in the problem and new values of the
thermal resistance between elements are calculated_ based on the new tempera-
tures when necessary. These new resistances and temperatures are then used to
calculate a successive set of values and the process is repeated until the
temperature change between successive substitutions is sufficiently small.
This method, also known as the Gauss-Seidel method, works best when all the
thermal resistances are the same order of magnitude. When two elements are
connected together by a resistance that is less than I/IO00 of the average
thermal resistance in the problem_ and the resistances connecting these ele-
ments to the rest of the array are average_ then these elements are so con-
trol led by each other that they will move very slowly toward a solution and
many iterations will be required to reach steady state. In order to eliminate
this problem a mathematical trick called "lumping" is used. In this method the
two elements connected by a small resistance are lumped together for one calcu-
lation to bring them up to steady state with their environment_ and they are
then calculated separately up to IO0 times. Elements connected by a thermal
resistance less than I/IO0 of the average thermal resFstance are simply calcu-
lated separately up to I00 times. This operation is repeated for each succes-
sive calculation of the whole array and this brings the element temperatures .
more evenly along toward the steady-state so lution_ thus requiring less itera-
tion steps. When nonlinear thermal resistances such as radiation, natural
convection, condensation_ and boiling heat transfer coefficients that are a
strong function of temperature difference are used_ ordinary successive substi-
tution may not be convergent.
To ensure convergence_ the method of accelerated step substitution with
monotonic deceleration until successive substitutions are convergent is used.
In this method the maximum temperature change in each iteration is checked to
see if it is less than the temperature change in the previous step. If the
latest change is greater than the previous change, this could mean that the
temperature has overshot the steady-state solution and is farther away than
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the previous estimate. In this case the solution would continue to diverge
(get farther away). To prevent this_ the temperature change is decelerated
or reduced by a multiplying factor until the variation in successive approxi-
mations is convergent. This acceleration factor may also be input as greater
than one to speed up convergence in those cases that are not unstable.
A typical steady-state heat balance relation around a zero thermal capa-
citance element or node is shown below.
T I
,_ RI qAI _ HrAI
,6
0 5 I Q
T 2
T 3
T4 + TS
TO - TI TO - T2 TO - T3 TO 2
Q'O = R I ÷ R 2 + R3 + R5
(B-5)
Solving this equation for the node temperature (To) gives Equation (B-6)
TI/RI + T2/R2 + T3/R3 + (T4 + TS)/2R5 + Q'O
TO new = I/R I + I/R 2 + I/R 3 + I/R 5 (B-6)
Equation (B-6) is used to calculate new temperatures for each node in the array
from the previous temperatures for the nodes. The maximum temperature change
is determined; if it is greater than the previous temperature change_ the value
of Fac in Equation (B-7) below is reduced.
ToCn + I) = (T O new" ToCn)) (Fac)+ ToCn) (B-;)
IS1
The (n + I)th value of the temperature distribution calculated from Equation
(B-7) is substituted in Equation (B-6) to determine new values of the temperatures.
This process is continued until the temperature change in a specified number
of increments (NITX) is less than a certain specified value (DTEMP]. At this
point the solution is accepted as sufficiently accurate and is printed out.
The values of the thermal resistances RI, R2, R3_ and R S are calculated
by the computer program as described below. Thermal resistance R I is a typical
radiation thermal resistance. The total resistance R I is made up of conduction
resistance from the center of node IO) to the radiating surface --L-I and
KoA I
I from the radiating surface to the surrounding node
radiation resistance
II. The value of H is calculated by the program as shown in Equation (B-8).
r
H = 0.171.3 x I0 8 (_.) Tso sor T I (T + TI) (B-8)
whe re T =
so
KoA I
-_--T + (H ) To rAl
I
KoA I
£I + HrAI
As shown, the program performs the important and often overlooked task of
determining the radiation surface temperature of the node and includes the con-
duction resistance to this surface. Estimation of the emissivity view factor
as obtained from data of Reference B-8_ is described in Table B-I.
Thermal resistance R2 is a typical convection thermal r_sistance. The
%2
total resistance R2 is made up of conduction resistance KoA----_ from the center
of node (01 to the convecting surface_ and the convection resistance I--L-
HcA 2
_2) The value of the convectionfrom the surface to the surroundings; node L •
heat transfer coefficient (Hc) is difficult to estimate and often varies as a
function of time_ fluid bulk temperature, the surface to bulk fluid temperature
difference, and the "film" temperature of the fluid. The program provides
options for convection heat transfer coefficients input as a function of time,
"film" temperature_ and surface to bulk temperature difference. The program
also provides five different options for calculation of convection heat trans-
fer coefficients from input fluid properties. These options are discussed
in the temperature dependent fluid properties section of this appendix.
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TABLE B-I
EMISSIVITYVIEWFACTORSFORVARIOUSCONFIGURATIONS
FORRADIATIONTHROUGHNONABSORBINGGAS
CONFIGURATION
EMISSIVITYVIEWFACTOR
Radiation from a small surface
AI to a large surface A2
Al _ A2/20
Radiation from a plane surface
AI to a parallel plane surface A2
AI = A2
I
I I
+ _ _
e
I 2
Radiation from an inner cylinder A I
to a concentric outer cylinder A 2
Radiation from an inner sphere A
to a concentric outer sphere A 2
I-"-_ + ( tFI2 Ii ÷ AII_-_22 I)
A I = the radiating area
--_ I I
_1 A'-2" - I
I
,_ )I - I
= FI2 where no reradiating surfaces exist
3.25
3.0
2.5
.?
_o
o 2.0
g _.5
0.5
tL,_!_._ . I '
\A_2 ''K _
L L SIDES OF RECTANGLE_-_ J
,.2 , .oI',,_,\
O : DISTANCE FROM dA _O_, _
IF = _ORARECI_ANNGLFEoIRECT--_/_ ]_%. "_'__
".\"--.
\
I .0 2.0 3.0 4,0 5.0 S-60485
DIMENSION RATIO D/L I
VIEW FACTOR F FOR DIREET RADIATION BETWEEN AN ELEMENT dA AND
A PARALLEL RECTANGLE WITH ONE CORNER OPPOSITE dA (HOTTEL.! S-64966
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TABLE B-I (Continued)
o
0. h I)
O.z,b
f
D._5!!!!/l_/./ f
0.20 _ 7_
J f
O. rh - f
o,o5 _-_" _.
C
9 1.0
I i r 1
.... _j._.s_. _j__o._..... i .......
I Y=O. I I
I
I I I 0.2 I
I IO.3
_' 0,8
, - [
_.o. :Z
SCALE CHANGES HERE_ ]ASYMPTDTFS--
L l i I NIIIil
2.0 _.0 R.O r_ ;9 I )
SIMENSION RATIO. ?
VIEW FACTOR F FO_ DIRECT RADIATION BETWEEN ADJACENT RECTAN;LES
IN PERPENDICDLAR PLANES HOTTEL )
I,O
O'B I
0,6
0
_ l,o
o.8
2
_ 0.6
_ o._--
_ 0.2
cJ
N
0
g
f , Ix
? zlx
I,/ /v'_W',I _-_ _ 5, e, J, e _'tAN_S CDNNECTEOBY
/_,_"_, \ I NONCONDUCTING BUT
.._/ '_,_ r2 RERAOIATING WALLS,
--I AND 5 DISCS; 2 AND 6 Sr, UARES;
#'_1 ( _ x A1_D 7 2 I RECTANGLESI
z. AND B: LONG_ NARROW RECTANGLES
I 2 3 4 5 6
SMALLER SIDE OR DIAMETER
RATIO,
F)ISTANCE BET!4EEN PLANES
VIEW FACTOR F AND INTERCHANGE FACTOR F FOR RADIATION BFlI4EEN
PARALLEL PLANES DIRECTLY OPPOSED
[ I
SECOND Ro_O_._} 0 0 0 0
--F_RBT _C_ _0 0 0 0 0
I I _ll}Ii RADIATING
°LANE--N
/
I DIRECT KADIAIION
TO SECOND R_
2 TOTAL TO SECOND
_OW WHEN T_O
ARE PRESENT
3 DIRECT TO FIRST ROW
TOTAL TO FIRST
ROW WHEN TWO
ARE PRESENT
5 TOTAL TO ONE
ROW WHEN ONL_
ONE PRESENT
TOTAL TO TWO
ROWS WHEN
,_q_O ARE PRESENT
2 3 4 5 6
RATIO, CE NTER-TO-CENTER DISTANCE
TUBE DIAMETER
VIEW FACTOR F AND INTE RCF_NGE EACTOR _ FOR RADIATIC_ FROH A
PLANE TO ONE OR l_w'O ROWS OF TUBES ABOVE AND PARALLEL TO THE PLANE
S-60449
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Thermal resistance R3 is a typical conduction thermal resistance. The
total resistance R3 is made up of a conduction thermal resistance from the
_o
center of node (0) to the boundary _ _ the thermal interface resistance (if
any) between the nodes (Rc/A3) _ and a conduction thermal resistance from the
_3
center of node (3) to the boundary . The use of separate thermal resis-
K3A 3
tances from each node to the boundary permits proper estimation of the total
thermal resistance where two dissimilar materials are connected or where
variable thermal conductivity as a function of node temperature is used. In
addition_ the thermal interface resistance allows mechanical joint thermal con-
tact resistance to be included. Thermal conductivity of the materials may be
input as a function of temperature (if known) and the thermal conductivity will
be varied in each iteration step.
CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATIONS
Convection heat transfer coefficients may be input to the program by nine
different methods. In method one the film coefficient of heat transfer is
input as a constant value. In method two the convection heat transfer coeffi-
cient is input as a function of time in a table. In method three the convec-
tion heat transfer coefficient is input as a function of the difference between
the node surface and the bulk fluid temperature. In this method the node sur-
face temperature is determined by iteration in Equation (B-9) below.
T
sQ
KoA I
_I TO +(HcAI) TI
= (B-9)
KoA I
--+HA
£ cl
I
In method four the convection heat transfer coefficient is input as a function
of the "film" temperature of the fluid (the average between the node surface
temperature and the bulk fluid temperature). The node surface temperature is
determined by iteration in Equation (B-9).
Method five involves natural convection heat transfer coefficients calcu-
lated by the program from fluid property tables read into the program. Sets
of specific heat (Cp)_ viscosity (_)_ compressibility coefficient (Z)_ Prandtl
number (Pr)_ and density (p) tables may be read into the program. Fluid
properties are estimated from these tables by Lagrangian interpolation to the
"film" temperature for the natural convection heat transfer coefficient.
Equation (B-II) is used for laminar natural convection heat transfer if the
product of the Grashof times the Prandtl number is less than the input value
of Ftn x IO8.
i
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(L)3 (p)2 (gc) (_5) [Tso(NNI ) - T(NN2)]
Gr(Pr) = 2 (Pr) (B-IO)
If Gr(Pr) < Ftn x I08, use laminar natural convection.
Kf
H : 0.55(C h) -L- [Gr(Pr)] 0.25 (B-II)
Equation (B-12) is used for turbulent natural convection heat transfer if the
product of the Grashof time the Prandtl number is greater than the input value
of Ftn x IO8.
The value of gc is normally input as the gravitational force acting on the
fluid. When the fluid is enclosed in a rotating chamber or between coaxial
rotating disks (as in an axial flow gas turbine compressor)_ natural convection
heat transfer is calculated by replacing gc by the radius from the center of
rotation to the center of the nod% in feet_ and adding the rotational speed
in revolutions per minute for rpm.
|
Method six involves laminar or turbulent flat plate heat transfer coeffi-
cients calculated from fluid property tables read into the program as described
above. In this method the fluid properties are determined at Eckert's (Ref-
erence B-2) reference temperature as shown in Equation (B-12).
TER = T + O.5(T W - T)+ 0.22 (Tad w - T) (B-12)
(v) 2
where T = TT 2(32.2)(778)Cp
Tadw
T
adw
T * (Pr) 1/2 (T T - T) for laminar flow
T + (pr)I/3 (T T _ T) for turbulent flow
The velocity and pressure may be input to this section of the program as
velocity in feet per second and static pressure in psia_ or as the velocity
divided by the critical velocity and the total pressure in psia. When the
critical velocity ratio and total pressure are used_ the velocity and static
pressure are calculated by the program_ as shown in Equations (B-13) and (B-14).
V \ /_gcRTT
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PS
r
PT |1 -• y+ IL
(B-14)
The advantage of using the critical velocity ratio and total pressure
method of input is that the critical velocity ratio distribution on a turbine
blade or stator vane surface remains relatively constant during the acceleration
and deceleration transients and only the total pressure varies as a function of
time.
Equation (B-15) is used for laminar flow heat transfer coefficients and
for heat transfer coefficients around the leading edge of a cylinder in cross-
flow when Ft _ O.
Kf [L (V)p] 0.5 I/3H = 0.332(C h) -_ _ Pr (B-15)
Equation (B-16) is used for turbulent flow heat transfer coefficients when
Ft >0.
Kf IL (V)p ] 0.8 /3H = 0.0296(C h) -[- I_ mrl (B-16)
The fluid temperature input with this heat transfer coefficient is the
total temperature_ and the program uses total temperature for heat transfer
calculations.
In the turbine blade analysis_ heat transfer coefficients around the
leading edge on the hot gas side are calculated using
Ch = 1.2(3.45) I -
0<¢<80
L = Diameter of the leading edg%ft.
Ft = O.
This yields Equation (B-17) for heat transfer coefficients around the
leading edge.
0.5
Kf rL (V) p
H : 1.2(I.14) _- L (Pr)
I/3 (B-17)
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For heat transfer coefficients along the sides of the blade_ the turbulent
flat plate equation (B-16) is used with
Ch _ I.
L _ Surface length from the stagnation point to the center of
the element_ ft
Ft = I.
Method seven is for laminar or turbulent heat transfer on a rotating disk
in an infinite environment. The methods used are described in a paper by
Richardson and Saunders (Reference 8-3).
Method eight is the heat transfer coefficient for impingement on a concave
surface from a row of holes. The_uation used is taken from Chupp_ Helms_
McFadden_ and Brown (Reference B-4) as shown in Equation (B-18).
ioi0 oi0H = 0.44 (Ch) _-_o _o Ao \Xn/
[ 1EXP - 0.85 _-I
.8
(B-18)
Method nine is the heat transfer coefficient calculation for flow in a
channel. The fluid properties are taken from input fluid property tables at
the film temperature_ as described above. _he heat transfer coefficient is
given in Equation B-19).
ch (J) (w)c
H= Pf
Ac(Pr)2/3 (B-Jg)
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(_ Dh<W__!_The value of 3 is taken from Reynolds number e - Ac _ i vs Colburn
j-factor (J) tables input to the program. The heat transfer effectiveness
of the fin area (Af) is calculated as shown in Equation (B-21).
tanh '2.H (Lf)]
( Km) 6f "_
(B-20)
AT = A + _]f (Af) B-21)
C h may be used to account for entrance-effect heat transfer. Several
equations suggested by Nunner (Reference B-S) are given below.
Thermal and Hydrodynamic
Entry Reqion
Mean aueC +(:hl
Local value Ch = I + _
Thermal Entry Region
of Established Flow
Ch0+0
ChO+002
For turbulent flow (2 < L/D h < 60)
For pin surfaces_ Colburn j-factors (J) from Equation (B-22) based on a
computer regression analysis of triangular spaced tube bank data_ triangular
spaced pin fin data3 and continuous finned tube data are used.
J =
I0.025 + o}]4.143 EXP 3.094 - 0.89(Re) 0.29z,6
(Re) 0.2
(B-22)
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FLUID STREAM HEAT TRANSFER AND PRESSURE DROP CALCULATION
Fluid stream heat is normally transferred by conductionj convection_ or
radiation from a node to the average fluid temperature in the stream section_
as previously described. There is no limit to the number of conduction_ con-
vection_ or radiation thermal resistances that may be connected to each fluid
stream section_ but at least one conduction_ convection_ or radiation resis-
tance must be connected to each fluid stream section. If the sum of all con-
duction_ convection_ and radiation conductances (I/R) connected to a fluid
n
stream section (UA = _I/Rn) is greater than or equal to twice the capacity
rate in the fluid stream section:
2(w)(Cpf) UA
Then the outlet fluid stream section temperature is used for heat transfer.
This eliminates the problem of an outlet fluid temperature overshooting the
surrounding surface temperatures_ a thermodynamic impossibility.
Steady-state fluid capacity rate calculations in a fluid stream section
are handled as shown in Equation (B-23).
(W)(Cpf)(T o - T i) = E
(T n - 7s)
R
n
(B-23)
where
T + T.
T - o i
s 2 if2(W)(Cpf) > UA
u
T s = To if2(W)(Cpf) -< UA
Solvinq for the outlet fluid stream total temperature (To) gives Equations
(B-24 and B-25).
T z
o
T - T )
K n i/2
R + W(Cpf) T.
W(Cpf) + E I/(2Rn)
if2(W)(Cpf) > UA (B-24)
T
0
_ T /R + W(C ) T.
n n pf j
W(Cpf) _ E I/R n if2(W)(Cpf) _< UA
(B-25)
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To account for fluid stream acceleration in rotational fiow_ the following
term is added:
T - T +
or o
2
2Tr
(6"0") (RI + R2)IN)2
2 J gc ('Cpf
AR
In addition to thermal analysis_ program H0910 calculates fluid stream
pressure drop in both steady-state compressible and incompressible flow.
These calculations include pressure losses due to flow disturbances such as
elbows_ valves_ and sudden expansions and contractions_ pressure drop due to
flow acceleration caused by area change or heat addition_ pressure drop due to
fluid friction_ pressure drop due to flow addition or removal_ and pressure
change due to radial inward or outward flow in a rotational field.
The compressible flow pressure drop in the fluid stream passage is cal-
culated as described in Shapiro (Reference B-6) with an equation for rotational
flow head replacing the drag component for stationary bodies in the fluid
stream.
The compressible flow pressure drop in each section of the passage is
calculated from influence coefficients as shown in Equation (B-26). The
equation is integrated by finite increments in each segment.
P2 = PI - P
4f ARDh
I M2(+ m2)--'T'-- AT _M 2 [I + I'Y -o +_
avg I - M2 T M2o 2('1 - )
( 0)2 (.W.)(R2+ R,) .2 1
2 J gcY ToM2 W J
I)M 2 ]
2vM2 (I+v- M2) I
2 AW __.y.M2 AA
+ _ M 2 -W- " M2 A (B-26)I -
The program allows new streams branching off from any location along a
previous stream. This is accomplished by making the inlet temperature node
number of the new stream the same as one of the outlet temperatures in a pre-
vious stream section. The inlet pressure of the new stream is taken as the
outlet static pressure from the previous fluid stream section if it is not the
last section in the stream. New streams branching off from the last section
of a previous stream use the outlet total pressure of the previous stream as
an inlet pressure.
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The program permits mixing between previous streams to form the inlet tem-
perature of a new stream. To do this, the inlet temperature node number for
the new stream is input at NMIXfor all the previous streams that mix to form
the new stream. Mixing is allowed between the outlet temperature at the end
of previous]y defined streams and the outlet temperature within a new stream
section. In this case the outlet temperature node numberwithin the new stream
is used as NMIXfor the previously defined streams mixing with this stream.
The mixed stream temperature is calculated as shown in Equation (B-27)
WiCpiToi + WmCpmTom
= (B-27)
To2 WICpI + WmCpm
The fluid stream section model assumed for Equations (B-26) and (B-27) is
shown below.
W T
m om
I V.
I J
V.
iv Y _-
A I AA A 2 - A I A2 A2
To I AT o To2 - Tol Tol To2
W I AW _ W 2 - W I WI W2
R
I A R - R2 - R I R2 R2
A _(A I _ A2)/2
To = (Tol _ To2)/2
W _ (W I + W2)/2
M = (M I _ M2)/2
W2 _ Wm + WI
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The branching or mixing in each fluid stream section is assumed to occur
at the exit of the section. The momentum of the exiting or entering stream
relative to the main stream is expressed by the Y-factor as defined in the
above figure. The Y-factor for turbulent flow in a supply tube with flow
removed through holes or slots is usually assumed to be I (Y = I.O) This
assumes that the removed flow has the momentum of the main stream. For in-
jected flow perpendicular to the mainstream flow_ it is usually assumed that
the Y-factor is zero (Y = 0.0). This assumes that the flow enters with no
momentum in the direction of the mainstream and must be accelerated from
zero velocity. For injection angles other than perpendicular to the main-
stream flow_ a Y-factor other than zero may be estimated by calculating the
vector of inlet velocity in the direction of the mainstream divided by the
mainstream velocity.
The friction factor for the flow passages is input as a function of
Reynolds number.
The compressible flow pressure drop in elbows_ valves_ and sudden expan-
sions and contractions is calculated from total head loss coefficients input
as a constant for the inlet or exit of each fluid stream_ as shown in Equa-
tion (B-28).
I (Kt) yM2Pt2 = Ptl - P2 (8-28)
The incompressible flow pressure drop in each section of the passage is
calculated as shown in Equation (B-29).
Pt2 = Ptl - 29cP Dh + 2(&W/W)(I - Y)
2_ 2
(_5) 2
+ 2 gc p(N) (R2 + RI)AR (B-29)
The incompressible flow pressure drop in elbowsj valves_ and sudden ex-
pansions and contractions is calculated from total head loss coefficients
input as a constant.
2(W/Ac)
Pt2 = Ptl - (Kt) 2gcp (a-30)
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT FLUID PROPERTY EFFECTS ON HEAT TRANSFER AND FLUID F_ICTION
Conventional methods of predicting single-phase heat transfer and friction
coefficients often give values that are in poor agreement with measured values
when large temperature differences or large variations of fluid properties are
present. Several methods have been proposed for accounting for these differ-
ences. Humble_ Lowdermilk_ and Desmon (Reference B-7) investigated heat trans-
fer and fluid friction coefficients for air fiowing in smooth tubes with sur-
face-to-air temperature ratios from 0.46 to 3.5. The_sults of this study
indicate that the fluid properties in the heat transfer and friction coeffi-
cient equations should be evaluated at the film temperature with the fluid
velocity evaluated at the bulk temperature. Based on this method_ the Reynolds
number is defined as shown in equation (B-31) below.
R - - (B-3a)
e _f _f A c
The Colburn J-factor is defined as shown in equation (B-32) below.
H H Pb
J- C pf Vb f - w \ k /f (B-32)p Cpf ,
The Fanning friction factor is defined as shown in equation (B-33) below:
APf r Pfr
f - - /W _2 (B-33)
4L Pf V_
Dh 2gc Dh 2gcPb
McAdams (Reference B-8) and Kays and London (Reference B-9) indicate that
a large amount of data for many types of heat transfer surfaces has been
evaluated on the basis of fluid properties evaluated at the bulk temperature
of the fluid, This data was evaluated where small temperature differences or
small variations in fluid properties were present, Based on this method_ the
Reynolds number is defined as shown in equation (B-34) below,
Dh Vb Pb Dh W
- (B-34)
Re - l_b #b Ac
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The Colburn J-factor is defined as shown in equation (B-55) below
J _
2,3h _ h
Vb \ k /b C (:) \k/bW_._CpbPb pb A
(B-55)
The Fanning friction factor is defined as shown in equation (B-50) below
f
APfr APf r (B-56:,
4L _b Vb
Dh 2g c 4L
Dh 2 gcp b
For liquids with large temperature differences or large variations in
fluid properties_ equations (B-55) and (B-56) above may be modified as shown
in equations (B-57) and (B-58) below.
btw_n h ICp #_ _ h (B-37)
(1_w)m APf r APf r
_b f : - w 2 (B-38)
4L Pb Vb 2 (AW--'--i"
Dh 2g c 41_
Dh 2gc Pb
The coefficients (n) and (m) for equations (B-37) and (B-38) are given
in Table B-2.
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TABLE B-3
SUGGESTED VALUES OF THE TEMPERATURE RATIO
COEFFICIENT FROM VARIOUS REFERENCES
_aminar
O.
Turbulent
-0.5 heating
O. cooling
Laminar
1.59
-0.57 + x/D
-0.5 heating
O. cooling
.45 heating
.3 cooling
I .
m
Turbulent Reference
-0. I heating
O. cool i ng
I .59
-0.57 +
x/D
(with Reynolds number
evaluated at the wall
tempe ratu re) "_
-O.I heating
-O.I cooling
B-9
B-II
B-IO
_'Re =
Dh Vb Pb
t-1,
w
D h W
I_w A c
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For gases with larqe temperature differences or large variations in fluid
properties_ equations (B-35) and (B-36) may be modified as shown in equation
B-39) and (B-40) below.
Tw) n h [Cp _ 2/3
Tb J- Cp Pb Vb \ k ]b -
- _213
c /w--t\ k lb
(B-59)
(T_bb)m APfr APfrf- 2 - 2Vb
Dh 2 gc 4 L
Dh 2gc Pb
(B-40)
These methods of accounting for large temperature differences on convec-
tion heat transfer and fluid friction have been included in the program.
FILM COOLING CALCULATIONS
Film cooling calculations have been included in program H0910 as a table
of film cooling effectiveness (q) versus the film cooling parameter (X/MS).
Film cooling correlations from several sources may be reduced to this form
by the film and transpiration cooling computer program (HO060) described later
in this section. In the film cooling relation used_ the film coolant mass
velocity is defined as:
(PV)cA = GCA -
WCA WCA
A c SL
where WCA = weight flow rate of film coolant
S = film slot height
L = film slot length
X = distance downstream from film injection
M = 0Vc/DV m
X XGGAS ( LX )GGA S
MS WCA WCA
Ss-[-
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A film-cooled section of width L_ length X_ hot-gas massvelocity GGAS_
and cooling airflow rate WCAis shownbelow.
GGAS
WCA X
TRANSPIRATION COOLING CALCULATIONS
Transpiration cooling option is available in program H0910 by using the
Stanton number reduction factor calculated by the film and transpiration cool-
ing computer program (HO060) as a reduction factor C h on the hot gas side heat
transfer coefficient. When this method is used_ the heat transfer coefficient
and the heat transfer area in the transpiration cooling porous media must be
known. Since this information is usually not known, the transpiration cooling
effectiveness (Ro) may be used to calculate the transpiration cooled surface
temperature.
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NOMENCLATURE
A
n
A
c
Af
A
t
Ch
C
Pf
C
pn
Dh
D l
d
o
D
P
T
F
ac
F t
Ftn
gc
GF
G r (Pr)
H
c
H
r
heat transfer area for resistor (n)
fluid flow area
fin heat transfer area
total heat transfer area
multiplying factor for convection heat transfer
specific heat of fluid stream
specific heat of element n
4A (L)
c
hydraulic diameter = - At
leading edge inside diameter
impingement hole diameter
pin diameter
geometrical view factor
Fanning friction factor
radiation emissivity view factor
overall radiation interchange factor
acceleration factor in Equation (B-7)
turbulence factor
natural convection turbulent transition factor
gravitational constant for natural convection
G rashof number
Grashof number multiplied by Prandtl number
convection heat transfer coefficient
radiation heat transfer coefficient
Colburn j-factor
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Kf
K
n
K t
_n
L
P
M
M
w
P
avg
Pr
Ptl
Pt2
P
I
P2
Qn
Qs
R
c
Re
R
n
R
o
R I
R2
S
P
T
thermal conductivity of fluid at the film temperature
thermal conductivity
total head loss coefficient
length
length from the center of a node to the interface
p in Iength
Mach number (blowing rate for film cooling)
molecular weight
rotational speed
average static pressure
Prandt] number
total pressure at inlet
total pressure at outlet
static pressure at inlet
static pressure at outlet
heat input to node (n)
heat input to fluid stream
radius
thermal interface resistance
Reynolds number
thermal resistance element
transpiration cooling effectiveness
Radius at station I
Radius at station 2
pin spacing
static temperature
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Tadw
T
ER
T
F
T
I
T
o
T
o
r
To(n)
T0(n+l)
T
so
T T
UA
V
Vo
(V/Vcr)
W
X
n
Y
Z
Z
n
6f
AR
adiabatic wall temperature
Eckert's equivalent temperature
fluid stream temperature
average fluid stream temperature
inlet fluid stream temperature
node temperature, outlet fluid stream temperature,
or stagnation temperature
outlet fluid stream temperature with rotation
node temperature for step (n)
node temperature for step (n+1)
surface temperature
total temperature
overall thermal conductance to fluid stream
fluid velocity
volume of solid element
critical velocity ratio
fluid flow rate
center-to-center spacing of impingement holes
injected fluid to mainstream velocity ratio as defined
in Shapiro (Reference 6)
compressibility coefficient
impingement length
coefficient of volumetric expansion
fin thickness
Change in radius (R 2 R1)
fin effectiveness
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NP_o
P
PO
e
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APPENDIXC
FILMANDTRANSPIRATIONCOOLINGCOMPUTERP OGRAM(HO060)
INTRODUCTION
The AiResearch film and transpiration cooling computer program reduces
the film cooling cot, elations of several authors to a commonbasis of film
effectiveness (_) as a function of the film cooling parameter (X/MS) for
specified hot gas and film injection boundary conditions. Several transpira-
tion cooling effectiveness correlations are also reduced to the form of a
Stanton number reduction factor due to mass transfer (St/Sto) and transpira-
tion cooling effectiveness (R). The results from this program are used to
generate the input data for t_e AiResearch thermal analyzer computer programs
for film and transpiration cooling analysis.
CALCULATIONS
The film cooling effectiveness may be defined for both low-speed and high-
speed flow as shown in Equations (C-I) and (C-21 described in Reference C-I.
T - T
_ aw oo
I] Tf - T (for low-speed flow) (C-l)
T - T
= aw awl (for high-speed flow) (C-2)
Tf - Tfi
The fluid properties for each of the correlations used are determined at
the freestream static temperature (T)_ the reference state (T.) defined in
Equation (C-3)_ the film injection temperature (Tf), or the freestream recovery
temperature (Tr).
T. : T ÷ 0.72 (T - T ) (C-3)
r
A description of each film cooling relation used is given below. The
first film cooling relation is from Tribus and Klein (Reference C-2). The
Tribus and Klein film effectiveness (_TK) is utilized in two forms as shown
in Equations (C-4) and (C-5).
If SEC = 0
5.76 Cpf(Pr) 0"667 (Re) 0"2 [p,=_ 0.8
_ !_ (C-4)
"qTK = Cp= (X/MS)0.8
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If SEC _ I
5.76 Cpf (Pr) 0"667
+ 4,11
These equations are for tangential film injection with an overlapping
slot and subsonic freestream flow. The effect of injecting a film cooling
fluid that is unlike the mainstream fluid is also included in this correlation,
Equation (C-5) gives more conservative results than Equation (C-4) for values
of X/MS less than 80; Equation (C-5) is recommended for this region.
The second film cooling relation is from Hartnett_ Birkebak_ and Eckert
(Reference C-5). This relation is also presented in two forms as shown in
Equation (C-6) and (C-7).
I
If SEC = 0
(?85.59 (Re) 0"2 P= "
_THBE - (X/MS)O'B \-_./ (C-6)
If SEC = I
5.59
T_HBE = [(X/MS)_-_R--_:25\p_/+(P*l 4]0"8 (C-7)
These equations are also for tangential film injection with subsonic
freestream flow_ but without an overlapping slot. The effect of foreign gas
injection is given in Equation (C-8) where subscript f denotes injected gas
and subscript m denotes the free stream.
Cpf (T})
_F - Cpo° [I + (17) (Cpf - Cpo_) ICp=] (C-8)
Equation (C-7) gives more conservative results than Equation (C-6) for values
of X/MS less than 80; Equation (C-7) is recommended for this region.
The third film cooling relation is from Stollery and EI-Ehwany (Refer-
ence C-4). This relation is presented in two forms as shown in Equations (C-9)
and (C-IO).
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If SEC = 0
3.09 (Re)O. 2 (.p_._O.
I]SE - (X/Ms)O. 8 tp-'-#
(C-9)
If SEC = I
3.09
TIsE (X/MS) i:). + 4.11
(Re)°'25 \0=/
(c-Jo)
These equations are for tangential film injection with subsonic free-
stream flow and an overlapping slot. Equation (C-IO) gives more conservative
results than Equation (C-9) for values of X/MS less than 80; Equation (C-IO)
is recommended for this region. All of the correlations given above for tan-
gential film injection are applicable only for values of the blowing rate (M)
,less than 1.5. For values of M greater than 1.5_ the correlation of Haering
(Reference C-5) may be used as shown in Equation (C-II).
where
I
F,o °°°'
I + 3.6 L p=V Cpf kTf/
f(V) = when ,-_ _; I
vf
f(V
(c-ll)
)f(V) = I + 0.4 arctan - I when _ff > I
The film cooling relation of Hatch and Papell (Reference C-6) for tangen-
tial film injection has been compared with test data for blowing rates (M) of
0.03 < M < 2.2. The data follows the correlation down to values of film
effectiveness below 0.3_ the calculated value is somewhat lower than the test
data. The film effectiveness equation from Hatch and Papell (Reference C-6)
is given in Equation (C-12).
] 1i FHo(X/MS) "S(Vo:) pf Cpf f(V) (C-12)TIHP = EXP - LEV-_p f 0.04 Kf
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The correlations presented above for tangential film injection are for
essentially zero pressure gradient flow over a plane surface. Equation (C-Ill
correlates reasonably well with film cooling data for accelerating flows. In
the application of these equations with surface heat transfer_ the heat trans-
fer coefficient calculated without film cooling is used with heat transfer to
the effective film temperature (Taw). This method is verified in Hartnett_
Birkebak_ and Eckert (Reference C-3).
Goldstein and Haji-Sheikh (Reference C-7) present a correlation for film
cooling with various injection angles as shownin Equation (C-13).
1.9 (Pr) 2/5
IqGH = 0.8 (C-13)
The effect of injection angle is given in Equation (C-14)
6 = I + O.O0015(Re) sin (c-14)
Goldstein_ Eckert_ and Wilson (Reference C-I) present a correlation for
film injection through a porous region normal to a supersonic freestream flow
as shown in Equation (C-15).
I
IqGEW = ( C- 15 )
I
I [ (X/MS) (P*I] 0"8
Cp= 0 33 4 +
+ ' (Re)0"25\ lj
This correlation_ which includes the effects of foreign gas injection_ was
applied to a freestream flow with a Mach number of 2.9 and essentially zero
pressure gradient flow.
For normal film injection through a porous region to a subsonic-to-
supersonic nozzle_ the correlation of Librizzi and Cresci (Reference C-8) was
developed as shown n Equation (C-16).
I
IqLC = (C-16)
+ 0.33
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The effect of foreign gas injection is given in Equation (C-8). This
correlation is applicable for strongly accelerating freestream flow for both
subsonic and supersonic freestream conditions.
Heat transfer to or from the film-cooled surface for the correlations
shown in Equations (C-13)_ (C-15)_ and (C-16) is estimated by using the heat
transfer coefficient calculated without film injection with the effective film
temperature (Taw) calculated from the film effectiveness. This method is
verified in Librizzi and Cresci (Reference C-8).
In addition to the correlations presented abov% AiResearch has sponsored
research work at Arizona State University on the effects of film cooling with
single lines of circular holes_ both straight and skewed_ with staggered and
interrupted slots_ and with continuous slots with various angles of film injec-
tion. The results for continuous slots at various angles of film injection
are presented in Arizona State University Reports ME-671 (Reference C-9) and
ME-692 (Reference C-IO). These results are summarized by Metzger_ Carper_ and
Swank (Reference C-If) as the heat transfer rate to the total film-cooled sur-
face length divided by the heat transfer rate without film cooling. Correla-
tions are presented for slots with 20-deg_ 40-deg_ and 60-deg angles of film
injection. These correlations have been rearranged and differentiated with
respect to the surface length (x) to obtain local values of film effectiveness
as a function of the film-cooling parameter (X/MS). The results are given in
Equations (C-17)_ (C-18)_ and (C-19) for film injection angles of 20 deg_ 40
deg_ and 60 deg_ respectively.
For a 20-deg angle of film injection
3,624 M0"I
_20 = _/X/MS
(c-17)
For a 40-deg angle of film injection
3.178 MO'I
_40 = _MS
(C-18)
For a 60-deg angle of film injection
2.742 MO'I
= #X/MS
(C-19)
For heat transfer to or from the film-cooled surface_ the effective film
temperature (Taw) calculated from the film effectiveness may be used. The
heat transfer coefficient used is 1.09_ 1.18_ and 1.24 times the heat transfer
coefficient without film cooling for Equations (C-17)_ (C-18)_ and (C-19)_
respectively.
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An alternate form of the equation for a 20-deg injection angle for Metzger
and Fletcher (Reference C-13) is given in Equation (C-20).
I
TI20N = I + O.OI238(X/MS) (C-ZO)
M0 . 55
The heat transfer coefficient used with this form of equation is the same as
the heat transfer coefficient without film cooling. This form of equation has
been applied to film cooling with moderate freestream acceleration. The
results indicated that this film effectiveness could be applied with a heat
transfer coefficient somewhat higher than that without film cooling.
Very little information on film cooling effectiveness is available for
rows of holes that are normally used for film injection on turbine blades.
Goldstein_ Eckert_ Eriksen_ and Ramsey (Reference C-12) have investigated film
cooling through a row of holes spaced at 3-dia intervals across the span with
an injection angle of 35 deg to the mainstream flow. They have indicated a
good comparison with single-hole data at low blowing rates (M). Additional
data on film cooling with a row of holes is presented in Arizona State
University Report ME-681 (Reference C-13) and by Metzger and Fletcher (Ref-
erence C-14). Data for film cooling with rows of holes on turbine blades is
presented in NASA CR-54513 (Reference C-IS).
Figure C-I provides comparative data on film cooling effectiveness for
rows of holes. The data from Goldstein_ Eckert_ Eriksen_ and Ramsey (Reference
C-12) is presented at a blowing rate (M) of 0.5_ which gives the maximum film
effectiveness and at a blowing rate (M) of I_ which gives a considerably lower
film effectiveness. Curves are presented for both a 3-dia spacing ratio (which
was tested) and for a 1.5-dia spacing ratio (which was derived from the single
hole data). Data from Arizona State University Report ME-681 (Reference C-13)
and Metzger and Fletcher (Reference C-14) is also presented for a 1.53- to
1.71-dia spacing ratio at blowing rates (M) of approximately 0.5 and 0.75 with
an injection angle of 20 deg. The General Electric data for film cooling with
rows of holes on turbine blades has been applied for an effective 1.5-dia
spacing ratio with blowing rates (M) from about O.S to 1.2 and injection angles
of 30 deg.
The GE data on the suction side of the blade compares very well with the
data from Metzger (References C-13 and C-14) over the blowing rate (M) from
0.5 to 0.7S. This GE data also compares very well with the maximum value of
film effectiveness from Goldstein_ Eckert_ et al. (Reference C-12) for a blowing
rate (M) of 0.5- and a 1.5-dia spacing ratio. Since the blowing rate (M) on
the pressure side tends to be larger than the blowing rate (M) on the suction
side_ the trend of the GE data showing higher effectiveness on the suction side
is consistent with the data from Goldstein_ Eckert_ et al. (Reference C-12).
The data from Metzger (References C-13 and C-14)_ however_ shows no significant
effect of blowing rate (M)_ as was assumed in applying the GE data. It may be
expected that high values of the blowing rate (M) would cause low values of
film effectiveness because of the jet penetration into the mainstream. The
data of Metzger (References C-13 and C-14) may not exhibit this effect because
of the lower angle of injection (20 deg vs 35 deg).
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The data shown in Figure C-I are correlated as a function of the
equivalent slot height IS) for the row of holes. This slot height is calcu-
lated as shown below:
n_d 2
S -
4
where n = number of holes per unit width
d = hole diameter
The heat transfer coefficient from the film temperature to the wall is
assumed to be the same as that without film injection for the GE data and the
data of Goldstein_ Eckert_ et al. (Reference C-12). The heat transfer coeffi-
cient from the data of Metzger (References C-13 and C-14)_ however_ is 1.2 to
1.4 times that without film injection.
The correlation given by Librizzi and Cresci (Reference C-8) for film
cooling injection through a porous region of 90 deg to the mainstream flow
upstream of a rocket nozzle falls about midway between the GE data for the
pressure and suction sides. This correlation does not indicate a strong
effect of blowing rate (M) as shown in the correlations for rows of holes;
however_ it does indicate the effect of large pressure gradients.
Film cooling data in combustors where the turbulence level is high has
been investigated by NASA Lewis and is reported in Grobman_ Jones_ Marek_ and
Niedzwiecki (Reference C-16). Three film cooling slot configurations with
various slot heights and hole sizes were studied within the combustor. The
results indicated that the film cooling effectiveness was unaffected by slot
geometry and could be represented by a single line. Equation (C-21) was used
to predict the film cooling effectiveness for the combustor.
I
i]cm- I + CM (X/MS)(Cpo/Cpf) (C-21)
The constant CM is the mixing coefficient which was set equal to the
turbulence level in this case. The turbulence level for the NASA combustor
was approximately 15 percent (CM = 0.15).
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Transpiration cooling s presented in three correlations described below.
They are presented in terms of the reduction of Stanton number at the boundary
layer due to mass transfer St/St ) and the transpiration cooling effectiveness
o
(R) defined in Equations (C-22) and (C-23).
o
T - T
R w c (for low-speed flow) (C-22)
o T - T
co c
R
o
T - T
w c (c-23)
= T - T i for high-speed flowl
awl c
The simplified form of transpiration cooling effectiveness {R ) does not
o
account for the effects of radiation and a reduction of porous wall thickness
to the point at which the cooling air effectiveness is substantially less than
_ CO C
one _c T - T < I . The transpiration cooling effectiveness (Ro) correla-
w c
tion is therefore only applicable to the porous wall for which it was tested
and for the thermal radiation conditions of the test. To determine the Stanton
number reduction factor from measured values of transpi ration cooling effective-
ness (R)_ Equation (C-25) may be derived from the heat balance relation shown
o
in Equation (C-2Z_).
(T T ) = HAIT
co c wcCPc co _T,-
c M c_Fe amb
(S_o) Cpo ° St T_c(Ro) + (Sto) T - T
= o _coV Cpco _ c (C-25)
I - R°
Therefore_ measured values of cooling air effectiveness (_c) _ transpiration
cooling effectiveness (R)_ and ambient temperatures around the test specimen
o
(Tamb) are required to determine the effective Stanton number reduction factor
due to mass transfer.
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The first transpiration cooling relation is based on the film theory as
proposed by Mickley and described in Spalding (Reference C-I?). The trans-
piration cooling effectiveness (Ro) correlation by this method is given in
Equation (C-26).
RosP:ExP-_cp_s\ (C-26)
Assuming the cooling air effectiveness is equal to one (_c = I) and the
surrounding wall temperatures are equal to the cooled surface temperature
(T = T ) for the tests in which (Ro) was measured_ the Stanton numberw amb
reduction factor may be calculated as shown in Equation (C-27).
Cp
c M
(S ol ; (C-27)
The resulting equation for Stanton number reduction factor due to mass
transfer from the film 'theory is given in Equation (C-28).
(C-28)
The second transpiration cooling relation is taken from Friedman
(Reference C-IB). The transpiration cooling effectiveness (R) correlation
o
by this method is given in Equation (C-29).
2.11
(Re)o.J
Rof =
,iRe 0.1 Cp_ S (Re)O.l
18_
Using the sameassumptions as in Equation (C-27)_ the Stanton number
reduction factor may be calculated as shown in Equations (C-30) and (C-31).
CPc M
Cp_ St (Rof)
o
I - Rof
2.11 CPc M
Red) O" I Cp_ St o
(c-30)
EXP
Re_)O. I Cp St -
(se) 
The third transpiration cooling relation is taken from Bartle and Leadon
(Reference C-17). The transpiration cooling effectiveness (Ro) correlation by
this method is given in Equation (C-32).
Rob : I (c-32)
I +
CPc Mo133Cp S_
Using the same assumptions as in Equation (C-27)_ the Stanton number
reduction factor may be calculated as shown in Equation (C-3_).
Cp
c M
Cp St (Rob)
b - Rob
(c-33)
The film theory results are based on transpiration cooling in subsonic
flow with essentially zero pressure gradient_ using a porous surface with a
large_ internal3 cooled surface area_ which should give a cooling air effec-
tiveness near one (qc _ I). The Friedman (Reference C-18) correlation is
based on transpiration cooling with a moderate pressure gradient_ using a
porous surface with a large_ internal_ cooled surface area_ which should give
a cooling air effectiveness near one (qc _ I). The Bartle and Leadon (Ref-
erence C-19) correlation is based on transpiration cooling in supersonic flow
using a porous surface with a large_ internal_ cooled surface area_ which
should give a cooling air effectiveness near one (qc _ I).
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NOMENCLATURE
Cp specific heat of th_ fluid
Cm mixing coefficient
G
f
H
o
mass velocity of film injection, Gf _ W /SL
c
heat transfer coefficient from the freestream to the wall
without the effects of film cool ing or transpiration cool ing
L
M
Pr
Re
film slot width
pfVf
blowing rate, M - P_V_ -
Prandtl number
SGf
Reynolds number; Re =
Gf
P_V_
R
o
transpiration cooling effectiveness defined as shown in
Equations (C-20) and (C-21)
film slot height
St Stanton number
Subscript_ f rees t ream
T_ reference temperatl,re defined in Equation (C-5)
T
aw
effective gas film temperature or adiabatic wall temperature
with film cool ing
T
awi adiabatic wall temperature with film cooling air ejected at
the gas temperature
T
c
Tf
transpiration coolant temperature
film coolant temperature at the film injection point
Tfi film injection temperature for isoenergetic injection
T
w
T
wall temperature
freestream static temperature
V fluid velocity
distance downstream of film slot
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
X/MS
OL
X p_oV X p Vo
film cooling parameter; X/MS -
SpfVf SGf
angle of film injection into the main stream
film cooling effectiveness as defined in Equations (C-I) and
(C-2)
fluid viscosity
fluid density
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APPENDIX D
DERIVATION OF GENERAL EQUATION FOR DETERMINING HEAT
TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR ANY GENERAL ARRAY OF
TRIANGULARLY SPACED TUBES OR PINS BETWEEN PLATES
A general equation has been derived from a computer regression analysis
of heat transfer data for triangularly spaced tube banks_ triangularly spaced
pin-fin surfaces_ and triangularly spaced continuous fin tube surfaces. From
an inspection of the heat transfer data for these surfaces_ it appeared that
the following equation would best fit all this data.
[ 1H Dh _ CIe-C2kf 023 + ((Re)x Re) 0"8 (Pr) I/5 (D-I)
A computer program was written to determine the constants CI_ C2_ C5_ n_
and x in the equation above that would best fit the heat transfer data. The
results are shown below and a comparison of the computer-derived equation
with data from the literature is shown in Figures D-I and D-2.
The results of the computer analysis to determine the constants CI_ C2_
C3_ n_ and x in Equation (D-I) are shown below.
C I = 4.143
C2 = 5.094
C3 = 0.89
n = 0.5075
x : 0.2946
The constants CI_ C2_ and x were determined from the triangular spaced
tube bankarray heat transfer data shown in Figure D-I. The constants C3 and
n were eliminated in this study because the plate spacing (L) was assumed
S P
= _ therefore p O.
equal to infinity Lp L =
P
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COMPUTER-DERIVED EQUATION
hD h . 0.023 + 4.143e _5.094(DP)_O.89(__D)SD
Sp p
(Re)02946
GRIMISON'S DATA FOR TRIANGULAR TUBE BANKS
O. 5075
(Re)°'B
---- KAYS AND LONDON DATA FOR TRIANGULAR TUBE BANKS
(COMPACT HEAT EXCHANGERS)
0.08
0.07 " -.
0.06 _"_ ._ -_
0.05 _, ...,_ ..
__-. ASSUMED TO BE
0.04
_ THE SAME AS A
_'_'_ "_ _. SINGLE TUBE
_ "-_._ IN CROSSFLOW0.05
COLBURN 0.02 _'_"_ "_'__
J FACTOR -_'_,,_ ' = I0
St(Pr) 2/3 ,_ _ " ,
P 0.010 _-- _'- =
Pr = Cpp O. 009 _"_"_ - '', _. "_'_. 1
-_ O.OOg "_,- _ -,.
_,_._ _ ._ SP--_20.007 DP
0.006
0.005 SP
-- ,,I.5
O. 004 DP
(Pr) 113
0,005
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0.002
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Figure
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D-I Comparison of Computer-Derived Equation wlth
Tube Bank Data from the Literature
COLBURN
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St(Pr) 2/3
HSt =--GCP
PF = Cp_
COMPUTER-DERIVEDEQUATION
HDh_ Dp__0.89(.._p 0.5075-
--_.-- 0.025 + 4.145e -5"094(
(Re) 0.2946
(Re)O'8(pr) I/3
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Figure D-2. Comparison of Computer-Derived Equation with Pin Fin
and Finned Tube Data from the Literature
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The constants C3 and n were determined from the triangular pin-fin array
and the triangular continuous finned tube array data shown in Figure D-2.
Froma study of the available literature_ this represents all the data avail-
able for this type of heat transfer surface. Data on rectangular pin-fin
arrays are presented in Theoclitus (Reference D-I).
As the pin spacing approaches infinity (Sp :: _) and/or the plate spacing
approaches zero Lp = O_ it can be seen that this equation approaches the heat
transfer equation for flow between flat plates.
H Dh
kf
- 0.025 (Re) 0"8 (pr) 1/5
The final equation derivied from this analysis is
["°h -3 -o89
k7 - O. 023 + 4. 143 e \Sp/
(Re) 0.2946
where Dh G .
Re - mln
#f
kf
0.507_
](Re) 0"8 (pr) 1/3
(D-2)
From the comparison of the computer-derived equation with GrimsonTs
(Reference D-2) data_it appears that the computer-derived equation gives
results that are within the average deviation of ±5 percent. The data from
S
Kays and London (Reference D-3) for a triangular spacing D--E= 1.5 falls below
P
the data of Grimson from which the constants were derived. The slope of the
Kays and London (Reference D-3) data is the same as that of the derived equa-
tion and for the future it is planned to reevaluate the constants including
the Kays and London (Reference D-3) data.
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The comparison in Figure D-2 of the computer-derived equation with the
pin-fin data shows good agreement. The comparison of the continuous finned
tubes with the computer-derlved equation showeda large discrepancy in the
slope of the data. Extrapolation of the Trane Co. data, however_ shows that
the (j) factor goes below the (j) factor for flow between parallel plates.
It is evident that the general equation derived herein is useful for pre-
dicting heat transfer coefficients on tube banks with cTose plate spacings_
any triangular array pin-fin heat transfer surface, and on continuous finned
tube heat transfer surfaces.
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NOMENCLATURE
A - Total heat transfer surface area (pins and wall)
Cpf - The specific heat of the fluid based on the film temperature
Dh - Hydraulic diameter of the heat transfer surface_
_A min L
Dh - A
D
P
- Diameter of the tubes or pins
W
G .
m_n A
min
- The weight flowrate of the heat transfer fluid divided by
the minimum flow area between the tubes
- Film coefficient of heat transfer
kf - Thermal conductivity of the heat transfer fluid based on the film
temperature
L - Passage flow length
L
P
Pr
- Spacing between the plates in the heat transfer surface
- Prandtl number
Re - Reynolds number
S
P
- Center-to-center spacing of the tubes or pins on equilateral
triangles
_f - The viscosity of the heat transfer fluid based on the film
temperature
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APPENDIX E
DERIVATION OF THE FLUID STREAM HEATING EQUATIONS
FOR RADIAL FLOW IN A ROTATIONAL PASSAGE
A derivation of the equation for fluid stream heating with rotational
flow in a radial passage is presented below. The equations are based on com-
pressible flow of an ideal fluid with heat transfer from the duct walls,
internal heat generation in the fluid, and energy input due to rotational flow.
An exact solution and two finite increment solutions are derived. The average
temperature difference finite increment form is used only if _r < 2W CP and
2wcp UA
the outlet temperature difference method must be used if Ar _ UA
T I TC T2 dr
i/// w
i
Thermal resistance:
C
R
n=_'_ "
Fluid capacity rate:
W Cp
Fluid internal heat generation:
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Let
dTc
dr
r (2_) 2 2
60" N
Jgc C P
dT m (T. - T ) Qs
WC c = _ , c + _ +
p dr i=l Ri £
dT m
c
WC --=
pdr i=l
T_ T./R.
T- I i
Z I/R.
I
Z T./R.
I I
I/R. T: I/R i
2
2_ N2
r (_)
2 Jgc CP
QsT +£ +
W C
P
2
2n
r (_) W CP
2 Jgc CP
m
UA = E I/R.
Ii=l
dT
c UA (T-T
dr WC c
P
UA r)T c = _ _-C-p
-_L m
r (2_) 2 N2
Qs "60"
+
WC £ 2 C
p Jgc p
+ PIWC [(2rr/60)2 N2(r_ C - WCpt wcUAUA UA / + -- T + --
P P
(UAwc)+ c I rI
P
Boundary conditions:
T =T at r= r
c cl I
Tc = Tc2 at r = r 2
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Exact solution:
Tc2 = Tcl e
. UA (r 2 _ rl )WC
P
+ \UA I I. - e
UA
WC
P
(r2 - r'lI
Let
[w- p QsUA T+WC
P
,C
( 21-r/60 ) 2 N2 %1
2Jg c C UA 1P
[
(21_r/60)2 N2 (WCp_ _r
+ 2Jg c Cp \UA I 2
r I e
_ UA (r 2 _ rl )]
WCp !
Finite increment technique:
(Average temperature difference method)
Qs )26Tc _ UA (T - _ ) + -- + (2_/60 rN 2
c WC _ 2Jg c C&r WCp P p
- Tc2 + Tcl
c 2.
AT c = Tc2 -Tcl
[ p+z,)]UA &r T - " 2 + WC
Tc2 - Tcl - WCp p
+ (2_/60) 2 rN2&r
2Jg c C P
QsAr
UAAr] = UA I_ Tcl/2
Zc2 I + 2-'W_pJ Tcl+ W--'_p Ar - ] + WCp
H-
(2m/60) 2 rN2Ar
2Jg c CP
Tc2 [I. Os r+ 2-"W-_pJ Tcl " W---_pAr _+WCp _-- +
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Tc2 =
T (I UA Ar_ UA Qs Ar (2rr/60)2 rN2 r
cl " 2"WC'p ]+ _ Ar _ + WC_ + 2Jg c CP P P _
UA ArI. + 2WCP
In order not to violate the first law of thermodynamics_ the following
condition is required.
UA Ar
< I.
2WC
P
Therefore:
2WC
Ar < ...._2__
UA
(Outlet temperature difference method)
Let T c = Tc2
AT = T
c c2 -Tcl
c2
T
c2
Qs Ar
UA Ar (#- T ) +-
- Tcl = W--C- c2 WC
P P
(2rr/60) 2 rN2Ar
2Jg c C
P
[ UA UA QsI + "W--_- A = Tcl + _-_-- &r _ + WC
P p P
+
(2_/60) 2 rN2Ar
2Jg c CP
T
c2
T + UA - Qs Ar
.,._ Ar T + WC £ +cI
P P
UA
I + _-_- Z_r
P
(2_/60) 2 rN2&r
2Jg c CP
This form of solution does not violate the first law of thermodynamics
under any condition.
Since, in general_ the wall temperature in a passage may be assumed con-
stant over only a short increment_ the finite increment method is sufficiently
accurate for most problems. The average temperature difference method is
preferred over the range for which it is applicable_ and the outlet temperature
method s used outside of this range.
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APPENDIX F
PRESSURE DROP CALCULATIONS IN ORIFICES
INTRODUCTION
The pressure drop in flow restriction devices such as orifices_ nozzles_
and long holes may be expressed in terms of the flow coefficient (Cd) _ the
static head loss coefficient (Ks)_ or the total head loss coefficient (KT).
The flow coefficient is normally used to calculate the flow through an orifice
or nozzle for a pressure drop measured across flange taps or pipe taps. The
pressure drop measured in this manner does not represent the pressure loss for
the orifice or nozzle however because of static pressure recovery which occurs
downstream. The pressure drop calculations for the AiResearch thermal anal-
yzer computer program use the total head loss coefficient (KT) to calculate
the pressure loss of an orifice_ nozzle_ or long hole.
The total head loss coefficient may be expressed in several different
forms of equation to predict total head loss in orifices or holes as shown
below:
Ptl - Pt2 = KT Y M°2 P°/2"
Ptl - Pt2 = KT V°2 p°/2 gc
" Pt = KT (_o)2/2w gc Po
PLI 2
The total head loss coefficient for orifices or long holes with the axis par-
allel_ perpendicular_ or inclined to the direction of main stream flow are
presented in this section.
ORIFICE TOTAL HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT
A thin sharp edge or square edge orifice may be installed in a |ine as
shown below.
_2///////////////// ///////'//S_y./z, ., /_/)J
,U
.._.-Im" o _ o _11,, o
."yS_///_///////._,Y/ ///////////////_Y///S_)'). ...._£//,3_,'./,,yS_
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The total head loss coefficient for each of these configurations maybe
calculated from equations F-I_ F-2_ F-3_ and F-4 below. These equations
include the effect of static pressure recovery downstreamof the orifice and
do not represent the head loss as measuredby flange taps on the orifice. The
sharp edge or square edge orifice for which these equations are applicable has
a thickness less than 30 percent of the orifice diameter (L/D < 0.3).o
KT = (0.707 V/I. - Ao/A I + I. - Ao/A 2)2 F-I
When Re > 2.5 x I05_ Ao/A I > O.I_ and Ao/A 2 > 0. I
KT = 2.9 F-2
When Re > 2.5x 105_ Ao/A I < 0.1_ and Ao/A 2 < 0.1
xK__B Ao )2KT = A2
F-3
When Re < 2.5x105_ Ao/A I > 0.1_ and Ao/A 2 > 0.1
2.9
KT X2
F-4
When Re < 2.5x105_ Ao/A I < 0.1_ and Ao/A 2 < 0.1
The KB and X factors given in Equation (F-3) are shown in Figures F-I
and F-2.
For a square edge inlet and exit section with a long hole (L/D o > 3.0)_
the inlet and exit total head losses may be determined from Figures F-3 and
F-4 taken from Benedict_ Carlucci_ and Swetz _Reference F-I).
.._#_/////x/////////////
_t
--_ 0 DO
•__'////////////////
////////////////////////_,
IV_/////////////J///////////
O I _ 0 02
•_////////////////////
////////////////////A
0
///zY/.//////////////////_
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Figure F-2. K Factor for a Sharp Edge Orifice
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If the hole is between 0.3 and 3.0 diameters long (0.3 < L/D o < 3.0)_ a
total head loss coefficient in addition to the inlet and exit losses from
Figures F-3 and F-4 must be considered. This additional head loss coefficient
accounts for the vena contracta which forms downstream of short holes
(0.3 < L/D o < 3.0). The additional total head loss coefficient for
0.3 < L/D o < 3.0 is presented in Equation F-5 below.
KT = K L (I. - Ao/A2)_/I. - Ao/A I (F-5)
The length factor (K L) is determined from Figure F-5.
The static head loss coefficient (K) for small holes in the side of a
larger duct is given below. For this condition the main stream total pressure
(PTI) is replaced by the local static pressure in the duct (Pd)
STATIC PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENTS FOR SIDE INLETS FOR V° > 2 VD
Sharp-edged Holes
Thimbled Holes
VD --'Pd I_
VD-_P d
V0 P.j
r = 0.2D
L/D = 0
o
2.7
1.8
L/D _ 3
o
1.5
1.2
The pressure drop for holes in the side of a duct with the axis perpen-
dicular or inclined to the direction of stream flow has also been studied in
NASA TN D-5467 (Reference F-2). The results of this study were presented in
terms of the flow coefficient. These results have been change to the head
loss coefficient as a function of the ratio of the orifice velocity or Mach
number to the duct velocity or Mach number. The head loss coefficient for this
case is based on the main duct static pressure to the downstream static pressure
difference. The effects of downstream static pressure recovery are not
included in this loss coefficient. Figure F-6 shows the loss coefficient for
a perpendicular hole with various length to diameter ratios (L/Do). The loss
coefficient for a hole inclined at an angle of 45 degrees in the direction of
main duct flow is also shown in Figure F-6.
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NOMENCLATURE
Ao Orifice or hole area
AI
A2
Cd
Upstreamduct area
Downstreamduct area
Flow coefficient or discharge coefficient_ ratio
ideal flow through the orifice
of measuredto
gc
KL
KS
KT
(KT)o,2
(KT)I _0
KB
MD
Mo
Pd
P.]
Po
Pt
o
Gravitational constant
Short hole length head loss factor (Figure F-S)
Static head loss coefficient
Total head loss coefficient
Total head loss coefficient for abrupt enlargements (Figure F-3)
Total head loss coefficient for abrupt contractions (Figure F-4)
Dimensionless orifice loss factor (Figure F-2)
Machnumber in the upstream duct
Machnumberbased on the total area of the orifice or hole
Static pressure in the upstream duct
Static pressure downstreamof the orifice
Static pressure in the orifice or hole
Total pressure in the orifice or hole
Pt
I
Total pressure at Station I
Pt2
Total pressure at Station 2
Re
Specific heat ratio (Cp/Cv)
Orifice or hole Reynolds number
DO Vo P
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
W Fluid weight flowrate
X Reynolds number correction factor for sharp edge orifice
(Figure F-I)
Fluid density in the orifice or hole
IDo
REFERENCES
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F-2 Rohde_ J. E._ H. T. Richards_ and G. W. Metger_ "Discharge Coeffi-
cients for Thick Plate Orifices with Approach Flow Perpendicular and
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APPENDIX G
DERIVATION OF FLOW AND PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION EQUATIONS FOR
FLOW IN SUPPLY TUBES AND IN CHANNELS WITH
CROSSFLOW IMPINGEMENT
INTRODUCTION
Flow distribution in supply tubes and in channels with crossflow impinge-
ment have been studied as manifold and "header" problems in heat exchangers_
gas burners_ distribution pipes for water-filtering systems_ and others.
Vassonyi (Reference G-I) and Keller (Reference G-2) have indicated that a
simple one-dimensional analysis using the Bernoulli equation with the effect
of friction loss accounted for is sufficient for incompressible flow in
manifolds with flow discharging from holes or slots. In these equations it
is assumed that the discharging stream leaves with the full momentum of the
main stream. Perlmutter (Reference G-3) and Wolf (Reference G-4) presented
a mathematical model for a supply tube as shown in Figure G-I. Perlmutter
(Reference G-3) also presented a mathematical model for pressure distribution
in a channel with crossflow impingement as shown in Figure G-2.
FLOW DISTRIBUTION THEORY
For the supply tube mathematical model shown in Figure G-i_ the solid
arrows indicate the pressure forces on the fluid in the control volume; the
double arrows indicate the X-momentum convected into the control volume; and
the broken arrows indicate the velocities entering and leaving the control
volume.
For frictionless_ incompressible_ steady-state_ one-dimensional flow_
the X-momentum equation from Figure G-I is:
dPl dYl I dPl
(Pl Yl ) - (Pl + _ 6 x) (Yl + _ 6 x) - (Pl + 2 dx
dY I
---6 ×)
[_c du I 2
Pi 2 Pi (u + 5 x)
- ul Yl - g--_ I
dy
(Yl ÷ d'-_- 6 ×)
__Pi (u + I___dUl
gc I 2 dx
(G-l)
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The last term in Equation G-I assumes that the entire X-momentum of the supply
tube flow is convected out of the supply tube as the flow enters the orifices.
Combining terms and neglecting the higher order terms_ Equation G-I becomes
° x1
- Yl dpj : g-_ l Yl) + (uuvj)d (G-2
Equation G-2 is in the form used by Wolf in Reference G-4. Note that the
direction of fluid flow is in the positive x-direction.
The continuity equation from Figure G-I is
• Pi dUl dYl Pi
P' (u y ) - (u I + '_ 6 x)(y I + -_ 6 x) - (v 6 x)
gc I I gc gc I
= 0
(G-3
Combining terms and neglecting the higher order terms, Equation G-3 becomes
d (u I yl ) ÷ v I dx = 0 (G-4
If the orifice flow is uniform, the following equation also applies
x
ul Yl -- ui Yi (I--[.) (G-5)
Equation G-4 can be used to eliminate v I
more convenient form of the momentum equation.
in Equation G-2 to yield a
P i (u y )- u d (u y
- Yl dPl = g--"c" I I I I I
Equation G-6 is the form used by Perlmutter in Reference G-3.
Further, Equation G-6 can be converted to
- Yl dPl
Pi
gc
u I d (u I yl) + (u I yl ) du I - u I d (u I yl )
Oi [(Ul Y ) du ]
- Yl dPl = g-'c' I I
- dp Oi 2)
- 2 gc
d (u I
(G-6)
(G-7)
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Figure G-I. Supply Tube Control Volume
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Integrating Equation G-7 from × = 0 (header inlet) to x,
2 2)
_i (u. uI (G-8)
Pl - Pl - 2 gc i
Equation G-8 is in the form used by Wolf in Reference G-4 in his two-dimensional
analysis. It is identical to the Bernoulli equation as a result of the assump-
tion that the inlet header flow leaves the heater with its X-momentum. If uni-
form orifice flow is assumed_ Equation G-5 and G-8 can be used with a given
supply tube shape to yield a closed form solution for static pressure
distribution.
For the crossflow impingement model shown in Figure G-2, the pressure
forces on the fluid in the control volume are indicated by solid arrows; the
X-momentum convected into the control volume is indicated by double arrows;
and the velocities entering and leaving the control volume are indicated by
broken arrows.
Assuming a frictionless_ steady-state_ one-dimensional flow_ the
X-momentum equation from Figure G-2 is
dP 2 dY28 I dP2
(P2 Y2 ) - (P2 +'d'x-8 x) (Y2 ÷ dx x) - (P2 + 2 dx
dY 2
-_6 x)(-T_5 ×)
1[ o2] [0o 2  y2tl.... _u2 Y2 - _ (u2 .-a--_-5 x) (Y2 ÷aT -Sx (G-9)
The flow leaving the core is assumed to contribute no X-momentum to the out-
let header flow. Combining terms and neglecting the higher order terms_
Equation G-9 becomes
Po 2
- _ d (u 2
" dP2 - gc
(G-IO)
Note the differences between the supply tube, Equation G-7_ and the crossflow
impingement_ Equation G-IO. The supply tube equation would be identical to
Equation G-IO if the flow were assumed to leave the supply tube with no
X-component of velocity. If the supply tube flow sign convention is always
taken as positive in the positive X-direction_ it becomes convenient to allow
the same flow sign conventions in the crossflow impingement channel. The sign
convention should be taking the positive flow direction to be in the positive
X-direction. Equation G-IO remains unchanged for the sign convention.
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Figure G-2. Crossflow Impingement Control Volume
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The continuity equation from Figure G-2 is
- g--_ (u2 Y2) +--gc 2 ÷ _ 6 x 2 + _ 6 x +--gc (v2 6 x) = 0
(G-ll)
Combining terms and neglecting the higher order terms_ Equation G-II becomes
d (u 2 Y2) - v2 dx : 0 (G-12)
for flow in the positive X direction.
When the impingement flow is uniformj the following equation also applies:
u2 Y2 = Uo Yo (-_) (G-13)
for flow in the positive X direction.
The equations derived above assume that the impingement flow entering
the channel has no X-component of velocity and must be accelerated from rest
to the velocity of the main stream. Herein lies the basic difference between
the supply tube where flow exits from the stream along the length of the
channel and crossflow impingement where flow enters a channel perpendicular
to the direction of stream flow. In the supply tube_ the flow leaves the
stream with the full momentum of the main stream and in crossflow impinge-
ment the flow enters the channel with no X-component of velocity.
The one-dimensional model is applicable to highly turbulent or mixed
flow while a two-dimensional model should be used for streamline_ stratified_
or laminar flow.
Using the influence coefficients from Table 8-2 of Shapiro (Reference
G-5)_ the effects of compressible flow_ heat addition_ and friction may be
included into the simple analysis presented above. To account for the effects
of supply tube flow and crossflow impingement a Y-factor is included which is
defined in Shapiro (Reference G-5) and given in the computer program writeup
discussed in a later section. To meet the requirements for flow leaving the
stream with the full momentum of the main stream, the Y-factor should be
taken as one (Y = I.O). To meet the requirement for flow entering the stream
with no momentum in the direction of the main stream flow_ the Y-factor should
be taken as zero (Y = 0.0).
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NOMENCLATURE
English Letter Symbols
c Header y coordinate at x = Lj c = y (L)
G Header mass velocity_ G = pu
gc Gravitational constant
k Exponent
L Header length_ 0 _ x _ L
m Slope of header wall
n Exponent
P Total pressure
p Static pressure
G2
q Uniform flow dynamic head_ q = 2 gc _
t x Coordinate at which flow streamline in outlet header exits from
core
u Velocity component parallel to core face
v Velocity component perpendicular to core face
x Coordinate parallel to core face_ 0 < x _ L
y Coordinate perpendicular to core face
Greek Letter Symbols
Indicates a change in a quantity
8 Indicates infinitesimal change in a quantity
p Density
Subscripts
i Indicates system inlet
o Indicates system outlet
I Indicates inlet header
2 Indicates outlet header
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APPENDIX H
METHOD AND MODEL DESCRIPTIONS FOR ELASTIC_ INELASTIC_ AND CREEP ANALYSIS
OF BLADE_ VANE_ AND BEAM STRUCTURES (X0850)
INTRODUCTION
Presented herein are elasticity equations that govern the elastic and
inelastic behavior of structural members such as beams; b]ades_ and vanes.
The equations_ applicable to either thermally or mechanically loaded members.
account for eiastic_ inelastic; or creep effects. The relations have been
programmed for the IBM 360 Model 65 computer as AiResearch Program X0850.
The mechanics of the anaIytica] method are as follows.
The first step is to solve the elastic and/or inelastic short-time prob-
lem. This is accomplished by a series of elastic steps_ as illustrated in
Figure H-l_ until a prescribed permissible convergence criteria is met. Once
the short-time stress distribution has been completed, the stress values are
used as initial guesses in the creep analysis. The creep analysis is then
performed according to the strain-hardening procedure illustrated in Figure H-2
The problem is terminated automatically by the computer when the creep strain
at any element exceeds a prescribed value set by the user.
I
BASIC MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIONS
With the assistance of Figure H-3_ the mathematical formulation of the
problem can begin. Let { and o be the total strain and stress at the
X x
middle of the time interval At I and _¢_ the additional increment of
P
creep
strain during the interval At. c
4¢ xThen ¢ = cE + cp + ¢c + __ + _ T
x x x x 2
(7 4¢ c
x C x
- + e + -- +
E x 2
S
aT (H-I)
From which
I co = -E e - ¢X S X X
C
4¢
x
2 ot) (H-2)
However_ from strain deformation we have
= _u_ ___ B2 w
Cx Bx Y z
_x _x
(H-3)
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tFigure H-I. Iteration Method for Short-Time Inelastic Analysis
Figure H-2.
S-b7881
Strain-Hardening Technique of Creep Analysis
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/ / I i
Figure H-3 Strain Components
Z
Y
S-o?_B2
Figure H-4 Coordinate System
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Substituting Equation (H-3) into (H-2) gives
cr E I{ c 6¢x _ _2 8x /i
=- + -- + oe T _u v B2w (H-4)
x s x 2 _x + y--+ Z---_,
ax 2
Next_ with Equation (H-4) and the sign convention of Figures H-4 the
stress resultants Nx_ My_ and Mz are computed. First_ for the force Nx with
the centroid as the origin of the axis system.
N
x
SAOx dA
c
-s( r oxi._ Es ¢c + dA - Escx T dA + _c3u E dAX . S
f Ho S
E y dA - E dA
_x s --2 C
_x
IH-5)
Gathering terms permits Equation (H-5) o be written as;
N = -N - N +-- EA
x c t _x
Next, for the moment M
Y
= Id z dA
My "A x
¢ + x z dA E _'T z dA + _x
= Es x 2 s s
-B2--"--_v/E s yz dA- B2-----_w_E z2 dA
_x 2 ax 2 s
Equation (H-7)reduces to;
M = - M
y cy
M
ty
_2 2
V -- - _ W --
- _ EIy z _ Elyy
_x _x
//0
z dA
(H-6)
(H-7)
(H-8)
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Finally_ for m_ent M
z
M = _ dAz x y
= _
s x
+ X y dA + Es oft y dA - _--_ s y dA
__ A_E 2 _2w _A (H-9)+ _2v y dA + Es yz dA
_Sx2 s _x 2
Equation (H-9) reduces to
M = M + M + _2v -E_ + a2
(H-I0)
__ w E-'i
z cz tz 2 zz 2 yz
iSx iSx
au
Solving Equation (H-6) for _-_, and Equations (H-8) and (H-IO) simultaneously
for the curvatures, gives
_U
_3x
N N N (H- II)
x + t + c
EA
2 (M + M + Mcy) E'Iyz + /M - M M )-E_yy5 v _ y ty z tz cz (H-12)
( zz)-( yz)
w = y ty cy z z tz cz
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Substituting Equations (H-II) through (H-13) into Equation (H-14) gives for the
6ec (N _N _N 1c x x t c (H-14)Get + c + -- -
x 2 E_
o = E
x S
stress,
x
,+ 2 y ty cy yz
tz cz yy
(( _ M + M ) E--_ * (m z - - M ) -_yz )My ty cy zz Mtz cz
In Equations (H-8) through (H-14)_ the following symbols have been used:
J_A E dA -- EA
S
A 2E z da = El
s yy
_A et dA = NEs t
d E _ty dA = M
s tz
E s y2 dA = E"Tzz
_A E _Tz dA = M
s ty
Es yz dA = Ely z
Ae c )._A E ec x
+ -- dA
s × 2
N
c
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+ y dA = Mcz
E ¢c x* _ z dA = M
s x 2 cy
ARBITRARY LOCATION OF CROSS SECTION REFERENCE AXES
The y-z axis system employed in the previous equations is measured from
the elastic center of the cross section. However_ since that location is
unknown at the beginning of a problem it is convenient to employ an axis system
chosen bv the particular analyst. This is accomplished with the assistance
of Figure H-S. Then
Y -- Y - -Y}__Z : Z Z (H-15)
From the defin tion of the elastic axes we have
Z E y dA = I^ E z dA = 0
/-
s ,i_ s
Z
D
Y
I
Z z
I !
Figure H-5. Cross Section Coordinates
5-.e,7_83
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Inserting Equation (H-15) into the previous expressions gives;
Y
A E y dA
s
EA
z
_A E z
S
EA
dA
(H-16)
(H- 17)
Substituting equations (H-16) and (H-17) into Equation {H-14), and the relations
immediately following, one obtains
c x x t Nc (H- 18)O(t + _ +
x 2 --_
0 = -E
X S
Mty cy yz
+ (Mz " Mtz - Mcz)-_yy ) (Y -Y)
i
l( +M + Mcy/ ( z tzMy ty -_zz + M - M
One then obtains for the stiffness and loading parameters
- 7AEA = E dA
S
E--i /A E z2 2: dA - Z EA
yy s
f
N : I E aT dA
t "A s
= :tY dA- YN
Mtz Es - t
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-_A Y= E _tZ dA - zN
Mty s t
= fA E YZ dA - Y Z EA
Elyz s
A 2E--_ = E y2 dA - Y EA
zz s
&e c )_A c xN = Es e + dAc x 2
( c)_A c _ex= Es e + -- Y dA - _NMcz x 2 c
fA c x --
= Es e + -- Z dA - ZNMcy x 2 c
c
It is noted that the change in stress due to creep, A c x , is
c
_c7 = - E
x s
be c N
c x c
C + - --
x 2 EA
+ 2
El E1 - El
yy zz yz
x EI - M x
Mcy zz cz
I(Mcy --x Ely z
- M
cz
(H- 19)
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RELATION OF LOADING POINT TO ELASTIC CENTROID OF BEAM
The applied loads (Nx, My, and Mz) of Equation (H-20) are expressed at the
elastic centroid (Y-_--Z) of the cross section. However_ the elastic centroid
is usually not known at the time the problem is input_ and it must be calcu-
lated by the program. Thus the user cannot define the moments at the centroid.
The previous problem is overcome by defining the loads at an arbitrary loca-
tion, P, which is known with respect to the Y-Z axes (see Figure H-6). The
following expressions Iprogrammed in the computer) transfer the applied forces
at P to the centroid.
N = N (H-201
x x_p
I
M = M + N _(Zp- Z) Iy y_p xlp
M = M - m _(yp - Y)z z_p x_p
Z
f t_.Z_
__.y
S-67884
Figure H-6. Arbitrary Point of Load Application
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NOMENCLATURE
A
ES
EA
El
YY
EI
ZZ
EI
yz
M M
Yl z
Area
= olE
= fA ES dA
g= ES Z dA
-- fA ES y2 dA
_A ES YZ dA
M _ M
y_p zjp
Y Z EA
Secant modulus
Extensional and flexural
rigidities of oross section
= Moment about y and z axes, respectively
:YAMty ES _ T Z dA
Mtz = fA ES _ T Y dA
c= E +
Mcy x
- y NT
_EC )x Z dA
-_ m
fA c xM -- ES _ + Y daCZ X T
-_m
c
Thermal moment vector, y -
direct ion
Therma] moment vector, z -
d i rec t i on
Creep moment vector, y -
direction
Creep moment vector_ z -
direction
Nt = /A ES _ T dA
(4)Nc = ES ¢Cx + dA
Applied moments at load point p of cross section
Thermal axial force vector
Creep axial force vector
T
U_V_W
x_y_z
= Temperature rise above 70°F
= Displacements in x_ y, and z directions, respectively
= Centroidal coordinate system, Orthogonal
226
Y_Z = distances from arbitrarily selected axes to point on
cross section
= Z-z = Es Z dA I EA
Elastic center coordinates
Y_ z = coordinates of load application point
P
Greek
= coefficient of thermal expans
¢ - axial strain_ total
x
= axial stress
×
Superscripts
E = elastic
P = plastic
C = creep
on
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APPENDIX I
DETAILED TEMPERATURES_ STRESS_ AND STRESS-TO-RUPTURE LIFE
FOR EACH ELEMENT IN THE TASK I PRELIMINARY DESIGN ANALYSIS
In the Preliminary Design_ Task I phase of the study_ eight air cooled
turbine blade configurations in each of three chord sizes were studied. A
heat transfer analysis was conducted for each preliminary design at the hub
section (16.7 percent span)_ the mean section (50 percent span)_ and the tip
section (83.3 percent span) of the blade. This analysis was performed using
the AiResearch transient and steady state thermal analyzer computer program
(H0910)_ described in Appendix B. The analysis includes the effects of the
hot gas relative total temperature with a radial gas temperature correction
factor; convection heat transfer from the hot gas to the blade surface; span-
wise and chordwise conduction as well as conduction through the wail; internal
convection heat transfer from the blade surface to the cooling air; and cool-
ing air heatup due to heat addition and rotational acceleration. Film cooling
was applied in some cases as a reduction in the effective hot gas temperature
calculated from the appropriate film effectiveness curve. Transpiration
cooling was applied in some cases as a reduction in the hot gas Stanton number
due to mass transfer. Radiation heat transfer was also considered between
the inner surface of the blade and the supply tube.
The stress analysis was conducted for each element used in the thermal
analysis at the hub_ mean_ and tip sections of the blade. The analysis was
performed using the turbine blade elastic_ inelastic, and creep stress analy-
sis computer program (X0850) described in Appendix H. The stress at each
element of the blade is determined based on an elastic and plastic stress
analysis including the effects of centrifugal loads_ bending moments due to
thermal distortion_ and local plastic flow of the material.
The centrifugal loads for each of the blades include the effects of the
dead weight of the fins and the tip cap where it is used. Gas bending loads
were neglected because these loads are small and may be cancelled out by
tilting the blades. Bending moments due to offsetting the line of action of
the centrifugal force as a result of thermal distortion and relaxation of
stress due to local instantaneous plastic flow of the material are considered
in AiResearch program X0850.
The results shown in Tables I-I through 1-72 indicate very short life for
some of the compressive stressed elements of the blades. Creep relaxation
analysis has shown that these high compressive stresses are rapidly reduced
and that the turbine blade will not fail in stress rupture due to compression.
For this reason the compressive stressed elements may be ignored_ and only the
tensile stressed elements are considred in determining the life of the blade.
On the basis of this criteria_ the critical element which determines the stress-
to-rupture life at each section of the blade is marked by an asterisk (*) in
each table. The life of each turbine blade is also limited by a maximum coat-
inq temperature limit of 1840°F (1277.8°K) for IO00 hr life. The temperature
shown in each table is given in OF and the stress in psi.
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TABLE I-I
SCHEME A-I TWO CAVITY PIN FIN BLADE, 0.75 IN. (0.01905 M) CHORD_
HUB SECTION, 22774 RPM, TIT = 2300°F (1533.3°K)_ WCA = 0.0176 LB/SEC/BLADE
(4.4 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW), TCA = 900°F (755.6°K)
ELEMENT NO, rEMPE_ATdRE STRESS
1
2
3
4
6
?
8
9
IC
11
12
13
la
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
27
2B
2Q
3a
31
32
34
35
3_
37
3_
39
4_
1575 0
151_J D
1514 'l
14_0 b
1454 3
14_2 ';
1419 'i
13._ _" 0
1242.0
123_
1357 0
12_7 G
1353 3
1273 C
1518
125 ; u
13!i6 C
1268 "I
1534 _
15_ 5 0
1560 0
1544
15_8
1575 0
1629 [_
1601 Q
1449 "_
14R9 J
1254 _'
1223 .)
1266 Ci
12,q e_ L,
1286 ,j
121_ C
13J_ U
14?6 L:
1354 u
14_7 'i
-171G9 4
-5840 1
- lO05i) 7
-137"2.
-252a 2
6341 3
1356 7
165119 0
52159 7
584,59 5
10709 9
3jBD4 8
_011 q
29454 1
18648,2
36892,6
31371.4
4243_,5
-?IOQ8,5
-16155.1
-2564Li, 5
-2_225.5
-3036O, 0
-25466.2
-36626.8
-3193m,9
4368.3
6359,1
51219,3
57886,9
44821._
57984.5
40356,3
54092,3
41953. _
5_658,9
192172.7
31149,I
9q9, I
85q7,5
L IFE(HPS)
i[] YeS PLUS
LL YRS PLUS
1:1 YRS PLUS
1.U YRS PLUS
].0 Y_S PLUS
iLi YI_S PLUS
10 ',RS PLUS
1:, YRS _I.US
It: YRS PLUS
1,_ (RS PLUS
lt_ "RS _LUS
I ? YRS PLUS
1,:, _rRS PLUS
ill _PS PLUS
l u YPS PLUS
1i] YRS PLUS
I r' YPS PLUS
l[J YRS PLUS
10 YPS PLUS
10 Y_S PLUS
?_1188,5740
IC Yr4S PLUS
3341. _187
1"314'_62 ..... 39
576. 2047
L442.9712
1 [ YPS PL_US
1 , vPS PLUS
l<' Y_S PLUS
LL.,YeS PLUS
I[, YRS PLUS
IO cr_S PLUS
i[ v_S PLUS
IC' YPS PLUS
I r vpS PLUS
I[_ fRS PLUS
I':, _t4S Pl US
I b YPS PLUS
1[_ fRS PLUS
Leading Edge
Middle Cavity
Trailing Edge
WCL E : 0.0035
WCM = 0.0141
WCT E = 0.0075
lb/sec./blade (0.88 percent of hot gas flow)
Ib/sec./blade (3.54 percent of hot gas flow)
lb/sec./blade (I.88 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE I-2
SCHEME A-I TWO CAV ITY PIN FIN BLADE, 0.75 IN. (O.OI90S M) CHORD, MEAN SECTION
ELEMEN T
L
3
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
2£
22
24
25
26
27
2_
29
30
31
32 W
33
34
35
36
37
39
4n
NO. TEMPERATJRE STRESS L IFE(HPS)
1644.0 -18864.2 !I967.SUOg
16D4,0 -8930.4 10 YRS PLUS
1610.0 -I1426,7 IC Y_S PLUS
1579.F; -2657.1 I0 IR$ PLUS
1579.0 -/629.6 ICi YRS PLUS
1550,0 787.ij Ib MRS PLUS
1561.0 -5095.3 1_ fRS PLUS
1499,0 12319.5 IQ VRS PLUS
14_7. j 58396,_ i_ YRS PLUS
1394.0 44781.7 5°724.6680
1528._ 55[I,7 i0 _S PLUS
1464.0 129713.6 I_: _RS PLUS
1515.:] 3784,9 iC] _RS PLUS
147_.j 15377.6 1.C YRS PLUS
14A6,J 1638q,7 IO Y#S PLUS
1456,i3 25260,_ l(J K_S PLUS
1504.0 19051.3 IC Y_S _LUS
1475.9 27269,0 Io YRS PLUS
1665.9 -22067.5 2701.3807
1651.0 -17356,1 ]6557.2850
16_6.9 -26552,0 624.2440
1673.j -22311.M 2J96.0474
1715.3 -32320.4 94.3933
1702.0 -28677._ 272.4235
1747.j -52392.2 44.6670
1735.'_ -31969.8 63.9464
1593.J 1593.7 i0 YRS PLUS
15_3.0 3654.0 i_ Y_S PLUS
1455.l 55290.2 44016.5220
1431._ 41038.4 25396.4610
1420,0 40456,4 39125,1330
1395.C 45968,4 31119,5540
1420.(] 38077,1 67118.9090
13_8.j 45225.2 44067.9480
1436.0 34460.6 19 YRS PLUS
1401.0 42256,7 50496. 9230
15I]5.0 18610.7 10 YRS PLUS
1473.Q 25987,9 IC YRS PLUS
1575,0 1757,0 i_ YRS PLUS
154@,0 7815,9 1 Y_$ PLUS
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SCHEME A-I TWO CAVITY
ELEMENT NO.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
[I
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29_"
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4O
TABLE 1-3
PIN FIN BLADE, 0.75 IN. {0.01905 M! CHORD, TIP SECTION
TEMPERATURE STRESS LIFEIHRS)
1717.0
168S.0
1708,0
1679,0
16_8.0
L624.0
1639.0
t6z ,s
-32523.7
.-,.=_4, l
-nM_,8
-14223.8
-8331.4
-11367.3
15_w},oi: ..... _3.z
":lszg,e/ :":,|1486.l
1651.0 -12392.0
1630.0
1645.0
1626.0
1635.0
1616.0
1680.0
1662.0
1711.0
1698.0
1717.0
1706.0
1774.0
1764.0
1814.0
1804.0
1714.0
1704.0
1615.0
1598,0
1574.0
1558.0
1554.0
1540,0
1541.0
1529.0
1589.0
IS73.0
1646.0
1626.0
-?382.7
-7096.3
-2604.1
-634.9
L
3886.5
-7178.5
-3049.8
-14161.2
-9 120.2
-15951.9
 fi2o7; 
-29757.7
-29 102.6
-31604,1
-31283.5
-15832.7
-11477.2
8162.2
-- . r
12325.4
1#595.9
18508.4
15947,2
19298,1
16015.6
18776.6
2608.9
6292.9
-11968.9
-7434.1
143,85 I0
J'
•    .1836
24705.3398
38567.9[02
54227.7227
93106.0000
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
32472.7617
40145.4570
28724.3945
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
11483.0586
42620.8594
5081. 1523
4928.0117
3143. 1069
9985.2305
66.5153
93.4864
20.1514
26.3821
3457.0913
9979.9766
50800.8125
tO YRS PLUS
lO YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
40305.1953
44158.9102
23_
>.
°--
(..)
E r-..-..
C _w..,-
0 _ CO
0 0
._o_ _
,_-_ .-×
_ oo
> o o
o
C..) 'X)
C
Eb..
C,I
(- C
(.} .--
J
!
I--4
I,.,.
tz
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TABLE 1-4
SCHEME A-I TWO CAVITY PIN FIN BLADE, I.O IN. (0.0254 M) CHORD,
HUB SECT,ION, 23183 RPM, TIT = 2400°F (1588.9°K), WCA = .0258 LB/SEC/BLADF
(4.98 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOWI_ TCA = 9000F {755.6°K)
ELEMEN: NO.
1
.?
5
4
b
?
9"
1j
It
15
14
Z5
16
17
2c,
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
2_
3u
TEMPE[_AT:JRE STRESS L I FE(,IRS)
15_5.0
1528.3
1526.
1488. ]
1447.0
1390,3
1446, [)
1379. !_
1243 }
125 Z :j
1480 0
14,}5 _'
1464 0
1398 _
146# •Ll
14[i9.8
1555.0
1536. H
1548. :)
1531, ]
1394.3
1350.;_
158_.0
132_,0
139/.0
1339. (l
1465.%
1417.0
1510.0
14h7,0
-22435.7
-/631.8
-7532._
3113,5
ib960.6
3_674 5
17557 1
54656
7C252 3
_5747
1224S
319_L i
15626 4
37422.7
23598.3
3722_,_
98,9
4999.2
1124,3
5849.CJ
39777.7
51563,6
37813.8
53956.1
31062.6
46328.0
i0792,2
25958,7
-2071,8
9272,t_
Z1725.0490
i, YRS PLUS
I; YRS PLUS
i_ YRS mLUS
J L vRS PLUS
iF YRS PLUS
].t YWS _I..US
1_i Yr_S PLUS
!5_14 . 3700
57455.9500
I::_ _S PLUS
lq YqS PLUS
i0 Y_S PLUS
1_ vRS PLUS
I_ YRS PLUS
1!] ¥RS PLUS
liJ YRS PLUS
1l_ YRS PI.U5
IQ YRS PLUS
U fRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
45054,8550
£_ Y_S PLUS
57951.4560
lr Y_S PLUS
i[' vRS PLUS
IL YPS PLUS
iu YRS PLUS
1U YR5 PLUS
10 f_S PLUS
Leading Edge
Middle Cavity
Trailing Edge
WCL E = 0.0106 Ib/sec/blade (2.05 percent of hot gas flow)
WCM = 0.0152 Ib/sec/blade (2.93 percent of hot gas flow)
WCT E = 0.0102 Ib/sec/blade (1.97 percent of hot gas flowl
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TABLE 1-5
SCHEME A-I TWO CAVITY PIN FIN BLADE, 1.0 IN. (0.0254 M) CHORD_ MEAN SECTION
ELEMENT NO. TEMPERAT JRE STRESS LIFE(HRS)
1 1624.0
2 1571,L;
3 1570.0
4 1532.3
_ 1516.3
7 1556._
151B.0
9 1397 w,_
1_ 1384._
II 1661.0
12 1615.0
15 1635.1
14 1594.]
15 1641.0
17 1697.F3
19 1694.:%
2: 16BO.O
2_ 15Q0.0
2[_ 1573,9
23 1529.9
24* I_07._
29 1525.3
26 1502,3
27 1526.0
2a 1501.0
2 _ 1569,3
3L 1531.J
-22445,1
-6583,9
-3869.7
6596.5
20975.4
30672.3
15504,7
2483_,3
55085._
53801.2
-1727,1
Ii182,1
17611
28439 9
15927 7
25686 9
-4475 <]
-652 2
-7257
-2295.3
2382/,7
29263._
35593.4
42309.5
24545.2
31723.6
13401,1
2076],7
-4120.7
64B0,7
7199.2480
i0 YRS PLUS
1C YRS PLUS
iO YR$ PLUS
IG YRS PLUS
67280,167n
I:; YRS PLUS
79464.3690
6398.5594
10549.2648
1:i; Y_S PLUS
lr_ YRS PLUS
23246,052D
4338,8616
35027.5090
7563.9495
IO YmS _l_US
1<3 YRS PLUS
i_, YRS PLUS
I0 YQS PLUS
13232.2805
6348._896
5122.2889
2334.1653
69361.6640
26292.8080
10 Y_S PLUS
I0 YRS PLUS
1_ YRS PLUS
iO _S PLUS
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SCHEMEA-I
ELEMENT
TWO
NO.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
q
IO
]1
12
13
].4e_:
].5
[6
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
CAVITY
TABLE I-6
PIN FIN BLADE, I 0
TEMPERATURE
1657.0
1610.0
1584.0
1549.0
1549.0
1515.0
1632.0
1604.0
1517.0
1531.0
1807.0
1792.0
1810.0
1797.0
1818.0
1805.0
1834.0
1823.0
1835.0
1805.0
1794.0
1781.0
1743.0
1731.0
1675.0
1665.0
1644.0
1628.0
1630.0
159.7.0
IN. (0.0254
STRESS
-39719.8
-27222.q
- 121_4.4
-3743.7
21891.9
29601.0
13919.3
19364.8
34479.0
23160.1
-19030.0
-15212.8
2435.2
5493.2
q03.8
3527.5
-10142.0
-7817.2
-16673.1
-5135.5
-7173.8
1170.5
5442.5
13209.0
5806.1
I0813.0
-10883.0
-4959.4
-26520. I
-16478.2
M CHORD_ TIP SECTION
LI.FE {HRS)
149.1730
5325.1602
I0 YRS PLUS
I0 YRS PLUS
78576.5625
42465.4258
39865,7617
29024.6797
14019.8320
I0 YRS PLUS
221.5743
616.0215
1288.2947
959.6233
1441.0889
1169.6021
589.71841
340.4058
181.8077
856.6121
741.3005
3236. 3425
3446. 0544
3722.8552
17275. 3047
30508.421q
52153.5742
70366.3750
3661.8850
61751.6016
24O
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TABLE 1-7
SCHEME A-I TWO CAVITY PIN FIN BLADE_ 1.5 IN. (0.0381M 1CHORD_ HUB SECTION
23980 RPM_ TIT = 2600°F (1700°K), WCA = .0619 LB/SEC/BLADE
(8.32 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW)_ TCA = 900°F (755.6OK)
ELEMENT NO. TEMPERATJRE STRESS LIFE(_I_S)
1 1597,0 -21091.2 L9_88.6890
2 1543.0 -6457.5 1b YeS PLLIS
5 1511.Q 4609.7 10 YRS PLUS
4 1473,:_ 14736,4 i '_ YRS PLUS
5 1455._ 27943,3 I@ YRS PLUS
6 1414,G 38263,6 77_81.3410
7 1522,0 13657,7 IG YRS PLUS
6 1451.0 3153d. R IC YRS PLUS
9" 1236,i) 788B0,9 7398,2117
ID 1244.0 75752,8 1F}984.2524
11 1548.0 145_9,5 1C YRS PLUS
12 1447._ 596N7,1 _0849.4510
13 1554,,; 15811.5 iC' YRS PLUS
14 1442,_ 43466,2 ]19_2.5403
15 1507,0 206!6,8 tL_ YRS PLUS
%6 1442,0 3704C,7 44237,2500
17 1546.0 2635.8 10 YPS PLUS
18 1522.0 8605._ 10 YRS PLUS
19 1545.3 iO70.O I_ Y_S PLUS
@0 1521,_ 7844,3 ID Y_S PLUS
21 1440,0 33164,4 10 YRS PLUS
22 1385.C 49364,9 _5809.3590
23 1463.0 28207,8 10 YRS PLUS
24 1366.0 55388,g 13613.1170
25 1462.0 23_97,0 tO YPS PI_US
26 1376,0 46895,3 47129.9400
27 1536.q -1937,4 i0 YRS PLUS
28 1467.g 17024,0 10 YR$ PLUS
29 1521;,_j 78,9 I0 YRS PLUS
30 1476.9 12023,5 i_ YRS PLUS
Leading Edge WCL E = 0.03 lb/sec/blade (4.03 percent of hot gas flow)
Middle Cavity WCM = 0.0319 lb/sec/blade (4.29 percent of hot gas flow)
Trailing Edge WCTE = 0.0156 lb/sec/blade (2.1 percent of hot gas flow)
242
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TABLE 1-8
SCHEME A-I TWO CAVITY PIN FIN BLADE_ 1.5 IN.(0.0381M ) CHORD_ MEAN SECTION
EL.MEN i NO. TEMPE_ATaRE STRESS LIFE(NqS_
% 1544.3 -30895.Q /Q5.2477
,Z 1592.] -14742.5 1_ Y_S PLUS
3 1541, 1 5025,6 1C YRS PLUS
4 1504. J 14903.9 1_ YeS PLUS
5 153i.0 20915,5 IF) YRS PLUS
6 1479._ 35492,7 21427,0983
7 !598,Q 11324,1 1_; _RS PLUS
8 1534.0 27388.4 2a270.1750
0 1349,] 69067,2 1.646.3790
_U 1341.J 67493.9 _848.8007
1! 1_2. J &405.6 10 f_S PLUS
$_ 1622.0 17971,4 29173.8150
Sj $666.0 14979,1 24757.3640
14" 1610.] 31122.6 1593.3031
15 1644.0 15900,5 32614.5950
15 1607.0 2654B,9 4643.8168
17 1702._ _ -a931,5 1 _ v_s PLUS
18 !678.q -2497,I tL_ YRS PLUS
$a 1704.0 -13129.5 16963.941_
20 1680,3 -5519.8 i0 YRS _LUS
21 1607.] 18269,3 39626.7160
22 1574.0 28760.9 6903.5344
23 1574.] 26078,6 12470,3n03
24 1528.0 40478,4 1798.2295
25 154z.0 21958,7 66Q36.4420
26 1503.0 35466,4 10866.7853
27 1555.0 6632,3 1Q YRS PLUS
28 1518.0 i7276,3 iG YR$ PLUS
29 1584,0 -932fi,1 10 YRS PLUS
30 1545.0 1939,1 iO Y_S PLUS
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SCHEME A-l TWO
ELEMENT NO.
CAVITY
TABLE I-9
PIN FIN BLADE, 1.5 IN. (0.0381
TENPERATURE SRESS+T-+"
M) CHORD, TIP
LIFEIHRS)
1 1664.0 -352S2.9 296.5767
2 161s.o + lo vns PLUS
3 1573.0 _",'I{5_Z.6 10 YRS PLUS
4 1538.0 . • . _I_IZZ.6 _ 10 YR$ PLUS
fi 1566.0 11102.1 10 YRS PLUS
J6 1527.0 21797.7 [0 YRS PLUS
7 I 728.0 -20687.2 1002. 3198
8 1699.0 .-16389.5 6548. 3320
9 1503.0 3_819,0 16551.6172
10 1633.0 147605+ 8 9987. 3359
11 1797.0 -15721.3 501.7996
12 1775.0 -9700.5 699.5679
1 3 I 790.0 2738.3 1928.8921
14_ c- 1 770.0 7013.5 1331.6929
1 5 1 787.0 662.9 3102. 1870
16 1768.0 6236.2 2611.6165
17 1823.0 -12810.8 470.0059
[8 1802.0 -9 380.5 602. 6985
19 1823.0 -17789.2 196,0857
20 1802.0 -13290.9 692,8699
21 1760.0 -6216.9 1971.4614
22 1741.0 678. ! 9361.6062
23 1713.0 -570.8 19130.9766
24 1695.0 6080.1 9868.9961
25 16/,5.0 474.2 I0 YRS PLUS
26 1630.0 5 931. . 2 5661.2 . 8203
27 1600.0 -7193.5 935 l_r.1.250
28 1559.0 5005.3 I0 YRS PLUS
29 1598.0 -22 456. l 18553.7539
30 1562.0 -I1211.7 I0 YRS PLUS
SECTION
¢
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TABLE I-I0
SCHEME A-3 CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED RADIAL FLOW PLATE FIN BLADE
0.75 IN. (0.01905 M) CHORD, HUB SECTION, 22774 RPM,
TIT = 2300°F (1533.3°K), WCA = 0.01607 LB/SEC/BLADE
(4.04 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW) TCA = 900°F (755.6°K)
LLEMENF NO. TEMPERAT,JRE STRESS L IFE(MRS)
I 1658. l
2 1630.0
3 1578.0
4 1552.P
1442,G
o 1412. LI
7 1444, I_
'_ 14 [)5, ?
9 1437. (}
1,]* 1375. ;_
1! 1468.0
12 1414.0
13 1480.0
14 1441. :3
I:_ 156 I. ?
lc_ 1592.
1" 1568.
18 14_8.0
1'7 1413.n
25 146o. ;J
21 1386. 1
22 1446, _]
23 1383.0
24 1481.J
25 1443.0
26 1523.0
27 1490.0
28 1569.
-15716.3
-7919.6
A507.9
14680.8
41000,8
47344,7
38560.0
46175,8
4_600,7
55321,I
35022,6
4629U.3
35787,1
44267,0
23502.4
-877,4
5894.6
22123 8
38135 8
16869 6
40850 3
26015 1
44788 9
21509.9
32959.2
19539.1
29346.9
18989,4
23892,1820
iJ YR$ PLUS
I0 YRS PLUS
1U YRS PLUS
18471.2?50
14588.3508
29141,2090
22160.6840
19257.7370
10494,1478
32905.0760
16588.0910
19447.8250
10718.3926
31557.3090
I0 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
i0 YRS PLUS
81944.9600
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
iC YRS PLUS
55629.8810
i0 Y_S PLUS
i0 YRS PLUS
iO Y_S PLUS
64189.6950
10 YRS PLUS
Leading Edge WCL E : 0.00119 Ib/sec/blade (0.299 percent of hot gas flow)
Pressure Side WCAP = 0.00133 lb/sec/blade (0.334 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCAs = 0.00476 ]b/sec/blade (I.20 percent of hot gas flow)
Trailing Edge WCTE = 0.00293 lb/sec/blade (0.74 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE l-l%"
SCHEME A-5 CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED RADIAL FLOW PLATE
FIN BLADE, 0.75 IN. (0.01905 M) CHORD, MEAN SECTION
ELEMENT NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS LIFE(MRS)
Z 1772,0 =7767.6 43247.6480
2 1750,0 -2407,8 10 YRS PLUS
3 1720,0 7439,8 10 YRS PLUS
4 1698,0 12845.4 21756,4990
5 1605.0 29044,1 2847.6297
6* 1585.0 32307,8 2_60.9156
7 $599,0 17920,6 55706,5290
8 1579,0 19553,4 55094,7280
9 1512.0 _8711,4 4036.0058
10 1471,0 46087,6 3312.02}5
11 1528.0 34369.3 6938.9921
12 1489,0 40875,8 4904.6872
13 1565.0 26829.6 13512.7570
14 1527.0 34263,7 7305.5142
15 1639.0 13022,2 10 YRS PLUS
16 1724,0 -1884,2 10 YRS PLUS
17 1702.0 5523,4 i0 YR$ PLUS
ld 1583,0 16205,7 I0 YRS PLUS
19 1542.0 29549,0 15216.0902
20 15_0,0 6279,8 10 YR$ PLUS
21 1503.0 22262,9 10 YRS PLUS
22 1491.0 2}581,6 10 YRS PLUS
23 1441,0 40177,4 21982,1590
24 15_9.0 _904_,7 10 YRS PLUS
25 1482,0 31666,3 47541.5900
26 1578.0 10883,0 10 YRS PLUS
2 _ 154}.0 22955,0 59222,2320
28 1638,_ 6653,5 10 YRS PLUS
Trailing Edge WCT E = 0.00293 Ib/sec/blade (0.74 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE I-I 2
SCHEME A-3 CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED RADIAL FLOW PLATE
FIN BLADE_ 0.75 IN. (0.01905M) CHORD_ TIP SECTION
ELEMENT NO, TEMPERATURE STRESS LIFE(_RS)
1 1828,0 -$3587,8 366,2828
2 1797,0 -2156,2 1835,70%4
3" 1686,0 8152,4 8090,4435
4 1714,0 -23487,8 _30,1404
5 1518,0 2BB9_,O 45_29,9B20
6 1537,0 2_062,2 86765,69_0
7 1505,0 26469,2 lO YRS PLUS
B 1575,0 _2759,9 10 YRS PLUS
9 1537,0 _7832,9 10 YRS PLUS
1O 1627,Q 650,4 lO YRS PLUS
11 1779,0 -%2941,1 1252,2301
12 1590.0 6289,5 10 YRS PLUS
13 1532,0 -4628,7 10 YRS PLUS
14 $465,0 14219,7 10 YRS PLUS
15 1503,0 6805.7 10 YRS PLUS
16 _574,0 -73_6,5 10 YRS PLUS
17 1640,0 -15852,0 22246,9490
Trailing Edge WCTE = 0.00293 Ib/sec/blade (0.74 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-13
SCHEME A-3 CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED RADIAL FLOW PLATE FIN BLADE_
1.0 IN. (0.0254 M) CHORD, HUB SECTION,
23183 RPM_ TIT = 2400°F (1588.9°K), WCA = 0.02203 LB/SEC/BLADE
(4.25 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW) TCA = 900°F 1755.6°K)
ELEMEN_ NO. TEMPERATLJRE STRESS LIFE(MRS)
1 1669.0 -14559,0 26321.4460
2 1619,0 75,3 10 YRS PLUS
3 1583.0 11414,3 10 YRS PLUS
4 1549,0 20118,5 10 YRS PLUS
5 1471.0 38775,9 12608,3952
1423.9 50206,1 6346,0369
7 1485.0 34357,0 23421,2240
8 1436,0 457i9,5 9603.3671
9 1470.0 40047,6 9684,1773
I0_ 1412,0 53852,8 4569.9091
ii 1515,0 51132,1 20769,4400
12 1485,_ 58269.9 9502.8161
13 1538,i_ 31984,3 9003,7988
14 1595,_; 4145,5 1_ YRS PLUS
15 15bO,O 1_821,5 I0 YRS PLUS
16 1501.0 21542,2 10 YRS PLUS
17 1441,r1 38413,9 32967,2410
18 1508.U 17_77,1 10 YRS PLUS
19 14O6,0 46325,8 20935,2210
20 1495.0 25716,2 10 YRS PLUS
21 1419,0 47259,5 12058.1291
22 1570.0 I_5}9,0 1_ YR$ PLUS
23 1533.0 24314.5 58069,1000
24 i551._] 27400,7 17516.1430
Leading Edge WCL E = 0.002 Ib/sec/blade (0.385 percent of hot gas flow)
Pressure Side WCAP = 0.00181 Ib/sec/blade (0.349 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCA S = 0.00652 Ib/sec/blade (I.25 percent of hot gas flow)
Trailing Edge WCT E = 0.0039 Ib/sec/blade (0.752 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-14
SCHEME A-3 CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED RADIAL FLOW PLATE
FIN BLADE> 1.0 IN. (0.0254 MI_ CHORD> MEAN SECTION
ELEMENT NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS LIFE(HRS)
1 1782.0 -4674.1 10 YRS PLUS
2 1742,0 600g,2 10 YRS PLUS
3 1720,0 17006,2 3177.1240
4 1690,0 20559,_ 2Q85.4890
5 1625.'3 278.72.9 2191.5814
':_ 160{).0 33673,0 I185,3167
/ 1655._ 6179,6 10 YRS PLUS
8 1628.0 11184.1 10 YRS PLUS
; 1540,0 35431,6 3933,8093
lu 14R8,0 46756.1 1841.0897
11 15RI,0 24131,6 15812.6137
12 1547,_ 31173,4 8427,3979
13 1598,0 21937,2 16097.2810
14 1714.0 9501,5 53218,1330
15 1687.0 17761.0 5683.3891
16 1612,0 17894.1 39317,8650
17 1574.(] 29622.6 _709.1508
1_ 1571.J 10863.9 I_ YRS PLUS
19 1528.0 24421,8 65420,7520
2_ 1492.0 32583,9 28781.6210
21 1453,0 44639,8 7098.0806
22 1609.0 563_.4 lb YRS PLUS
2_ 1581.L} 15201,4 ILl Y_S PLUS
2_ 1602._ 15476,0 I0 YRS PLUS
Trailing Edge WCTE = 0.0059 Ib/sec/blade (0.752 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-15
SCHEME A-3 CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED RADIAL FLOW PLATE
FIN BLADE, 1.0 IN. (0.0254 M) CHORD, TIP SECTION
ELEMENT NO, TEMPERATURE STRESS LIFE(H_B
1 1§30,0 -4017,0 603,7542
2* i786,0 9052,6 617,0595
3 1720,0 5465,9 5998,7054
4 1785,0 -28625,5 64.1427
5 %504,0 28633,% 70644.9710
6 1589,0 12604,9 10 YR8 PLUS
7 1555,0 17238,7 10 YRS PLUS
8 t609,0 4225,9 10 YRS PLUS
9 1779,0 -1273,0 3325,6627
10 1621,0 7305,8 51829,9%50
11 1561,0 -2302,5 10 YRS PLUS
12 1488,0 17661,0 10 YRS PLUS
13 $605,0 -$2430.2 lO YRS PLUS
14 1614,0 -16Bl,O 57760.3820
Trailing Edge WCTE = 0.00.39 lb/sec/blade (0.752 percent of hot gas flow)
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t TABLE I- 16
SCHEME A-3 CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED RADIAL FLOW PLATE FIN BLADE_
1.5 IN. (0.0381 M) CHORD_ HUB SECTION_
23183 RPM, TIT = 2400°F (1588.9°K), WCA = 0.02946 LB/SEC/BLADE
(3.82 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW) TCA = 900°F (755.6°K)
ELEHENF NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS LIFE(MRS)
! 1623.? 4856,5 I0 YRS PLUS
1587.,_ 14853,1 10 YRS PLUS
5 153_.0 29345,9 16738.00%0
'_ 1504.C_ 37579,2 6521.7969
5 1533._] 26220,3 37820.9170
h 1465.{1 37474.8 11414.5140
7 1574.C_ 13380,2 10 YRS PLUS
3
,, 1511,J 28157,2 45781.5540
Q 1511,0 31666.1 20606.9040
10 1428.0 50936.5 4823.5998
11 1527.0 32681.3 _0440,8610
12 1490.0 41270,0 4458.1719
13 1558,0 ]4101,0 3256.5895
14 1542,0 21716.0 _0422.9920
15, 1509,0 30785,7 26655.4180
16 1497.0 22889,8 1[_ YRS PLUS
1 _ 1421,3 43977.6 Z032%.1400
18 1509.] 13858,6 le YRS PLUS
19 1283.0 49585,5 23331.0840
.2[; 1504,0 20939,7 10 YRS PLUS
21 1406,0 48708,6 13668.4348
2 _. 1577.0 14269,4 10 YRS PLUS
23 1526.0 29212,5 23494,3300
24* 1559,0 32658,1 4368.0120
Leading Edge WCL E = 0.00376 lb/sec/blade (0.487 percent of hot gas flow)
Pressure Side WCAP = 0.00295 ib/sec/blade (0.382 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCAS = 0.00905 ib/sec/blade (I.17 percent of hot gas flow)
Trailing Edge WCTE = 0.005 lb/sec/blade (0.648 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-17
SCHEME A-3 CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED RADIAL FLOW PLATE
FIN BLADE_ 1.5 IN. (0.0381 M) CHORO, MEAN SECTION
LLEMEN" NO.
2
3
d
/
H
I/X"
J.L
12
1,I
15
17
Io
20
2z
2.-'
25
2_
TE;_PERATURE STRESS L IFE (NRS)
1718.[_
1688.0
1644.0
1619.0
1575,]
1547,0
1579,C
1547 '!
1487 ;I
1430 0
1602 3
1562 0
165n O
1646.0
1621,0
t590.O
1543,0
15_7.0
1503.0
1518.0
1464.0
1640,0
159D,0
1635,0
-11472,4
-2953.6
11153,7
18366,1
24149,0
3052B,8
19759.3
26796,5
45569,0
58994,6
19515.7
29041.8
I19B9,7
4021,8
12019.9
6724,4
20644,0
7124.1
25966,6
25190,5
40812,9
1488,2
18278,3
14259,3
20368,3510
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
27644.6900
18564.5180
9732.7206
51274,3740
22406.5460
2319.6806
1096.7243
29566,6310
8984,443_
I0 YRS PLUS
i0 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
1G YRS PLUS
I0 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRB PLUS
73366.8620
10073.6791
10 Y_S PLUS
63_83,7310
72585.8140
Trailing Edge WCTE = 0.00435 ib/sec/blade (0.564 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-18
SCHEME A-3 CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED RADIAL FLOW PLATE
FIN BLADE_ 1.5 IN. (0.0381 M) CHORD_ TIP SECTION
ELEMENT NO, TEMPERATURE STRESS LIFE(MRS)
1 1768,0 -9508,0 _54,04%5
2 1736.0 1741,6 8542,3086
3 1673,0 2319,0 37214,8550
4 1702,0 -19479,3 2342,5043
5* 1452,0 50356,9 3270,8_96
6 1613,0 b390,4 96251,2290
7 1572,0 I_769,4 10 YRS PLUS
8 1656,0 -2165,I 59896,0730
9 1701,0 -_216,1 15154,4791
i0 1596,0 -ZOj6,2 I0 YRS PLUS
Ii I_24,0 2656,7 I0 YRS PLUS
Z2 1504,0 11246,2 10 YRS PLUS
13 1622,0 -10925,7 93056,8400
14 1645,0 -_700,4 38406,647D
Trailing Edge WCT E = 0.00435 Ib/sec/blade (0.564 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-19
SCHEME A-6 STRUT SUPPORTED BLADE, 0.75 IN. _0.01905 M) CHORD_
HUB SECTION_ 23384 RPM_ TIT = 2450°F II616.7OKI_
WCA = 0,015 LB/SEC/BLADE 13.9 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW1,
TCA = 900°F (755.6OK)
EL.E;IETIq! _JO, TEMPEhATJRE STRESS L IFE(HRS)
15{!5.j -11712.8 l!J YNS PLUS
,: 1495.9 -5387.1 !b YRS PLUS
;_ 1462, J 12373,3 1[; YR$ PLUS
4 1462,L) 28569.3 1 '_ Y_S PLUS
_ 1590.(J 11.2[]0.I IG YRS PLUS
:7 149_,.._ -7437,9 1_ YRS PLUS
' 15£ ,:_.d -12838.4 1U YRS PLUS
(_ 15715. , 7376.1 10 YRS PLUS
1649,:_ 2890.7 10 YRS PLUS
1,: 1635, 11544,3 i[: YRS PLUS
11 1223. : 67391.3 10 YRS PLUS
1,J 1345.3 44129.7 1'_ YRS PLUS
i_ 1353._ 41783.8 ILl YRS PLUS
14 1356 •:J 56337,4 15528,2077
i h 136G. ('l 56788.5 1.2647. 7022
I', 1417.:J 269[_9.7 1{; YRS QLUS
17 1425. J 25696,9 1C; YRS PLUS
i'; 145 L. :; 28197. C] 25815. 4820
;1 _' 1451, _J 37001,4 24175. 8260
2n * 1491, ;_ 39029.3 6734. 5827
2- 14_9, _j 36825,7 11828. 5494
2,: 14AH. Z, 40555,6 9591.5451
2 ' 1531, b 33732,8 7}72. 7018
2,'i 1526, ;! 328AU, I 10310. 8941
25 1581. ] 25526.4 i16}9,2080
Hub Section Cooling Flow
Pressure Side WCAP = 0.0025 Ib/sec/blade (0.65 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCAs = 0.0025 ]b/sec/blade I0.65 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-20
SCHEME A-6 STRUT SUPPORTED BLADE_ 0.75 IN. (0.01905 M) CHORD_
MEAN SECTION
ELEHEN _ NO. TEMPERAT3RE STRESS LIFE (_11_$)
I 1558.cj -20427,2 73237.8490
_ 1527,{] -8827,9 J,U YRS PLUS
5 15c)7.0 16009.4 lb YRS PLUS
1528.0 31529,9 13165.6_31
5 16_9.U -4979._J l_J YRS PLUS
6 1537,_j -10806,4 1c YRS PLUS
/ 1663,_, -18812,0 7_15,3464
3 1657.U 12375.8 7542%.97$0
', 1712,b -96,2 10 YRS PLUS
%_ 1699._ 3456,5 10 YRS PLUS
ll 1309,,_ 56012.4 72524.i970
!_ 143_.0 38471.3 35558,9250
_5 147t._p 49981.1 1689.3784
I_ 156b,j 13091.6 10 YRS PLUS
_:, 1579.0 32028.9 2940.9876
i_, 16_2.0 23224,3 6416.8622
11' 1616.U 20852.3 12122.8848
t;_ 1635,0 tgOSB,9 14219.1140
Mean Section Cooling Flow
Pressure Side WCAP = 0.0025 Ib/sec/blade (0.65 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCAS = 0.0025 Ib/sec/blade (0.65 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-21
SCHEME A-6 STRUT SUPPORTED BLADE, 0.75 IN.
TIP SECTION
(o.ot9o5 M; CHORO_
: L 1! ,T "Jb. I_"'_L_-_ATL_',[ ST:kZSS
l 1512.(: -3_/._';, ?
' L_44 o,_ - ]2H46. ',
l.i )). '] - J 19 [ °9
_; L722.C -IlCI/:._
o i)66..,] -26,2_2.3
7 LII+-_.] -L'_t7_. ?
9 173_.U -Ia4O.4
3 [764.0 -,SS If.',
I- i 73",.',] -tO ldO.
[ l [ __,_)O • 9, L ,'33 :-,_, )
I,: L4i, _7.] 17_c, 5.2
1_' 1'375.{1 I?;Li_.';
l_ __49.'2 -464b. 2
15 * 1680. (; 40:,,J. :3
l.". ].618. 3 Z022. l
'f i674.C -gg_. )
L;f I()HS.<) -',C17. _
LI_, {F!'S)
[b'J't ,, i>,_ _4
L)i,_,_,, I )'_ J.
[d yi4'., :_LU:_
13 YK) ;_LL, S
2 __72 . _:,,; '_L."
I 7_,(, .,,__ J'J
1314.',_')41:
it) YI :, I_LL, 3
[C Yi:S F'LL_S
8_5127._: L2
47b_5. [7f3
t'g',)7 1 . 74{_ I
Tip Section Cooling Flow
Pressure Side WCA P = 0.0025 Ib/sec/blade
Suction Side WCA S = 0.0025 Ib/sec/blade
(0.65 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.65 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-22
SCHEME A-6 STRUT SUPPORTED BLADE, 1.0 IN. (0.0254 M) CHORD,
HUB SECTION, 23585 RPM, TIT = 2500°F (1633.3°K),
WCA = 0,02 LB/SEC/BLADE (3.9 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW),
TCA = 900°F (755.6°K)
ELEMFNT '_0. TEMPERATJRE STRES5 LIFE(NRS)
'. 1576.J -14481,7 10 YRS PLUS
_ 1559,0 "6864,0 IG YRS PLUS
:, 1490._ 20594,1 1() YRS PLUS
4 1523,0 26925.5 42915,4460
_ 1631.0 7991,5 IO YRS PLUS
*, 1562.,J -9453.7 10 YRS PLUS
1533.0 3779.6 10 YRS PLUS
c_ 1561.0 1826g.9 10 YRS PLUS
(; !633.0 %0200.3 10 YRS PLUS
_; 16nB._ 2444B.6 7131,9737
%_ 1153.0 65845.3 26771.9340
12 1376.J 50245,1 25630,0280
I_ 1382,_) 485_0.3 29280,9B1n
_4 1414,_ 55494.8 3218,1568
1:_ 1418,0 54891.4 3192,4415
1_ 1415.0 36665.4 10 YRS PLUS
17 1426,0 34208.5 10 YRS PLUS
1,_ 1456,C] 46262,7 4908.7982
1 _ 1461.0 44232.6 6061,0212
2, 1550.0 32841.3 5350,4752
21 1551.0 31563.9 6922,8401
2Z* 1570.0 34178.9 2324.3245
Hub Section Coolin 9 Flow
Pressure Side WCA P = 0.00266 lb/sec/blade (0.52 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCA S = 0.004 Ib/sec/blade (0.?8 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-23
SCHEME A-6 STRUT SUPPORTED BLADE_ 1.0 IN. (0.0254 M) CHORD,
MEAN SECTION
EI..EHENT NO.
"L
?
3
,q
7
(Q
1[)
1.1.
:1.2
13
14
lh
18
TEMPEPATURE STRESS L IFE (MRS )
1597. ]
151_8. O
155D. ]
161 5.
1719.;j
1591 •:
1617 _
1642 ,]
1713
16B8 v
12"76 U
14g 7 0
1569 J
1550 O
1595,0
1641.0
165fj.
1648. _
-I1786.9
-5745.0
17865.4
214n6,6
-1164.5
-8429,1
274[j,8
21926 9
6088 0
1606o
75368 5
34855 4
35614 5
23636 9
34335,5
24871.5
21918.4
26817.1
I0 YR$ PLUS
i0 YRS PLUS
I0 YRS PLUS
11434.6963
I0 YRS PLUS
iO vRS PLUS
IO YRS PLUS
5021.2859
I0 YRS PLUS
9714,7467
4285.8451
14811.2528
1757.9048
41701.1640
1229.3228
2]58,3288
4091.8918
1519.7936
Mean Section Cooling Flow
Pressure Side WCA P = 0.00266 Ib/sec/blade (0.52 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCA S = 0,004 Ib/sec/blade (0.?8 percent of hot gas flow)
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SCHEME
TABLE 1-24
A-6 STRUT SUPPORTED BLADE_ I.O IN. (0.0254 M) CHORD_
TIP SECTION
ELL_ENT NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS LIFE (H_,S)
[ Lh20.0 -52642, I 25. 5000
2 1614.0 -52456.0 34.9348
3 [57_.0 -18964.6 7B936.3125
4 1663.0 - 10358.0 _5046.6250
5 L 740.0 -29764.5 [41.95_0
O 1625.C -48258.4 61.L150
7 1665.0 - 14633.8 [4730,3164
8 * 1699.0 4760.0 11649.6/Ig
g 1744.0 -16 [21. _ 1593.42 [g
i0 1717.0 -7C44.3 4699. 5586
i[ 1278.0 212C7.6 IC YRS PLUS
12 1434.0 19482.4 IO YRS PLUS
[3 1638.0 500.4 10 YRS PLL3
14 [628.0 -7 360. ? 43063.42 [ g
15 L671 .C 6465.4 16711 • 1445
16 167g.c L282.7 39404. 8437
17 161g.o -3544.9 24791.4180
18 [670.0 291. ? 6103g. 7422
Tip Section Cooling Flow
Pressure Side WCA P = 0.00266 Ib/sec/blade (0.52 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCA S = 0.004 Ib/sec/blade (0.78 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-25
SCHEME A-6 STRUT SUPPORTED BLADE, 1.5 IN. (0.0381 M) CHORD
HUB SECTION, 23?83 RPM, TIT = 2550°F (1505.6°K)
WCA = 0.0312 LB/SEC/BLADE (4.16 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW),
TCA = 900°F (755.6°K)
F LEiHEN" NO. TEMPEF-,'ATJRE STRESS LIFE (MRS)
1539.U
i: 1516.0
3 14[3. )
4 1479.U
b 16{) I •_]
A 1519.0
7 1543.0
8 1598. Ll
';; 1640. O
10 1629.0
il 1097.0
12 1295.0
13 1313, [)
1"I 1376.0
15 1390.0
io 1394.C
I' 1414 •3
i/i* 1494.0
1 O 1504.0
2C 1532. O
21 1517,0
2;.' 1581 • 0
-430U5.1
-30929.4
17702.3
29998 2
7819 D
-34549 7
-3323 7
19563 O
5673 2
5801 8
78308 6
52103.6
49098,4
59393.7
58376,9
36943.6
30834.9
44820,6
39092,3
33002.6
31622.3
17011,9
878.2_94
21139.418D
ib YRS PLUS
76346.1170
i0 YRS PLUS
8550.1961
tO YRS PLUS
32453,4740
10 YRS PLUS
iO YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
1C YRS PLUS
4855,4148
3860.7958
i0 YRS PLUS
i0 YRS PLUS
2174.0036
4616.8064
8453.4709
17560.3160
IO YRS PLUS
Hub Section Cooling Flow
Pressure Side WCA P = 0.0052 Ib/sec/blade ( 0.69 percent of hot gas flow)
Section Side WCA S = 0.0052 Ib/sec/blade (0.69 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-26
SCHEME A-6 STRUT SUPPORTED BLADE, 1.5 IN. (0.0381 M) CHORD
MEAN SECTION
[-LEt]ENr NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS L I FE (H_S)
1 1421.0 -183B7.2 10 YRS PLUS
,_ 1426.0 -13912.3 10 YmS PLUS
5 1455.0 17886.1 10 YRS PLUS
:_ 1523.0 35734.7 5852.3702
% 1685,_ -4372.0 10 YRS PLUS
h 1441.0 -14169,3 i0 YRS PLUS
v 1595.0 688,8 10 YRS PLUS
b 1662,[_ 19519,0 6003.3475
9 1713.0 i050,8 IO YRS PLUS
i_ 17_6.0 -722,9 IC YRS PLUS
ii ii18.0 68621.C i0 YRS PLUS
1_ 13_6.0 40690.7 I0 YRS PLUS
13 * 1475,9 52214,8 1028,7871
14 1522,0 24292,0 800g3.3820
15 1608.0 31938,1 1405.8723
it: 1611,D 2813D,3 2967,9784
i I 1597.0 27103,6 5363,1294
i;_ !652.0 1[]765.4 I0 YR$ PLUS
Mean Section Cooling Flow
Pressure Side WCA P = 0.0052 Ib/sec/blade _0.69 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCA S = 0.0052 Ib/sec/blade I0.69 percent of hot gas flow)
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SCHEME A-6 STRUT
TABLE 1-27
SUPPORTED BLADE,
' TIP SECTION
1.5 IN. (0. 058 I M) CHORD
ELFMENT
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
NO. TEMPERATURE
1549.0
1554.0
1427.0
1582.0
1707.0
1557.0
1623.0
1686.0
1736.0
1726.0
|212.0
1401.0
1555.0
1587.0
1661,0
1650.0
1638.0
1674.0
STRESS
-62401.3
-61888.5
5 342.4
-1143.5
-27477.3
-56750.6
-i5687.3
-591.5
-17560.8
-18958.3
21 632. 1
18083.2
11332.2
-7025.7
207q.7
-1831.0
-4107.6
-11909.0
LIFE
22
22
10 YRS
lO YRS
465
57
35909
37882
1477
1447
I0 YRS
10 YRS
10 YRS
I0 YRS
53454
75205
64404
19642
IHRS)
.5906
.2292
PLUS
PLUS
• 1433
.g897
.156Z
.9844
.9050
.9397
PLUS
PLUS
PLUS
PLUS
.0469
.5625
.0156
.4922
Tip Section Cooling Flow
Pressure Side WCA P = 0.0052
Suction Side WCA S = 0.0052
lb/sec/blade (0.69
lb/sec/blade (0.69
percent
percent
of hot
of hot
gas
gas
flow)
flow)
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TABLE1-28
SCHEMEA-7 CONVECTIONCOOLEDCASTIMPINGEMENTTUBEBLADE,
0.75 IN. (0.01905 M) CHORDHUBSECTION,
23183 RPM, TIT = 2400°F (1888.9°K),
WCA = .0186 LB/SEC/BLADE (4.77 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW),
TCA = 900°F (755.6°K)
[.LEHFN T NO.
7
r}
12
2_
TEMPERATURE STRESS L IFE (HRS)
1665.;_
15,%5 .._
1676
1517
161[ 1
1571 !J
16114 i,
154 [1.. 0
15_IU. 0
1452, _3
1555.U
1429.
15_5.0
1539,0
1478. ]
1556 .;3
15_]5, L)
1627.0
156B.]
9210.7
33294.B
6763.8
24626,7
22395,8
34467.0
1586U,8
33246.2
32385.2
45468.5
624.7
IC)560.ij
52137,2
63625,!
31777,9
48271.6
34869._
49011,1
%9019.3
36373.9
10 YRS PLUS
1901,4782
10 YR$ PLUS
5409.4137
9234.0929
2124.0728
I0 YRS PLUS
6421.0154
23945.3480
6320.6872
lO Y_S PLUS
II_ YRS PLUS
3790,2853
1657.8633
9173.8590
1869.5182
2896.6_28
789,5833
17831.4760
1508.5842
Hub Section Cooling Flow
Pressure Side WCA P = 0.0025 Ib/sec/blade (0.665 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCA S = 0.0061 Ib/sec/blade (1.56 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-29
SCHEME A-7 CONVECTION COOLED CAST IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE_
0.75 IN. (0.01905 M) CHORD_ MEAN SECTION
E L E M EI',I_ NO. TE MPEk A TURE STRESS L IFE (NRS )
i 1728.iJ 2729,f] i0 YRS PLUS
;! 1658._I 22362,7 3333.0991
) 17_=,Ci 7099,9 10 YRS PLUS
4 1660.0 23302,1 2029,8g09
_ 1741,0 4219,9 10 YR$ PLUS
_ 17J70.0 14427,7 10517,2291
7 1742. J 5444,8 10 YRS PLUS
*_ 1705.0 16231,9 5962.3708
_ !64_J,_ 33174,3 479.2672
£_ 161_.3 41929.3 166.4448
11 !792.3 -18173,4 389.4466
I;c 1792. ) -19302.3 272,5818
15 1594.;3 44733.9 161.1374
1 ';_ 157[),_I 49981,2 124.4338
1!_ 1658.u 26669,8 1218,6355
i_, 1621!._ 39543.1 200.6289
1/ 1653.L) 27349.9 1196.4898
1_t 1624._ 37090,5 308,15_8
1 _' lb79.0 16857,0 9420.8078
2 1636. ! 30973,2 847.9430
Mean Section Cooling Flow
Pressure Side WCA P = 0.0020 Ib/sec/blade (0.512 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCA s = 0.0030 Ib/sec/blade (0.768 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE1-50
SCHEMEA-7 CONVECTIONCOOLEDCASTIMPINGEMENTTUBEBLADE,
0.75 IN. (0.01905 M) CHORD, TIP SECTION
• ' ,r . c r"i L! .T rE ,.i_K--A T,,_-E ST_Fo-_
z_
b
A
7
t¸ '
()
It"
IL
L/
1.5
l-i
I 7
I'
2 C,
.t _?e . r,
1642.,t
J _41,
7;_b
!_r3 i?
I.<_42 i,!
>",6 i _,
_.6T_6 r_
1.6c. 7 6
1 f.,42 0
r_,: i ,n
! 6"_,3 _.'
1.5_' 7 L)
-6[$7c),0
-1787.7
-6707,A
-3223 9
-16097 C_
-445_
-t0253 3
86a 6
10466 -#
1216S 0
-24877 5
-248bo 3
1,2923 7
14873 5
5555.6
747_,5
3670.4
9564,R
-5_56,3
6744,1
L IFF fHr;S )
13525._#53
10 Y_S PLUS
12645.7317
69626._4_
?521.C)AO_
15151.4_75
7451.$15_
277n6.103_
343_7 931r_
42952 871_
A2 4_2!
78 1_44
5_705 j^4n
64565 1240
42_33 3720
49979 722m
10 YPS PI_U5
8_451.9_0n
35157.gbsn
10 YRS PLUS
Pressure Side WCA P = 0.0020 Ib/sec/blade (0.512 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCA S = 0.0050 Ib/sec/blade (0.768 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-31
SCHEME A-7 CONVECTION COOLED CAST IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE,
1.0 IN. (0.0254 M) CHORD HUB SECTION_
23183 RPM_ TIT = 2400°F (1888.9°K)
WCA = 0.0260 LB/SEC/BLADE (5.07 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW),
TCA = 900°F (755.6°K)
.FLE tEN NO. TEHPERAT'JRE 5TRESS L IFE(WRS)
. 173_.,I -10546,5 2C250.0130
,c 161_, J 2341L_,1 6850,8142
3 1118._ -5660,9 i0 YRS PLUS
, 1640. , 17404.1 21816.4210
b 16_4.'_ -1399.4 1G YRS PLUS
e) 1623._; 16532,6 46423.8950
7 1596.0 8261.4 10 YRS PLUS
1408,0 34770.1 14049,9966
1486," 2_409,3 ld YRS PLUS
i 1437.d 34838,9 b6451,0830
I_ 1629.; -28097,5 1676.1477
1_ 1576.D -12010.2 1_ YRS PLUS
13 14C12. i 44426.2 33193.6840
I., 1365. _ 5}793,[] 18792,338n
i:_ _"474 • _.' 39208 • 3 10464,9453
_h 1396. _ 59627,6 2586,5246
i/ 1533. 37059.0 3301.2316
_* 1479.3 51912.7 971.5030
1_ 1653.ij 9876,3 10 YRS PLUS
20 15Hb,O 31453,3 3002.0155
Hub Section Cooling Flow
Pressure Side WCAP = 0.00353 Ib/sec/blade (0.69 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCAs = 0.00910 Ib/sec/blade (I.78 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-31
SCHEME A-7 CONVECTION COOLED CAST IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE,
I.O IN. (0.0254 M) CHORD HUB SECTION,
23183 RPM, TIT = 2400°F (1888.9°K)
WCA = 0.0260 LB/SEC/BLADE (5.07 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW),
TCA = 900°F (755.6°K)
ELE'4[N T NO, TEHPERAT'JRE bTRESS L IFE (MRS)
173_.,_ -10546.5 2[;250.0130
,C 1618. J 2341(),1 6850,8142
3 1118.0 -5660,9 10 YRS PLUS
, 1640. ) 17404.1 21816.4210
_: 16_4.'_ -1399.4 1C YRS PLUS
,-_ 1623.4 16532,6 46423.8950
? 1596.0 8261,4 10 YRS PLUS
,_ 1498,0 34770.1 14049,9966
14B6," 21409,3 1_] YRS PLUS
1 1437._ 3483R,9 U6451.0B3Q
Ii 1629. _ -280q7.5 1876.1477
1_ 1576.5 -12010,2 1O YRS PLUS
13 1402. i 44426,2 33193.6840
1 1365. _ 5_793.r] 18792.3380
i:_ 1474. _ 39208.3 10464,9453
IA 1396. _ 59627,6 2586.5246
l' 1533. 37059,0 3301.2316
i_ 1479.3 51912.7 971.5030
1 _) 1653.0 9876,3 10 YRS PLUS
20 15Hb,O 31453,3 3002.0155
Hub Section Cooling Flow
Pressure Side WCAP = 0.00353 Ib/sec/blade (0.69 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCAS = 0.00910 Ib/sec/blade (I.78 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE1-52
SCHEMEA-7 CONVECTIONCOOLEDCASTIMPINGEMENTTUBEBLADE_
1.0 IN. (0.0254 M) CHORDMEANSECTION
ELEMENTNO. TEMPERATURE STRESS LIFE(HRS)
Z 1698.0 -13513,9 17451.7940
2 1609,0 14353,6 10 YRS PLUS
3 1682,0 -7210.8 10 Y_S PLUS
4 1616,C_ 1}370,9 10 YRS PLUS
5 17{_5,3 -6620°2 I0 YRS PLUS
h 1654,/_ 8614,9 10 YRS PLUS
/ 1673,D 10606,1 1C YRS PLUS
1627.D 2426B,5 44Q6.2759
1649,G 1745D,8 16907,8310
1_; 1624.0 24895,5 4249.2577
_i 1742.0 -12962.5 6836,4851
12 1742.0 -14364.8 4345,1282
13 1611.0 26007,B 4699.4171
I_ 1588.0 33191,_ 1798.3244
15 1576,D 34297,6 1932.3417
16 w 1538,0 45430,5 601.2629
17 1543,0 37977,7 2O50.8561
18 1506.0 48413,3 850.8279
lC_ 1658.n -687,7 10 YRS PLUS
20 1593._ 19523,0 37754.4510
Mean Section Cooling Flow
Pressure Side WCAP = 0.00270 ib/sec/blade (0.528 percent of hot gas flow>
Suction Side WCAs = 0.00400 Ib/sec/blade (0.78 percent of hot gas flowl
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TABLE 1-33
SCHEME A-7 CONVECTION COOLED CAST IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE,
1.0 IN. (0.0254 M) CHORD TIP SECTION
tL; ,' kT ' .
]
-R
4
K_
7
'-#-W-
! r;
II
L>'
I 3
14
17
Ig
2C
I"t_,_IP_ :,'ATU -'E 5TRESS I I FE( Hr#S )
494, []
4_h. n
1 t, 73, Q
!A_4.0
1 7_;3 0
1.630 0
!e12 0
!-r)re9 5
J b_:'3 [;
! b33 ,,_
1473 i]
-I#879,R
7334,R
21371,0
-20220,0
-18236.3
2940,_
377_.6
8153,3
8844,3
-17a2_ Q
2428 1
4Q15
774 8
9390 P
-4024 0
4584 3
10586
25350 6
10 YRS PLL/£
10 YPS PLtJ£
10 YIRS PLUS
1 0 YRS Pt U£
20a9,0 _-5
6062.0523
41 374.2a(3C
63fi_2.9o2r_
16468,7080
2_._42.7Q4r
_)42.5P6_
4.2.4, _! 61
10 Ym$ PlUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 Y_S PI US
10 Y_S PI_U£
10 YRS PLUS
i 0 Y_S Pt US
i0 YqS Pt U£
1 0 Y_S P[ US
Tip Section Cooling Flow
Pressure Side WCAP = 0.00270 Ib/sec/blade (0.528 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCAS = 0.00400 lb/sec/blade (0.78 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-34
SCHEME A-7 CONVECTION COOLED CAST IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE_
1.5 IN. (0.0381 M) CHORD HUB SECTION
23884 RPM, TIT = 2450°F (1611.1OK)
WCA = 0.0411LB/SEC/BLADE (5.43 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW)_
TCA = 9000F (755.6°K)
ELEHILN t _]0. IEMPERATURE STRESS L ]FE(NIRS)
4
3
4
7
g-x-
9
lu
:11
Iz
iJ
14
J',
11
2'_
22
Z3
24
1720.0 -21430.9 789,3fi27
1596.0 17472.0 70706,3150
1695.0 -8890.8 10 YRS PLUS
1601,0 19968,5 259_7.1650
1694.0 4892.2 1G YRS PLUS
161fi.i) 29109,2 2464,4n43
16_3._ 15138.7 15037.}472
1577,0 4_964,1 280,1070
1652.0 13277.1 63750,6460
1566.0 35861,7 17BI,0600
lb94,0 6016,4 1U YRS PLUS
15_Z.O 17343.1 10 YRS PLUS
1567,0 -536d.3 10 YRS PLUS
15[II.0 103_1,6 i0 YRS PLUS
1444,0 39994,9 20784.8600
141_,f) 47430,6 12027.4799
152_,IiI 31756,4 12509.7540
1488,L, 50150,0 1783.0694
1545.0 32758,9 6245.4487
1461.0 58153,0 539.2774
1531,0 36463,1 3986.4027
1463,0 56767,8 649,5606
1651,_ -1972.7 I0 YRS PLUS
1558. , 27116,9 15371.8652
Hub Section Cooling Flow
Pressure Side WCAP 0.0051 Ib/sec/blade (0.67 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCAs = 0.01905 ]b/sec/blade (l.43 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-35
SCHEME A-7 CONVECTION COOLED CAST IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE,
1.5 (0.0381 M) CHORD MEAN SECTION
El E,_IENI NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS LIFE(MRS)
1
.-)
K.
3
4
6
/
M
ir
l!
12
13
14
l!.,
2_0*
25
22
24
1711,0
1619.0
1691. S
1630.0
1666, i]
1600,_
1690._
1621.0
lle3,O
171.8. O
1759 0
1736 C_
1725 0
172_8 C
1729 __I
1 7he 0
16_0. %
1645, _
15O3.l
154e •
1587,0
1544. ]
1671,0
1610,0
Mean Section Cooling Flow
-22971,2
5575,4
-16013,4
3352.0
3511,6
24183,4
1.3571,7
34633,7
1552,0
14275.6
8936.4
1544U,7
22367,5
19265.3
13854,6
21869,0
20441,8
3245V,8
37436,0
50146,0
26667,1
38605.4
-8750,7
10286,_
714,5741
10 YRS PLUS
9153.0167
iO YRS PLUS
l{i YRS PLUS
9552,0275
21_73,1750
563,7486
10 YRS PLUS
8149,5655
25453,9970
5557.5544
577,3485
1251,0152
7086,3380
1013,6621
2786,8611
492,9471
624.5605
211,4051
7706.6325
1735,0364
I_ YRS PLUS
i_ YRS PLUS
Pressure Side WCA P = 0.00416 Ib/sec/blade (0.552 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCA s = 0.00624 Ib/sec/blade (0.825 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-36
SCHEME A-7 CONVECTION COOLED CAST IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE,
1.5 IN. (0.0381 M) CHORD TIP SECTION
_L[.:-_,_T ':c), TEHPEPATURE STRESS LIFE(NtiS)
1 15"6,0 -28805, g 6907. 848o
2 1545.0 -17599,9 10 YPS Pl US
x 1577,0 -18252,4 75D26. 723P
4 1548,0 -'1043B,3 10 YRS PLUS
5 16 ,.4. O -848rl, 2 2t_711.5_2").
(., l_nO,_ -2315,,_ '10 Y_5 PLUS
7 !673, l] 8112, q 11L_22,676_
A 1647, _i) 13291,0 3n337,3_5n
9 17,_9, rJ -i6417.0 531. 4459
10 1773, [I -11397,2 t9flS, 9_,7 _
1i 17 _4,C -660 F_,O 1041.__93
12 17_9,0 -1446, O 4075. 0046
.1.3 1746.0 10433, .5 4321..375A
I a e, .I750,G 4191,(3 3734,_n94
15 17r_2,0 -5634,5 2673. O_,2t
16 1736,17 2885,4 6825.51.21
17 I.718, C -2954,1 10445,/_n97
1.0 17?3,0 3885,4 $25_3. 240C1
i 0 15_3. _ i9471,7 8_562.6n3C
2,'] 15..15. L) 25130,4 45720. O_SC_
21 1.530,0 4350,2 1 0 YQS PI US
22 1511,;.; 9662,5 10 YRS PI.US
23 :_..b_ 6 •0 -2136_,, 3 54361. 236r)
24 15_5.0 -:t3307,r_ I0 YPS Pl US
Tip Section Cooling Flow
Pressure Side WCAP : 0,00416 lb/sec/blade (0,552 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCA S = 0,00624 lb/sec/blade (0,825 percent of hot gas flow)
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SCHEME B- I
TABLE 1-37
FILM-CONVECTION COOLED CAST THREE CAVITY BLADE_ 0.75 IN.
(0.01905 M) CHORD_ HUB SECTION_ 23585 RPM_ TIT = 2450°F
(1616.7°K), WCA = 0.02209 LB/SEC/BLADE (5.76 PERCENT OF
HOT GAS FLOW)_ TCA = 900°F (755.6°K)
ELEMENT NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS L IFE(HRS)
i 14g9,D -1709,i 14_ YRS PLUS
2 1479.0 3498.3 10 YRS PLUS
3 1470.0 4475.7 10 YRS PLUS
1453.0 9205,8 10 YRS PLUS
5 1368.(J 29441,4 10 YRS PLUS
6 1320.0 42857,1 1G YRS PLUS
-i 1387,0 23414,8 10 YRS PLUS
8 1345.D 34925,7 i0 YRS PLUS
9 1420,0 i2036.9 10 YRS PLUS
_0 1357,0 28894,1 10 YRS PLUS
11 1343._ 26508.7 1_ YRS PLUS
r12 1282'_ 42829.7 10 YRS PLUS
13 1272,0 397_4.7 18 YRS PLUS
14 1231,0 50566.4 10 YRS PLUS
Ib 1312.0 25145.0 10 YRS PLUS
lb 1285.() 32057.8 1U YRS PLUS
17 1480.0 4972.0 IO YRS PLUS
_6 146_," 8310,9 1[} YRS PLUS
19 135_.U 36871,3 10 YRS PLUS
2b 1290.0 51488,7 i0 YRS PLUS
21 1397.0 24863,2 10 YRS PLUS
22 1354.0 34681.5 10 YRS PLUS
23 1477,_ 2395,8 10 YRS PLUS
24 1404,9 18587.9 1[ _ YRS PLUS
25 1347,_) 28326,3 10 _RS PLUS
26 1275,0 46434,6 1_ YRS PLUS
27 1217,0 55419,4 1G YRS PLUS
28 1183,0 64132,G 10 YRS PLUS
29 1306,,] 26166,7 10 YRS PLUS
30 1282,0 32443.8 I0 YRS PLUS
_l 1469,0 -19090,6 10 YRS PLUS
]2 1458,0 -16126,4 10 YRS PLUS
33 _ 1262.0 73876,1 66498,2800
34 1145.0 77678,6 1_ YRS PLUS
Leading edge
Suction side
Pressure side
Trailing edge
WCL E = 0.00191
WCA s = 0.00165
WCA P = 0.00025
WCT E = 0.00306
Ib/sec/blade
Ib/sec/blade
lb/sec/blade
lb/sec/blade
(0.498 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.45 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.065 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.798 percent of hot gas flow)
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SCHEME B-I
TABLE 1-38
FILM-CONVECTION COOLED CAST THREE CAVITY BLADE_
(0.01905 M) CHORD_ MEAN SECTION
O. 75 IN.
ELEMENT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
g
%o
11
12
13
14
%5
16
17
lO
20
21
22
23
2a
25
26
27
28
29
]I
]2
]3*
34
Leading edge
Suction side
Pressure side
Trailing edge
NO. TEMPERATLJRE STRESS LIFE(HRS)
WCLE
W
CAS
WCAP
WCTE
15go,o -3162,1 10 _RS PLUS
1577.C, -174,1 10 YRS PLUS
1567.0 1836,0 10 YRS PLUS
1556,0 4533.3 IC! YRS PLUS
1477.2 22577.3 i0 YRS PLUS
1446,_ 30541,0 I_ YRS PLUS
14q2.0 16137,5 10 YRS PLUS
1466,0 22620,4 1U YRS PLUS
1506._ 8584.1 10 YRS PLUS
1469.0 17659,0 10 YRS PLUS
1482.!] 11082,5 10 YRS PLUS
1445,0 20191,6 10 YRS PLUS
1452._ 16624,3 10 YRS PLUS
1424,0 23362,0 i0 YRS PLUS
1484.0 b969,4 10 YRS PLUS
1459.0 13098,8 ID YRS PLUS
1580,0 -1257,1 10 YRS PLUS
1570,_ 1189,4 i0 YRS PLUS
1482,9 19114,1 i0 YRS PLUS
1438.0 31016.7 I[! YRS PLUS
1527.0 3265.0 10 YRS PLUS
1499.0 10994,1 i0 YRS PLUS
1601.0 -20615.1 20786,9240
1560.0 -8674,6 10 YRS PLUS
1474.0 9930,2 I0 YRS PLUS
1438.U 20047,0 IG YRS PLUS
1358,!) 38210,8 IC! fRS PLUS
1341._ 4319b,8 10 YRS PLUS
1464,3 10035,8 10 YRS PLUS
1447,0 15018,0 i_ YRS PLUS
1597.0 -25561.8 7505.3q96
1587.U -22431,3 19490.4370
1368.0 46632,2 63409.3_80
1337.0 47552,6 10 YRS PLUS
= 0.00191 Ib/sec/blade (0.498 percent of hot gas flow)
= 0.00165 lb/sec/blade (0.43 percent of hot gas flow)
= 0.00025 Ib/sec/blade (0.065 percent of hot gas flow)
= 0.002812 Ib/sec/blade (0.733 percent of hot gas flow)
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SCHEME B-I
TABLE 1-59
FILM-CONVECTION COOLED CAST THREE
(0.01905 M) CHORD_ TIP SECTION
CAVITY BLADE_ 0.75 IN.
i L.E_"i ,_iT _0, TEI'IPE_ATLJ_E STRESS LIFE(MPS)
! 16:{2,0 -26646,0 150,0989
2 1675._ -23585,1 291,9681
1679,0 -25&08,9 207,2_42
4 1673,U -22523,2 364,4053
5 1_28,0 -3976,3 24315,5470
h t613,0 1469,3 5519%,5440
7 16r14,0 7623,5 24794,9720
i' !596,U 1&0_4,5 17036,6R90
!649,0 27950,8 3238,0010
Z_ 1535,0 33201,7 1869,8467
%1 1665,0 -IB24,6 13333,2378
12 1656,0 %73_,2 17036,4270
13 1711,0 -13066,4 688,5182
Z4 1699,0 -8737,5 18_8,4797
15 1715,0 -1)144.8 618,5525
$_ 17[,2,0 -8355,5 1828,5953
_7 16_B,0 -25237,9 164,2459
!r 16£3,0 -25772,4 169,1348
I o Ib57,_ -683_,3 7146,46)D
ZC 1640,0 -2780,3 21692,5630
Z_ 1674.0 -6338,2 5058,6627
22 1660,0 -3116,5 %2243,7496
23 1733,0 -19204,5 %54,2490
Z4 1716,0 "15764,2 396,)610
_5 1002,0 -26%3016 1%,4824
Z6 17_5,0 -26519,6 16,47)1
27* 1595,0 27430,9 10B),7545
_I 15_9,0 28057,0 1133,3790
29 1702,0 -555316 307%,0880
59 1693,0 -36_I,8 4921,6261
31 1776,0 -24802,7 24,5426
_2 1771,0 -24962,8 26,66%6
33 1572,0 20433,6 6489,3328
34 1666,0 468,0 16248,9370
Leading edge
Suction side
Pressure side
Trailing edge
Tip discharge
506
WCLE = 0.00191 Ib/sec/blade (0.498 percent of hot gas flow)
WCAS = 0.00165 lb/sec/blade (0.43 percent of hot gas flow)
WCAP = 0.00025 lb/sec/blade (0.065 percent of hot gas flow)
WCTE = 0.001916 Ib/sec/blade (0.5 percent of hot gas flow)
WCTD = 0.00287 Ib/sec/blade (0.748 percent of hot gas flow)
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SCHEME B-I
TABLE 1-40
FILM-CONVECTION COOLED CAST THREE CAVITY BLADE_ 1.0 IN.
(0.0254 M) CHORD_ HUB SECTION_ 23585 RPM, TIT = 2500°F
(1644.4°K), WCA = 0.02818 LB/SEC/BLADE (5.53 PERCENT OF
HOT GAS FLOW), TCA = 900°F (755.6°K)
ELEMENT NO. TEMPERATJRE STRESS LIFE(HRS)
1 1436.0 21123.3 10 YRS PLUS
2 1419.0 25456.7 10 YR$ PLUS
5 1419.0 23617.9 i0 YRS PLUS
4 1407,0 27003.7 10 YR$ PLUS
5 1415,0 22502,2 10 YRS PLUS
6 1364.0 367q7,5 10 YRS PLUS
7 1439.1) Z4040,7 IC ¥RS PLUS
8 1390.0 27770,8 l_J YRS PLUS
9 1450.0 6509,3 i0 YR$ PLUS
10 1374.0 27221,2 10 YRS PLUS
ii 1363,J 21364,5 I0 YRS PLUS
12 1290.0 40530,3 I0 YRS PLUS
13 1189,q 55757,2 10 YRS PLUS
14 i165.0 61735,1 IG YRS PLUS
15 1338.0 5498,7 10 YRS PLUS
16 1321.0 9656.2 10 YRS PLUS
17 1436.0 23388,0 10 YRS PLUS
18 1422,0 26650.4 $[_ YRS PLUS
_9 1394.0 33646,2 I_ YRS PLUS
20 1327,0 49596.6 IG YRS PLUS
21 1455,0 14687,6 10 YRS PLUS
22 140B.0 25423,5 10 YRS PLUS
23 1510.3 -3858.3 10 YRS PLUS
24 1418.0 19510.7 10 YRS PLUS
25 1412.0 14235,4 10 YRS PLUS
26 1326.0 35318,2 I0 YRS PLUS
27 1256.0 41926,5 10 YRS PLUS
28 1213.0 52986.2 10 YRS PLUS
29 1347._ 2922,3 10 YRS PLUS
30 1329._ 7481,6 I0 YRS PLUS
31 1269._ 60535.5 I0 YRS PLUS
32 1210,0 65402,0 10 Y_S PLUS
Leading edge WCL E = 0.00308 Ib/sec/blade (0.605 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction side WCA S = 0.00154 Ib/sec/blade I0.302 percent of hot gas flow)
Pressure side WCA P = O.OOIOI Ib/sec/blade (0.198 percent of hot gas flow)
Trailing edge WCT E = 0.002?2 Ib/sec/blade (0.534 percent of hot gas flow)
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SCHEME B-I
TABLE 1-41
FILM-CONVECTION COOLED CAST THREE CAVITY BLADE, 1.0 IN.
(0.0254 M) CHORD, MEAN SECTION
ELEMENT NO. TEMPERATJRE STRESS LIF'E(HRS)
: 1588.0 2408.3 10 YRS PLUS
2 1578.0 5024,6 10 YRS PLUS
3 1580.0 2419.8 10 YRS PLUS
4 1572.0 4818,1 10 YRS PLUS
5 1522.0 16273.5 10 YRS PLUS
6 1487.0 26549.4 10 YRS PLUS
7 1527.0 13232.4 10 Y#S PLUS
8 1497.0 21863,7 10 _RS PLUS
g 1522.0 11084,2 10 Y_S PLUS
1U 1475.0 24314,8 10 YRS PLUS
11 1482,U 15889.8 10 YRS PLUS
12 1441,0 26921.0 10 YRS PLUS
13 1367.0 37999.7 10 YPS PLUS
14 1352.0 41989.6 10 YRS PLUS
15 1496.0 -5016.6 10 YRS PLUS
16 1480.0 -798.7 10 YRS PLUS
17 1574,3 7824.6 10 YRS PLUS
18 1565.0 9910,4 10 YRS PLUS
19 1521.0 21323,9 10 YRS PLUS
20 1478.0 31883.5 50837.6320
21 1570.0 5822,0 10 IRS PLUS
22 1535.0 14273,3 1_ YRS PLUS
23 1616.0 -10887.6 10 YRS PLUS
24 1561.0 3675.6 10 YRS PLUS
25 1519.J 10090.8 i0 YRS PLUS
26 1475,0 21368.! 10 YRS PLUS
27 1392.0 33837,1 i0 YRS PLUS
28 1372.0 38986,6 10 YRS PLUS
29 1490.0 -3591.2 10 YRS PLUS
)_ 1475.Q 187.6 i0 YRS PLUS
)1" 1407.0 46672.8 19094.0620
)2 1345.0 54608,4 30022.1320
Leading edge WCL E =
Suction side WCA s =
Pressure side WCA P =
Trailing edge WCT E =
0.00208 lb/sec/blade (0.408 percent of hot gas flow)
0.00154 lb/sec/blade (0.302 percent of hot gas flow)
0.00101 Ib/sec/blade (0.198 percent of hot gas flow)
0.00272 lb/sec/blade (0.534 percent of hot gas flow)
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SCHEME B-I
TABLE 1-42
FILM-CONVECTION COOLED CAST THREE
(0.0254 M) CHORD_ TIP SECTION
CAVITY BLADE_ 1.0 IN.
'rL), TEMPE[_ATURE
-r
f_
3
b
7
g
is
%1
12
13
14
IA
17
Ip.
Ig
_2
23
_4
25
26
27
29
JC..
.}1
Lt2*
STRESS LIFE(HIRS)
1662,0 -132,1 19031,3a40
1656,0 1443,7 17886,8200
1695,U -9603,7 1769,7422
Ib92,O -9042,2 2085,7076
1683,0 -8083,1 3040,7901
1670,0 -480016 719B,b092
1652,0 -21,L 25104,95Bn
16a2,0 2507,3 21548,8020
lb01,0 14416,3 B4BI,6B_l
lb_2.U 1B731,7 6682,2288
16_7,0 -12012,3 1452.2D31
1675.0 -B843,8 3271,9594
16_2,0 -265,0 24110,4980
1645,_ 1478,5 236R0,4700
1707,0 -14965,6 557,0093
1696,0 "12043,2 1162,4005
1665,0 -8881,8 2540,8734
16B1,0 "7645,7 3431,4384
1677,0 "10939,7 2709,14}6
165B,0 -4474,7 10296,3230
16_3,0 -I_134,6 961,1785
1665,0 -9306,3 3889,_541
1697,0 "20153,5 )04,2722
1677,0 -133B3,4 14BO,52B6
1653,0 m6920,2 7B04,0262
162},0 2802,5 }3779,1760
1610,0 8573,9 18013,0320
16_3,U 1106018 14218,7242
1697,0 -13598,7 881,5R96
1668,0 -i0574,7 1791,5695
1547,0 27404,5 375_,9454
1528,0 31433,4 3066,9g04
Leading edge WCL E = 0.00208
Suction side WCA S = 0.00154
Pressure side WCA P = O.OOIOI
Trailing Edge WCT E - 0.00272
Tip discharge WCT D = 0.0051'3
lb/sec/blade
Ib/sec/blade
Ib/sec/blade
Ib/$ec/blade
(0.408 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.302 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.198 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.534 percent of hot gas flow)
(I.007 percent of hot gas flow)Ib/sec/bl ade
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SCHEME B-I
TABLE 1-43
FILM-CONVECTION COOLED CAST THREE CAVITY BLADE, 1.5 IN.
(0.0381 M) CHORD, HUB SECTION, 23585 RPM, TIT = 2500°F
(1644.4°K), WCA = 0.04585 LB/SEC/BLADE (6.05 PERCENT OF
HOT GAS FLOW), TCA = 900°F (755.6°K)
ELEMENT NO.
I
2
3
_4
6
8
Io
ii
12
13
14
15
i a
I o
2O
2Z
22
23
24
2!)
2'
21_,
2o
34
31-
32
TEMPERATJRE STRESS I.IFE(NRS)
1420.0
1402.J
1428. ]
1415.3
1463,J
1412.3
1498 :]
1444 i!
15.tO 3
1400 O
1475 r)
141{] 3
14_$3 0
1446.0
1475. i]
1445. i)
1470. {]
1458. l
1482, LII
1420"0
1513.0
1454, (]
1552. ,l
1451,0
1362, [1
1293.0
1301. ij
1274.D
1423. ']
141J5. ,J
128-h. ]
1221.0
37461.9
42157.0
34432.3
38021.7
24621,4
58635.3
14683,5
2962_.7
9190,5
38830.1
13884.8
31123.9
7569.?
17365,7
4899,5
12779,5
26034.7
28971,4
23867,7
]9367,5
14764,4
29371.7
13R0,4
32495.2
46482,3
64579.2
56865,6
63997.1
I_51B,O
23135,9
71489,9
78368,3
77725.0620
49861.5240
I0 YRS PI.US
79214.5190
10 YRS PLUS
74966,3230
£_? YRS PLUS
i0 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
I0 YRS PLUS
i0 _S PLUS
1U YRS PLUS
ICI YRS PLUS
IG _S PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
IO YRS PLUS
10 _RS PLUS
I0 YRS PLUS
49339.6490
£0 YRB PLUS
I0 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
I_ YRS PLUS
78660.5000
22586.5100
80_14.5570
47053.3400
IO YRS PLUS
i[) YRS PLUS
6915.1182
13466.2130
,o /
Leading edge WCLE = 0.00478 lb/sec/blade (0,631 percent of hot gas flow)
Suction side WCAS = 0.00265 lb/sec/blade (0.35 percent of hot gas flow)
.o
Pressure side WCAP = 0,0005 Ib/sec/blade (0,066 percent of hot gas flow)
Trailing edge WCTE = 0.00302 lb/sec/blade (0.399 percent of hot gas flow)
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SCHEME B-I
TABLE 1-44
FILM-CONVECTION COOLED CAST THREE
(0.0381 M) CHORD_ MEAN SECTION
CAVITY BLADE_ 1.5 IN.
ELEMENT
1
2
3
4
5
6
?
8
I0
_2
13
14
_5
_6
20
21
22
23
24
25
2_
27
2_
29
30
31
32 _
NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS
1568,0
1555,0
1576.0
1567,0
1542.0
1505.8
1546.0
1507.0
1540.0
1477.0
1608.0
1566.j
16fi2,n
1657,:_
1634.9
1608.0
1598,0
1589.0
1562.0
1520.0
1575,0
%539.0
1616,0
1537.0
1465.0
1422.0
1447.0
1432,0
1582,0
1566.0
1363,0
1J42._
11711.1
15018.6
10075,5
12301,5
18333,3
27582,2
16741,6
26547.2
18291,9
34278,1
1525.2
12831,9
-18397,4
-11150,7
-852,3
6858,0
1962,1
4556,1
9030,8
20820,b
4138,7
14407.6
-7125,5
15740,4
36123,9
47750,5
44454,0
48657,8
13711,8
18193,2
62619,9
68355,6
LIFE(HRS)
10 YRS PLUS
IU YRS PLUS
1U YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
62083.4570
10 YRS PLUS
74170.7320
10 YRS PLUS
30_74.0600
10 YRS PLUS
ID YRS PLUS
5226,6948
l[J YRS PLUS
1U YRS PLUS
1G YRS PLUS
1F YRS PLUS
lb YRS PLUS
18 YRS PLUS
i0 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
27800.7630
10100.5197
8715,8646
6425,9294
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
3844,201_
2332.0738
Leading edge WCL E =
Suction side WCA S =
Pressure side WCA P =
Trailing edge WCT E =
316
0.00328 Ib/sec/blade
0.00265 Ib/sec/bl ade
0.0005 Ib/sec/bl ade
Oi 00102 l 1 b/sec/bl ade
(0.433
(0.35
(0.066
(0.399
percent of hot gas flow)
percent of hot gas flow)
percent of hot gas flow)
percent of hot gas flow)
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SCHEME B-I
TABLE 1-45
FILM-CONVECTION COOLED CAST THREE
(0.0381 M) CHORD, TIP SECTION
CAVITY BLADE_ 1.5 IN.
hLE,', _ I'4T iO, TEMPEqATLJRE STRESS
! 1624,0 4563,1
2 16_6,0 6721,3
3 1647,D -1173,4
4 1642,0 -lb2,4
5 1678,0 -12865,2
1661,0 -8962,7
7 1627,0 1261,1
16J2,0 5033,1
o !5_,4,0 1255a,6
$9 IbbS.0 19122,9
ii 16_9,0 -1664!._
!2 1678,0 -13754,7
_3 1672,0 "8671,8
14 16_5,D -6942,5
15 1721,0 -1939n.9
i_ 1705,D -15172,7
17 17n3,0 -22849,2
l*_ 1605,U -20322,8
i O 166_,0 -15489,9
2n 1641,0 -8180,3
2_ 1640,0 -ii771,0
22 1625,0 -6467,7
23 1647,0 -14468,2
24 1614.0 "2757,2
25 1531,0 20661,6
_6 1508,0 27957,1
27 1619,0 199116
_£ 1613,0 41_6,5
29 1681,0 "9591,I
_O 1669,0 °5524,2
31" 1430,0 50325,6
32 1446.0 47356,2
24480,3720
2t022,4610
23616,4530
31889.4540
1572.7615
4549,1411
59349,4_20
31065,9580
18228,132D
12792,8190
650,8402
1359.6366
3625,7606
5739.8984
196,7961
564,7476
170,9309
510.2543
1549,69_1
8599,5952
4850.8988
17323,2490
2596t7956
43534.4480
18757,2020
9715,1948
43050,7750
35510,8790
2496,6379
6554,4703
1439,8304
1609,2421
Leading edge WCLE = 0.00328
Suction side WCAS = 0.00265
Pressure side WCAP = 0.00162
Trailing edge WCTE = 0.00302
Tip discharge WCTD = 0.01488
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SCHEME B-I
TABLE 1-46
FILM-CONVECTION COOLED CAST IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE WITH CROSS-
FLOW IMPINGEMENT AND SHARP CORNER FLOW LEADING EDGE, 0.75 IN.
(0.01905 M) CHORD, HUB SECTION, 2256? RPM, TIT = 2250°F
(1505.6°K), WCA = 0.01728 LB/SEC/BLADE (4.27 PERCENT OF HOT
GAS FLOW), TCA = 900°F (755.6°K)
ELEMENT NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS L IFE(NRS)
1 1502,0 32042,5 24445.8300
Z 1432.0 49193,9 5845,8681
3 1465._ 38729.3 15152.8317
4* 1394.0 56840,3 4528.5495
b 1475,0 23097,8 10 YRS PLUS
6 1433.0 35333,q 86805,0460
7 1423.0 25442.1 10 YRS PLUS
8 1362.0 44031.9 I0 YRB PLUS
9 1455.0 23251,I 10 YRS PLUS
IU 1418;0 34813.8 10 YRS PLUS
11 1531.0 16263,8 10 YRS PLUS
12 14_5.0 31645.9 43758.1200
13 1400.0 46903.1 22611.4860
14 1367.0 53752,6 17807.9490
15 1532.0 11660.1 10 YRS PLUS
IA 14_I.0 20387,4 I0 YRS PLUS
17 1521._ 20397.1 10 YRS PLUS
i_ 1487.D 28136.3 10 YRS PLUS
19 1473,0 38945.2 11446.4416
2f_ 1420,0 52167.2 4889.1167
Leading Edge and Pressure Side WCL E = 0.0019 Ib/sec/blade (0.469 percent
of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCA S = 0.00404 Ib/sec/blade (0.998 percent of hot gas flow)
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SCHEME B-4
TABLE 1-47
FILM-CONVECTION COOLED CAST IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE WITH
• CROSSFLOW IMPINGEMENT AND SHARP CORNER FLOW LEADING EDGE,
0.75 IN. (0.01905 M) CHORD, MEAN SECTION
ELE "IFN _ NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS LIFE(HRS)
I 1587.0 26884,7 7347.7869
_* 1525.J 48636,3 494.3954
3' 1523.0 39041,3 2770.8096
'i 1460,0 5497D,0 963,9131
5 1561,0 11758.0 1U YRS PLUS
_ 1518,_ 254_3.2 69912.7000
,' 1499,0 19202,1 ID YRS PLUS
;_ 1450.0 34679,2 bD719.4800
1548,0 17041,5 10 YRS PLUS
1_ _ 1518.j 269_3,4 49645.3960
11 1657,U -367.5 10 YRS PLUS
i_ !597.0 22411,1 14916.2212
13 1502,0 39050.8 4926.9680
14 1478.0 43975,7 3918.7859
15 1665,0 -10544.6 10 Y_S PLUS
lu 1633._ "3111.0 10 YRS PLUS
17 1623.0 8009.3 10 YRS PLUS
1_ 1599.0 13946.5 I0 YRS PLUS
19 1561,0 34846,4 2547.0057
20 1520.0 44392,3 1153,9239
Leading Edge and Pressure Side WCL E = 0.0019 Ib/sec/blade (0.469 percent
of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCAS = 0,00404 Ib/sec/blade (0.998 percent of hot gas flow)
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SCHEME B-4
TABLE 1-48
FILM-CONVECTION COOLED CAST IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE WITH
CROSSFLOW IMPINGEMENT AND SHARP CORNER FLOW LEADING EDGE_
0.75 IN. (0.01905 M) CHORD_ TIP SECTION
; LF;,[ N T ';0.
1
P
A
4
/
9
1.1
,3
14
1'5
16
12
lu
19
TEMPENATLJ_,E 5TRFSS L I FE (H_S)
165Z ..]
.t6! 8 3
1592 d
155_ 0
1_g6 ['
157{J [J
tS_ 4
1490 [j
16;44 I;
1_3 t 0
ibOl u
157 3 0
17 r.)e 0
J.6_ 1 O
1642 0
162b ,.J
1653 n
16P I r)
2856 4
11521 3
12004 4
22187 5
-8007 5
852 4
68/5 5
tb5J6 n
-t0597 g
-3101 0
-t5327 4
96_5 3
12743 8
16215 5
-26505 1
-2J746 3
-1593 9
202_.3
5263,1
I1021,6
b7e73.375n
92_20.912D
1U YRS PLUS
57/09.0050
a7116,i730
10 YR$ PLUS
1(} YRS PLUS
i0 Y_S PLUS
89046,3110
IO YPS PLUS
20523,3_40
20633.1100
10 Y_S PLUS
_0 YRS PLUS
544.85_2
1_72,4957
97187.0950
i0 YRS PLUS
34107.735_
19845.864n
Leading Edge and Pressure Side WCL E = 0.0019 Ib/sec/blade (0,469 percent
of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCA s = 0.0055 lb/sec/blade (0.864 percent of hot gas flow)
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SCHEME B-4
TABLE 1-49
FILM-CONVECTION COOLED CAST IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE WITH CROSS-
FLOW IMPINGEMENT AND SHARP CORNER FLOW LEADING EDGE, I.O IN.
(0.0254 M) CHORD, HUB SECTION, 22774 RPM, TIT = 2500°F
(1555.5°K), WCA = 0.02583 LB/SEC/BLADE (4.89 PERCENT OF HOT
GAS FLOW), TCA = 900°F (755.6°K)
EI.E ,[,4 qO TEMPERATURE STRESS LIFE(NRS)
! 1682.0 -2193.8 10 YR$ PLUS
_ 157().0 29835._ 6066.3667
! 1629.,] 12965.7 it YRS PLUS
t,. 1542.3 36485,7 2943.7693
', 1561.[_ 14826,1 1G YRS PLUS
t, 1496._] 32599.1 25560.9660
7 14_7.,. _' 9378._ 1Q YRS PLUS
_I 1394.U 35926.5 10 YRS PLUS
1453,_ 10075.0 10 YRS PLUS
1,; 140Q.0 23075.8 i0 YRS PLUS
_ 1561.r] -18327,! tO YRS PLUS
_! 1406,U 25302,6 I0 YRS PLUS
_3 1327.0 50408.7 10 YRS PLUS
_4 1260._ 66749.9 42272.8390
&5 1470.0 24767,0 10 YRS PLUS
Sh i405,_ 39742,2 71229.3870
1' 1572._ 14952,1 1C YRS PLUS
ld 1536._ 23899,5 58507.8980
1 _; 162_.J $1183,7 1D YRS PLUS
20 1570.0 27552,5 10045,3484
Leading Edge and Pressure Side WCL E = 0.00304 ib/sec/blade (0.575 percent
of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCAS = 0,0058Z lb/sec/bIade (I.102 percent of hot gas flow)
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SCHEME B-4
TABLE 1-50
FILM-CONVECTION COOLED CAST IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE WITH CROSS:
FLOW IMPINGEMENT AND SHARP CORNER FLOW LEADING EDGE_ I.O IN.
(0.0254 M) CHORD_ MEAN SECTION
ELEMENT NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS LIFE(H_S)
L 1608.3 2809,3 £0 YRS PLUS
1527._ 24519,9 65855.0650
3 1527.0 24822,4 61509,8880
4* 1446._) 45881,2 6987.0339
5 1544.0 15193,9 10 YRS PLUS
6 1490.0 29542.9 61360,7490
7 1534.[I 9043,5 i0 YRS PLUS
B 14fi5,0 22403,8 10 YRS PLUS
g 1522,D 6963,0 10 YRS PLUS
1o 1494,{l 14633.2 10 YRS PLUS
11 1569.0 -8300.2 10 YRS PLUS
12 1478.u 16731.4 10 YRS PLUS
13 1413,0 37208,3 13 YRS PLUS
14 1344,0 55051,4 28536,8270
15 1491,D 22324,3 10 YRS PLUS
_ 1454,N 31715.0 10 YRS PLUS
17 1603.0 -1367,8 10 YRS PLUS
1R 1574,0 6551,2 lO YRS PLUS
19 1593,0 5884.9 10 YRS PLUS
2_ 1530,0 22821,8 10 YRS PLUS
Leading Edge and Pressure Side WCL E = 0.00304 Ib/sec/blade (0.575 percent
of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCA s = 0.00582 Ib/sec/blade (1.102 percent of hot gas flow)
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SCHEME B-4
TABLE 1-51
FILM CONVECTION COOLED CAST IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE WITH CROSS-
FLOW IMPINGEMENT AND SHARP CORNER FLOW LEADING EDGE, 1.0 IN.
(0.0254 M) CHORDj TIP SECTION
FL !:'; ,_r "1'3.
1
3
:j
-¢
t,]
11
z_
1.3
14
].5
t&
17
19
,Zr.
TEMPE_ATbRE STRESS L I FE(_qS)
1622. ;j
147_..)
147U , [.i
143[_. [,
164.5, '.J
le, 1_. Li
16_b._
15 "_" 'b
16 ;_,/ .u
1b_9. r i
167U LJ
1 59L, d
Ib21 b
1470 G
151_ _J
,155.J
1690 r_
Ibg2 U
14m4 U
1432 !__
-799.6
1Z265.4
1,96!9.3
2_083.6
-13955.4
-1832.0
3813,0
b573.3
-4337.1
12,3
-29028,6
-i(]i12,9
10843,4
?/615.2
956,4
6BII.8
-16361,6
-114_6,3
141bI.0
2362D,5
IG YRS PLUS
1U YRS PlUS
10 YRS PLUS
_0 YRS PLUS
29642,4780
48939,_p2ff
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
IU YRS PLUS
1U YRS PLUS
_39.9279
iO YPS PLUS
IO YRS PLUS
10 Y_S PLUS
lu YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
49560.a4JO
I0 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
Leading Edge and Pressure Side WCL E = 0.00254 Ib/sec/blade (0.481 percent of
hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCAs = 0.00557 ib/sec/blade (I.054 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-52
SCHEME B-4 FILM-CONVECTION COOLED CAST IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE WITH CROSSFLOW
IMPINGEMENT AND SHARP CORNER FLOW LEADING EDGE, 1.5 IN. _O.05Bl M) CHORD,HUB
SECTION, 22774 RPM, TIT = 2500°F (1553.5°K)_ WCA = 0.05192 LB/SEC/BLADE
(4.06 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW), TCA = (755.6°K)
ELEMENT NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS LIFE(MRS)
% 1623,0 140l,! iO YR| PLUS
2 1519,0 |9743,| 2S40|,8610
3 1547,0 12043,0 64103,t340
4 1443.0 4926t,3 42%0.5476
5 15}0.0 10958,: 10 YRS PLUS
6 1438,0 4S411,? 9447,4]4?
7 1496.0 22459,8 %0 YRS PLUS
8 1378,0 54318,4 11503,8|40
9 1563.0 2463,0 10 YR| PLUS
10 1484,0 24416.0 10 YRt PLUS
11 1535,0 11069,5 lO YRS PLUS
12 %498.0 21249.4 10 YRS PLUS
13 1472.0 19691,5 10 YR$ PLUS
14" 1331.0 67821,6 3801.6372
15 1410.0 462}8,7 18|63,0470
16 1388.0 S1698,3 13604,3079
17 1483,0 28439,2 %0 YRS PLUS
18 1428,0 42288,2 22262.2%00
19 1603.0 -1255,7 10 YRS PLUS
20 1541.0 14837,6 10 YRS PLUS
21 1569.0 12268,4 iO YRS PLUS
22 1520.0 1_033,5 7%7§0.4110
23 15#1.0 12702,5 10 YRS PLUS
24 1500.0 34108,6 16135.7325
Leading Edge and Pressure Side WCL E = 0.00416 Ib/sec/blade (0.529 percent of
hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCA s = 0.00744 Ib/sec/blade _0.947 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-53
SCHEME B-4 FILM-CONVECTION COOLED CAST IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE
WITH CROSSFLOW IMPINGEMENT AND SHARP CORNER FLOW LEADING EDGE I
1.5 IN. (0.0381 M) CHORD_ MEAN SECTION
ELEMENT NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS L IFE(MRS)
L %5B7.0 3707,3 iO YRS PLUS
2 1501.0 26830,7 B2828.581n
;5 150%,0 25677,2 I0 YRS PLUS
4 1425,0 45898,2 12841.8982
5 i558,0 i0855,0 i0 YRS PLUS
0 1497,0 27489,5 80085,2860
7 1531,0 21529,3 10 YRS PLUS
h 1462,0 40044,3 12194,0504
9 1623,0 1084,7 10 YRS PLUS
10 1576,0 14788,9 iO YRS PLUS
11 1623,0 7483,2 10 YRS PLUS
12 1599.0 14898,8 iO YRS PLUS
13 1559.0 30731,1 6701,1369
144 1427,0 63542,5 552,2042
15 1581,u 20514,6 37265,2110
16 1557,il 27032.2 16102,6990
17 1557,0 21377.9 56598.9710
_8 1521,0 _0948,4 18273,6600
_9 161D.0 2580,3 iO YRS PLUS
20 1573,0 12734,0 10 YRS PLUS
21 1598,0 334_,6 iO YRS PLUS
22 i564.0 12219.2 10 YRS PLUS
21_ 1569.D 9681,2 I0 YRS PLUS
24 1425.0 47622,7 9461.7281
Leading Edge and Pressure Side Wc = 0.00416 ]b/sec/blade(0.529 percent of hot gas f]ow) LE
Suction Side WCAs = 0.00648 lb/sec/blade (0.824 percent of hot gas f]owl
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SCHEME B-4
TABLE 1-54
FILM-CONVECTION COOLED CAST IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE WITH CROSS-
FLOW IMPINGEMENT AND HARP CORNER FLOW LEADING EDGE, 1.5 IN.
(0.0381 M) CHORD, TIP SECTION
'. _._ ; >_ !
7
4
(,
/
IP.
11
tJ
la
17
q
Lc
/2
Z4
. i' [ .qP E'._A T d_,'E 5 T I-<ES._ L I FE ( HRS )
144 5. !]
14,_l.b
143._. f:
ID/4 .d
1651 •;L
1671.:I
147.7 o
103_J i)
IbgLI U
lb7 / iJ
ib_ / ,J
145b _l
14o4 i)
4332 7
1611_ 9
I0657 1
192h5 4
-_002 7
-9Jl
lb156,7
21962.2
-14818.5
-I[3745.4
-/54[_, 7
-5611 .8
I_BIU.3
522_0,5
-1043. {]
4316,9
-2903.0
19t_5 3
-67b5 3
-21._2 1
-1 1403 6
-12854 6
_559 O
1/123 i
I0 YRS PLUS
1[) YRS PLU,_
_U YRS Pl US
1U YRS PLUS
10 YRS P[US
IU YRS PLUS
10 Y_S PLUS
1U YRS PLUS
13023.921B
44534.2130
13397,246_
45540.659[]
63629.562[I
1230.6596
ib YRS PLUS
tO YRS PLUS
I0 YR$ PLUS
1[] YR$ PI.US
I0 YRS PLUS
1 0 YR$ PLUS
IU YR$ PLUS
10 YR$ PLUS
0 YRS #L US
lU YI_$ PLUS
Leading Edge and Pressure Side WCL E = 0.00378 lb/sec/blade (0.481 percent
of hot gas flow)
Suction Side WCAs = 0.00590 (ib/sec/blade (0.751 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-55
SCHEME B-5 FILM-CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE,
0.75 IN. (0.01905 M) CHORD_ HUB SECTION, 23980 RPM_ TIT = 2600°F
(1700°K), WCA = 0.0242 LB/SEC/BLADE (6.43 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW),
._ TCA = 900°F (755.6OK)
ELEH[:NT NO. TFMPERATUr_E STRES£ I_IFE(HmS }
1 1650,0 11274,8 10 YPS PLUS
2* 1567,0 34272,4 2465,425B
3 1647,0 8962,6 10 YRS PLUS
4 1572,[] 30R29,4 4616.3657
5 1655,0 -403_,2 10 YRS PLUS
6 15R8,0 $6979,I 10 YRS PLUS
7 1408,0 42982,3 }5840.175D
1376,0 54610,1 11588,2566
9 1475,0 12052,R 10 YRS PLUS
10 1433,0 26000,2 10 YRS PLUS
Z1 1378,0 42665,2 tO YRS PLUS
12 1365,0 47313,9 6%483,5550
13 15FJ9,O 15500,1 10 YRS PLUS
14 1537,0 19867,9 10 YRS PLUS
15 1313,0 68941,9 4998,6285
Z6 13_8.0 67863,9 7246,%715
17 1465,0 32974,1 57902,6760
18 1423,0 41R62,4 27d65,574_
_g 1472,0 4_251,9 74_7,6023
20 1437,0 49432,7 4852,3475
21 1557,0 29799,7 870},6949
22 1549,0 30789,4 _691.4188
23 1627,0 15947,9 50822,757D
24 1556,0 35537,6 2496.4076
Leading Edge WCL E = 0.00254 lb/sec/blade
Pressure side WCAP = 0.00191 lb/sec/blade
Suction side WCAS = 0.00254 ]b/sec/blade
Trailing edge WCTE = 0.00127 ]b/sec/blade
(0.675 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.507 percent of hot gas flowli
(0.675 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.337 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-56
SCHEME B-5 FILM-CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE_
0,75 IN. (0,01905 M) CHORD_ MEAN SECTION
I_LE_I_,4T _qO, TEMPERATURE STRESS L IrE(MRS)
i 16B4,0 -9547,2 10 YRS PLUS
2 1600,0 1483g,7 10 YRS PLUS
3 1864,0 -8459,8 10 YRS PLUS
4 15_3,0 t0114,7 10 YRS PLUS
5 1621,0 -3971,4 10 YRS PLUS
6 1569,0 11493,3 10 YRS PLUS
7 1446,i3 24431,1 10 YRS PLUS
8 1422,0 33654,5 10 YRS PLUS
o 15n3.0 2B45,7 i0 YRS PLUS
10 1466,0 14930,0 i0 YRS PLUS
Ii 1437,0 281)3,5 10 YRS PLUS
12 1424,0 32875,8 i0 YRS PLUS
13 15_8,0 )183,8 10 YRS PLUS
14 1566,0 7973,1 10 YRS PLUS
15 1)61,0 57875,6 I0051,1734
16 1356,0 56542,2 14954,4042
17 1491,0 22696,0 10 YRS PLUS
iB 14_2,0 28463,5 10 YRS PLUS
lg 1465,0 35727,6 30489,4B_0
20 1441,0 4_294,1 18067,4240
21 1573,0 17764,8 10 YRS PLUS
22 1529,0 28285,7 26603,4940
23 1643,0 2450,Q 10 YRS PLUS
24 1581,0 19877,1 46542,938_
Leading edge WCL E =
Pressure side WCA P =
Suction side WCA S =
Trailing edge WCT E =
0.00254 lb/sec/blade
0.00191 lb/sec/blade
0.00254 Ib/sec/blade
0.00127 )b/sec/bIade
(0.675 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.507 percent of hot gas flowl _
(0.675 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.337 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-57
SCHEME B-5 FILM-CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE_
0.75 IN. (0.01905 M) CHORD_ TIP SECTION
F'LErENT _0. T EtlPEr._ATUIRE 5TRESS L |F F.(HR5 )
i 1774.0 -29396,8 71,0211
2 17?0,D -24438,2 5D3,6319
3 1744,U -3106B,0 182,0383
4 _7_5,0 -24240,9 bg3,4638
5 1726._ -34607,0 79,6241
A 1696,_ -30926,3 }15,6566
7 1470,0 7623,2 10 YR$ PLUS
1452,_ 16106,8 10 YRS PLUS
9 IbA2,O -2/766.8 16933,7570
10 153d,0 -1B007,8 10 YR$ PlUS
11 1462.0 7660,8 10 YR$ PLUS
12 1452,0 12112.5 10 YRS PLUS
13 1_01,_ -2046D,8 25357,219D
14 16nl,b -15298,5 69867,8090
15 13Q7,D 31467,7 10 YRS PLUS
16 1393,0 35306.5 I0 YRS PLUS
17 1561,0 -7402,0 10 YRS PLUS
18 Ib41.0 -}766,3 10 YRS PLUS
19 1456,0 31112,3 10 YRS PLUS
20 1442,0 34186,5 10 YRS PLUS
21 169B,0 -23700,7 I169,1587
22 lQ72,Q -17999,7 6501,8561
23 1754,0 -29457,9 109,5384
24 1715,0 -2}383,5 826.5B74
Leading edge WCL E =
Pressure side WCA P =
Suction side WCA s =
Trailing edge WCT E =
0.00191 Ib/sec/blade
0.00191 lb/sec/blade
0.00254 lb/sec/blade
0.00127 Ib/sec/blade
(0.507 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.507 percent of hot gas flowi
(0.675 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.337 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-58
SCHEME B-5 FILM-CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE
1.0 IN. (0.0254 M) CHORD_ HUB SECTION_ 25980 RPM, TIT = 2600°F (1700°K)_
WCA = 0.0279 LB/SEC/BLADE (5.58 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW) TCA = 900°F (755.6°K)
TEMPERATUqE 5TRESS LIFE(NRS)
I 1@51,0 -iOi76t9 ID YRS PLUS
2 1580,0 18281,8 10 Y_S PLUS
3 1598._ 5910,3 10 YRS PLUS
4 1531,0 2)438,1 74911,0780
5 15gi,O 5743,6 tO YqS PLUS
6 14A9.0 32372,1 32955,461_
7 1508,0 25540,7 10 YRS PLUS
8 1451.0 39438,6 ig291.ig40
q 1516,Q 22360,9 I0 YRS PLUS
In 1452,0 37983,1 26357,062n
ii 1430,Q 45076,0 12@21,1q68
12 1388._] 54981,5 75_1,5_75
_3 1404,0 _3565,3 6078,7316
14 1398,0 54549,6 6078,5483
_5 15Q4,0 5555,3 lO YR$ PLUS
16 1528,0 23165,4 86853,9940
17 1450.0 39340,1 20329,131_
1 B 1367,0 61953,4 3886,4267
IQ 1460,0 30981,5 10 Y_S PLUS
20 1401,0 47456,5 19866,395D
21 1524,0 12684,6 10 YRS PLUS
22 1454.0 32407,0 10 YRS PLUS
23 15i9,0 16654,1 10 YRS PLUS
24 1446,0 36818,5 41377,9600
25 1570.0 6@38,@ 10 YRS PLUS
26 1559,0 10387,3 I0 YRS PLUS
27 14A8,0 33544,7 25899.4050
28 14B6,O 34_97,3 20092.072_
Leading edge WCL E =
Pressure side WCA P =
Suction side WCA S =
Trailing edge WCT E =
0.00169 lb/sec/blade
0.00254 lb/sec/blade
0.00338 lb/sec/blade
0.00169 ]b/sec/blade
(0.338 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.508 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.6?6 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.338 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-59
SCHEME B-5 FILM-CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE_
1.0 IN. (0.0254 M) CHORD_ MEAN SECTION
[LE"]_:"JT *_0. Tr-IHPEF_ATJRE STRESS LIFE(14qS)
1 161.7.0 -247,4 10 Y_S PLUS
2 1545,Q 19467,9 10 YRS PLUS
3 1590.0 7918,7 10 Y_S PLUS
4 1537,0 21836,3 10 YRS PLUS
5 1598,0 4798,5 10 YPS PLUS
6 1530,0 22818,3 10 YRS PLUS
7 15_4,0 29212,3 44052.3700
1468,0 38231,6 15600.6043
9 1527,0 2}342,5 85898.8570
l[] 1488,0 33204,4 2_009,7030
11 14A5,0 41024,4 9435.9069
12 1418,0 5288_,5 4564.4233
&3 1500,0 3}843,3 17145,4340
14 1493,0 3541q,6 14582.7295
15 1605,0 1975_0 10 YR$ PLUS
16 1551.0 16805,8 10 YRS PLUS
17 16_4,] -14764,9 36599,918_
l_ 1570.0 10085,7 10 Y_S PLUS
19 1513,0 22463,5 tO YRS PLUS
20 1474,0 33224,3 419n6.2350
21 1564,0 9351,_ 10 YRS PLUS
22 15E9,0 21903,D 10 YRS PLUS
23 1597,0 3238,6 i0 YRS PLUS
24 1548,0 16773,5 10 YPS PLUS
25 1635,0 -5249,6 10 YRS PLUS
Z6 1627.0 _2498,8 I0 YRS PLUS
27 1558,0 20135,0 81188,8340
2_ 1559,0 20389,0 72157,0n_0
Leading edge WCL E
Pressure side WCA P =
Suction side WCA S =
Trailing edge WCT E =
= 0.00169 lb/sec/blade
0.00254 lb/sec/blade
0.00338 lb/sec/blade
0.00169 lb/sec/blade
(0.338 percent of hot gas flow)
(0,508 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.676 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.338 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-60
SCHEME B-5 FILM-CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE_
l.O IN. (0.0254 M) CHORD, TIP SECTION
ELEHENT :40, TEMPERATURE STRESS L IFE(NRI=
1 1564,0 -14776.0 10 YRS PLUS
2 1518.0 -2362,4 10 YRS PLUS
3 1538,0 -7726,8 10 YRS PLUS
4 i5D6,0 1103,5 10 YRS PLUS
5 1610,0 -24247,4 9627,8q02
6 ib4B,O -7976,4 I0 Y_S PLUS
7 1460,0 14381,2 10 YRS PLUS
8 1465,0 1B862,3 10 YRS PLUS
9 1560,0 -}852,9 10 Y_S PLUS
l_ 1541,0 1535,7 $0 YRS PLUS
II 1512,0 10687,4 tO YRS PLUS
12 1474,0 2_775,9 10 YRS PLUS
13 14B1,0 20430,2 tO YRS PLUS
14 1471,0 21881,9 10 YRS PLUS
15 1556,0 -11231,8 10 YRS PLUS
16 1523,0 -2495,7 10 YRS PLUS
17 %628,0 -279_8,6 2937,8831
18 1563,0 -10574,2 tO YRS PLUS
19 1541,0 1095,9 $0 YRS PLUS
ZO 1520,0 6548,9 %0 YRS PLUS
21 15A0,0 -5228,2 10 YRS PLUS
22 1557,0 47),2 10 YRS PLUS
23 1601,0 -9956,9 50602,3470
24 1564,0 -650.9 10 YRS PLUS
25 1648,0 -23566,6 4107,0917
26 1642,0 °22125,2 6308,6542
27 1579.0 -4446,9 i0 YRS PLUS
28 1571,0 -3237,8 lO YRS PLUS
Leading edge WCL E =
Pressure side WCA P =
Suction side WCA s =
Trailing edge WCT E =
0.00169 lb/sec/blade
0.00254 lb/sec/blade
0.00338 lb/sec/blade
0.00169 Ib/sec/blade
(0.338 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.508 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.676 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.338 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-61
SCHEME B-5 FILM CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE_
I.S IN. (O.05BI M) CHORD_ HUB SECTION_ 23980 RPM_ TIT = 2600°F (1700°K),
WCA = 0.04017 LB/SEC/BLADE (5.40 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW)_ TCA = 900°F (755.6°K)
F LE_IFNT NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS LI_'E(HF_S)
I 1693.0 -%6490,2 7427.6102
2 1531,0 30346,5 158n6,7q01
3 1601,D 10554,7 10 YRS PLUS
4 15D1,0 37546,6 7145.5413
5 1582,0 13974,1 10 YRS PLUS
6 1454.0 48413,7 3570.8946
7 1540,0 21637,1 86690.176D
_ 1468,0 40943,R B780,9356
g 1553,0 13775,0 10 YRS PLUS
10 14_4,0 32068,5 40869.1gOO
11 1471,0 31381,2 70209.2760
12 1448,0 37332,7 34552,60ZD
_3 1628,0 3836,5 i0 YRS PLUS
14 1552.0 35821,3 7786,6385
Z5 1589,0 $4558,8 10 YRS PLUS
%6* 1447.0 52034,4 2311.6780
17 1529,0 263]0,5 41340,040D
_8 1462,U 4_885,7 6256.6980
_q 1560,0 11414_8 10 YRS PLUS
20 1494,0 29287,7 57886,_190
21 1535,0 %3686,1 %0 YRS PLUS
22 1444,0 37949,D 33650,8010
23 1477,0 39584,8 37944.2_2D
24 1420,D 41739,D 31Z55,4370
Leading edge WCL E = 0.00338 Ib/sec/blade
Pressure side WCA P = 0.00420 Ib/sec/blade
Suction side WCA s = 0.O05621b/sec/blade
Trailing edge WCT E = 0.00225 lb/sec/blade
(0.455 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.565 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.?56 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.505 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-62
SCHEME B-5 FILM-CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE_
1.5 IN. (0.0381 M) CHORD_ MEAN SECTION
FLE;iFNT NO, TEMPERATURE STRESS L IrE (l-!r_s)
1 1703,Q -115i4,6 29814.2410
2 15_9,0 24253,6 12385.8C1ki
3 1635.0 7499,9 10 YRS PLUS
4 15_6,0 289_1,1 8166,5748
5 1663.0 2219,0 10 YR_ PLUS
6 1565.0 32815.5 3590.0869
7 I091,0 24477,5 8540,5736
_ 15_5,0 36130,7 1723,0347
g 1650,0 4063,2 I0 YRS PLUS
lO 1611.0 17839,D 41161.5520
11 1559,0 19442,1 10 YRS PLUS
L2 1482,0 41149,6 5695,911_
13 16_7,0 7966,6 lO YRS PLUS
!4 15_6,0 29112,2 4632,466t
15 1705,0 1081,1 IO YRS PLUS
&6 1679,0 7752,1 10 YRS PLUS
17 1675,0 20438,3 3_66,0764
1_ ib31,0 32669,2 668,716_
19 1702,0 951,6 1.0 YRS PLUS
_0 1661,0 12345,0 68403,0299
21 1642,0 1582,7 _0 YRS PLUS
22 1548,0 27660,9 17964.7030
23 1504,0 25041,4 I0 YPS PLUS
24 1500,0 23760,5 10 YRS PLUS
Leading edge WCL E = 0.00225 lb/sec/blade
Pressure side WCAP = 0.00336 Ib/sec/blade
Suction side WCAs = 0.0045 lb/sec/blade
Trailing edge WCTE = 0.00225 Ib/sec/blade
(0.305 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.452 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.605 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.303 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-63
SCHEME B-5 FILM-CONVECTION COOLED FABRICATED IMPINGEMENT TUBE BLADE_
1.5 IN. (0.0381 M) CHORD_ TIP SECTION
Ft..EI_: NT NO.
TEMPEnATURE STRESS L IFE(HR$)
i IbnS.0 20085,2 10 YRB PLUS
_e 14_I,D 328_9,4 10 YRS PLUS
1_66,_ 79468,4 1066,2702
4 12_3,G 797_5,D 1080,6148
5 1599.0 -2116,2 tO YRS PLUS
6 1530,0 16358,5 10 YRS PLUS
7 1574.0 _912,1 10 Y_S PLUS
B I561,0 12369,7 I0 YRS P[U_
9 16_6.0 -15755,B 7000,81_I
iO 1669.0 -lOR2B.5 27429.13b0
ii 15_3,0 20655,8 39555,798_
12 1519,0 390_4,1 5529,2D15
13 15P7,0 IB353,7 10 Y_S PLUS
14 1475,0 27696,4 i0 YRS PLUS
15 16_6.0 -31343,0 3_9,4153
16 16_i.0 -62B0,6 10 YRS PLUS
17 1679.0 -25182,0 1400,53_9
I_ 1663,_ -20365.7 5196,1599
19 1708,_ -23837,0 B97,0344
20 1691,0 "l_815,4 3434,4950
21 1686,0 "i0078,I 20442,7910
22 1618.0 102}I,0 10 YRS PLUS
23 1524,_ _7644,3 10 YRS PLUS
24 1521,0 22856,9 10 YRS PLUS
Leading edge WCL E =
Pressure side WCA P =
Suction side WCA S =
Trailing edge WCT E =
0.00225 Ib/sec/blade
0.00336 lb/sec/blade
0.0045 Ib/sec/blade
0.00225 lb/sec/blade
(0.303 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.452 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.605 percent of hot gas flow)
(0.303 percent of hot gas flow)
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TABLE 1-64
SCHEME C- I TRANSPIRATION COOLED BLADE 0.75 IN. (0.01905 M) CHORD
HUB SECTION_ 23370 RPM, TIT 2450°F (1616°K)_
WCA = 0.01505 LB/SEC/BLADE (3.89 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW)
TCA = 900°F (755.6°K), PTOT = 150 PSIA (I.034xIO 6 NEWTONS/SQ M)
ELEMENT NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS L IFE(IaRS)
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
_o
11
,C.
_5
17
_Q
2_*
21
22
23
24
1569.0
1456.0
1455,0
1556.U
1262.0
1263.0
1516.0
1263,_
1260.0
1453,0
IIR8,O
I184,U
1455,0
I190.0
1187,U
1362,0
1076.0
i075.C!
1399._
1400.C
1573.0
1574,0
1715.0
1716.[J
-6142.6
28964.9
42133.5
26107,5
53190,7
68961,1
-55029,1
25842,3
54327,0
29039.7
4C345.7
66354,7
-37424,4
52111.3
76159,fi
50354.4
_232,8
90543,6
47770.6
58139.8
21231.9
30438,5
4489.9
9331,3
1' YeS PLUS
if, YRS PLUS
!0375.3810
2Q334.1750
10 YRS PLUS
24257.7480
212.9772
i0 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
I0 YRS PLUS
id YRS PLUS
,:7507.7630
i[_ YPS Pl.US
68326.4710
38690.3430
15 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
19941.70_0
3008.4644
37323,5400
4769,2864
i0 YPS PLUS
57405,9179
Surface No.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
Cooling Air Flow
Ibs/sec/blade
0.00077
0.000385
0.000262
0.000423
0.000456
0.00059
0.001076
Percent of
Hot Gas Flow
0.1991
0.0996
0.0678
0.1094
0.1179
0.1009
0.2783
Surface Temperature
oF
1460
1402
1572
1768
1614
1660
1529
356
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SCHEME C- I
TABLE 1-65
TRANSPIRATION COOLED BLADE,
CHORD MEAN SECTION
0.75 IN. (0.01905)
LLEMFN! NO. TEMPE_RATURE STRESS
1
?
3
4
5
6
11
8
Io
11
12
13
14
15
17
In
19
20*
21
22
23
24
1590.0 -563e
1519.0 19555
15Q4.0 36192
1554,0 34396
1382.0 30607
1383.0 44452
1587,0 -52474
1396.0 10077
1407,0 27410
1482,0 27237
1335.0 29471
1332._) 44632
1548._ -29592
135B,0 31959
1356,0 49485
1426.b 46545
1215,0 82475
1214.0 84080
1520.0 31384
1520.0 45323
1674,0 9554
1675.0 18308
1798.0 -7317
1799._ -2196
,3
8
7
6
1
7
5
,i
,4
,8
,0
.5
.2
,i
,2
.B
.3
.7
,7
.3
.4
.3
,5
.4
LIFE(HRS)
iO YRS PLUS
It! YRS PLUS
8950.4847
3395.3176
iO YRS PLUS
50123.6390
54.3035
17 YRS PLUS
IF_ YWS PLUS
tO YRS PLUS
IO YRS PLUS
i0 YRS PIUS
_1671.5011
i[_ YRS PLUS
54732,3450
11_1B.6714
6862.1182
5029.3469
_7[)28.1250
986.2756
10 YRS PLUS
6440.0199
3_192.8640
i@ YRS PLUS
Surface No.
I
2
5
4
5
6
7
Cooling Air Flow
lbs/sec/blade
0.00108
0.00053B
0.000567
0.000594
0.000638
0.000546
0.001504
Percent of
Hot Gas Flow
0.2795
0.1591
0.0949
0.1556
0.165
0.1412
0.589
Surface Temperature
oF
608
571
582
705
671
684
667
558
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SCHEME C-I
TABLE 1-66
TRANSPIRATION COOLED BLADE_ 0.75
(0.01905 M) CHORD_ TIP SECTION
IN.
ELEMENT NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS LI_E(HRS)
I 1692,U -$9210,0 3099,5706
2 1864.0 -7146,2 10 YRS PLUS
3 £64g,u 1975,9 10 Y_S PLUS
4 1659,0 2460,5 i0 YRS PLUS
5 1613,0 5742,3 10 YRS PLUS
6 1747,0 -32807,2 41,0552
7 16_0,0 -12908,2 44504.5400
8 1695.0 -12934,3 22840,7340
9 16nO,O 17444,7 63869,2200
_0 1744,0 -29%02,2 93.3568
il 1673.0 -6675,9 IO YRS PLUS
12 1713,0 -I)40fi,7 12287,4701
13" 1431,0 63426,7 468,5651
14 1674,0 5034,) 10 YRS PLUS
$5 1676,0 B638,2 10 YRS PLUS
_6 1753,0 -12775,5 5526,9496
17 1755,0 -10527,5 10832,8815
_8 1836,0 -21158,2 58,0216
_9 1838,0 -20512,6 66,6211
Surface No
Cooling Air Flow
Ibs/sec/blade
0.001235
0.000615
0.00042
0.000681
0.00075
0.000624
0.00172
Percent of
Hot Gas Flow
0.5194
0.159
0. t086
0.1761
0.1888
0.1614
0.4448
Surface Temperature
oF
841
752
665
755
798
805
843
560
361
SCHEME C- I
ELEMEN T
TABLE 1-67
TRANSPIRATION COOLED BLADE, 1.0 IN. (0.0254 M) CHORD
HUB SECTION, 23183 RPM, TIT 2500°F (1644.4°K)
WCA = 0.02235 LB/SEC/BLADE (4.31 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW)
TCA = 900°F (755.6°K) PTOT = 150 PSIA (I.034xi06 NEWTONS/SQ M)
NO, TEMPERATLJRE STRESS L IFE(MRS)
i_ 1521
2 1374
i, 1420
4 1583
5 1DBO
c, 1186
1376
8 1179
o 1246
%L_ 1388
il 1069
IZ 1143
13 1291
i _ II_U
15 1171
16 1295
17 lOIN
1_ 1586
1"" 15AB
2J 1722
21 1724
22 1793
23 1796
,_ -17751.9 Ib YRS PLUS
.U 25478,6 li; YRS PLUS
.0 29639.3 1U YRS PLUS
.0 -374,8 ![; YRS PLUS
.0 50498.6 ir_' YRS PLUS
.C 66122,4 i0 YRS PLUS
.0 -65073.3 1626.6626
0 3625,3 i(J YRS PLUS
0 35808.7 IQ YRS PLUS
D 22328,_ IU YRS PLUS
3 38503,3 ib YRS PLUS
D 77824,7 li._ YRS PLUS
0 -4676.7 i0 YRS PLUS
0 44163.3 i0 YRS PLUS
,O 64371,6 1Q YRS PLUS
O 51644.3 10 YRS PLUS
0 91207,_ 10 vRS PLUS
O 12820.2 lU YRS PLUS
3 171[12,5 !(] YRS PLUS
,] -14469.4 6915.9723
.) -9262,7 49047.3890
0 -20883,6 161.6588
0 -18460.2 324.4127
Cooling Air Flow Percent of
Surface No. Ib/sec/blade Hot Gas Flow
I 0.000832 0.1606
2 0.000417 0.0805
3 0.000474 0.0915
4 0.000767 0.14806
5 0.000823 0.1589
6 0.000714 0.1378
7 0.001163 0.2245
Surface Temperature
oF
259
500
542
644
536
503
222
362
@
/
/
U
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SCHEME C-I
TABLE 1-68
TRANSPIRATION COOLED BLADE_
CHORD MEAN SECTION
1.0 IN. (O.03BI M)
ELEMENT NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS LIFE(HRS)
i 1594,0 -47280,2 106.5234
2 1487.0 -20276,8 i{] YRS PLUS
3 1463.0 -13501.7 10 YRS PLUS
4 1524.0 -29279.9 24485,5990
5 122%.0 50524,7 10 YRS PLUS
6 t301,0 28508,4 1C YRS PLUS
7 1460,0 -8575,3 1b YRS PLUS
8 1332.0 24539,0 1_ YRS PLUS
9 1387.0 11044,0 It; YRS PLUS
ib 1453,0 -6060,8 _C YRS PLUS
11 1197.C 62212,8 10 YRS PLUS
12 1268.,_ 43601,3 1_ YRS PLUS
13 130).0 20650.8 I[_ YRS PLUS
14 1278.0 43571,0 10 YRS PLUS
15 1292.0 39179,7 16 YRS PLUS
16 1364.0 20482,5 I(; YRS PLUS
17 1108,0 80713,3 1[_ YRS PLUS
18 1603.0 -37487,1 478,9_19
19 1606.0 -38794,7 334.24%2
2_ 1738.0 -41747,2 8.8990
21 1741.0 -41649,1 8.4577
22 1848.C -31350,2 6.1729
23 1850.0 -31113,9 6.2002
Surface No.
I
2
3
4
S
6
7
Cooling Air Flow
Ib/sec/blade
0.001168
O. 000584
O. 000663
O. 001071
0.00115
O. 000986
0.00165
Percent of
Hot Gas
O. 2255
0.1127
0.128
O. 2067
0.222
O. 1905
0.5147
Flow
Surface Temperature
oF
308
544
556
516
587
550
274
364
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SCHEME C- I
TABLE 1-69
TRANSPIRATION COOLED BLADE_
CHORD TIP SECTION
1.0 IN. (0. 0254 M)
F LF r',_ kT TE i-IPE_-'_ TU_RE STRESS LIFE(_n$)
1 14_4._ -13795,3 10 YRS PLUS
2 1421.0 562,3 10 YRS PLUS
1432,_ 8737,6 1O YRS PLUS
4 1461.Q 10127,2 10 YPS PLUS
5 1341,0 3816,6 10 YRS PLUS
6 13R9,0 7602,7 1.0 YRS PLUS
7 1524,_ -53577,2 221,0066
14r1,0 -35589,5 19777.7170
q 1523,0 -2681_,_ 43943,9tgo
10 lb57,Q -27984,3 13030,8R6g
11 1340.0 9945,0 10 YRS PLUS
%2 1470,9 2530,8 10 YRS PLUS
13 1462,0 -127B3,3 10 YRS PLUS
14 1432.0 2525,1 10 YRS PLUS
15 1448,0 8998,0 10 YRS PLUS
16 1403.0 3788,4 10 YRS PLUS
17 _195.U 79949,3 22944,5290
1_ 16_0.0 -32257,7 218,8G$2
19 16_3.0 -2737_,8 565,1_92
2G i7F_O,O -3260_,2 20,523g
2_ 17_2,0 -3&326,A _5.3A43
22 1852,0 -26119,4 $5,6709
23 1854,0 -25511,1 16.9033
Cooling Air Flow
Ib/sec/blade
0.00145
0.000667
0.000756
0.001227
0.002070
0.00166
0.002075
Surface No.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
Percent of Surface Temperature
Hot Gas Flow OF
0.2799 1345
0.1288 1715
0.1459 1579
0.2369 1385
0.5996 1508
0.5204 1512
0.4006 1303
366
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TABLE 1-70
TRANSPIRATION COOLED BLADE, 1.5 IN. (0.0581 M) CHORD
HUB SECTION_ 24750 RPM_ TIT 2800°F (IBll. I°K)
WCA = 0.0580 LB/SEC/BLADE (5.29 PERCENT OF HOT GAS FLOW)
TCA : 900°F (755.6°K), PTOT = 150 PSIA (I.054xi06 NEWTONS/SQ M)
ELEMENT NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS L I_'E(NRS)
I 1376,_ $3129,C_ I.( YRS PLUS
c 1220,0 47434,1 tO YRS PLUS
3 1166.0 58019,4 1[ YRS PLUS
4 1453.U -13222,1 i[; YRS PLUS
5 1270.0 2824.5,.t lfI vRS PLUS
6 1192.0 46689,Q IC, YRS PLUS
7 1414,0 -4698,0 1C YRS PLUS
B 1253. £] 31095,4 IU YRS PLUS
9 1120 •O 66029,3 .tf_ YRS PLUS
10 1328,C] 20615,3 lb YRS PLUS
11 1223.0 44669,3 10 YRS PLUS
12 1118,0 70346.7 I0 YRS PLUS
13 1420.0 -7546,7 1C! YRS PLUS
14 1203.0 47790,8 I0 YRS PLUS
_,5 1128,0 58159,9 I[ YRS PLUS
16 1438,(3 -29092,3 l(J YRS PLUS
17 1196.3 1_5861,4 10 YRS PLUS
18 1142,0 44398,5 i0 YRS PLUS
19 1457. '3 -40453,6 13,1,22. 3446
20 1195.0 30270,3 lO YRS PLUS
21 .t142._ 44901,0 I0 YRS PLUS
22 1414.C -22747,6 ].0 YRS PLUS
23 1199.0 34698,1 I0 YR$ PLUS
24 1111.0 60459,i 10 YRS PLUS
2b 1073.0 74874,4 .tO YRS PLUS
26 1335.S 11255.1 i0 YRS PLUS
27 993,0 88472,5 10 Y/_$ PLUS
26 1525,0 -17752,6 i0 YRS PLUS
29 1528.U -17004,8 lb YRS PLUS
30 1676. @ -43378,4 27,9697
31 1679.0 -42967,8 27. 8257
Cooling Air Flow Percent of Surface Temperature
Surface No. Ib/sec/blade Hot Gas Flow OF
I 0.001668 0.2570
2 0.000695 0.0964
5 0.00052 0.0725
4 0.00052 0.0723
5 0.001701 0.2366
6 0.00104 0.1446
7 0.000867 0.1206
8 0.00078 0.1085
9 0.00078 0.1085
I0 0.00222 0.5088
568
194
572
600
654
768
542
58O
577
567
O84
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SCHEME C-I
TABLE I-7l
TRANSPIRATION COOLED BLADE_
CHORD MEAN SECTION
1.5 IN. (0.0381 M)
ELEMENT NO. TEMPERATURE STRESS LIFE(HRS)
i 1415.0 10562,4 10 YRS PLUS
2 1335,0 28982.9 10 YRS PLUS
3 1287,0 38304,9 iO YRS PLUS
4 1498.0 -15732,0 10 YRS PLUS
5 1400,G 7903,D _0 YRS PLUS
6 1307,3 30380.5 lb YRS PLUS
7 1473.0 -9682,0 10 YRS PLUS
1390.0 10043,0 I0 YRS PLUS
9 1236.0 50455,9 I0 YRS PLUS
10 1)87.0 15253,9 10 YRS PLUS
il 1305.0 34547.0 IU YRS PLUS
12 1238.0 52505,8 10 YRS PLUS
&3 1462,0 -6573.7 10 YRS PLUS
Z4 1325.U 28919.5 10 YRS PLUS
_5 1256.0 42664,2 10 YRS PLUS
_6 1495,0 -23280,2 I0 YRS PLUS
_7 1325,0 21764,2 10 YRS PLUS
18 12_0.0 31539,1 10 Y_S PLUS
L9 1530,0 -35051,i 5631.4795
20 1344,0 15097,5 IO YRS PLUS
@I 1285,0 31306,8 10 YRS PLUS
22 1503,0 -24191.3 10 YRS PLUS
23 1376.0 10149,3 lO Y_S PLUS
24 12_0.0 36447,7 l_i YRS PLUS
25 $265.0 42784,5 i0 YRS PLUS
26 $377.0 14467,5 10 YRS PLUS
2 _ $&Ol.d 81473,5 IO YRS PLUS
2_ 1573,0 -27875,3 8622,3478
29 1578.0 -28261.5 6918.2358
)C 1697,J -42932,0 18,5310
)I 1701.0 -42662,8 17.6439
Cooling Air Flow
]b/sec/blade
0.001668
0.000972
0.000729
0.000729
0.001701
0.001668
0.001215
0.001083
0.001083
0.00222
Surface No.
Percent of
Hot Gas Flow
0.2320
0.1352
0.1014
0.1014
0.2366
0.2320
0.1690
0.1506
0.1506
0.5088
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
370
Surface Temperature
oF
1379
1556
1600
1638
634
623
660
638
606
157
@371
SCHEME C-l
TABLE 1-72
TRANSPIRATION COOLED BLADE,
CHORD TIP SECTION
1.5 IN. (0.0581 M)
ELE#'IENT
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
%2
_.3
16
%7
J.8
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
2Q
50
31
Surface No.
I
2
5
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
572
NO, TEMPERATURE
1474,0
1430,0
1416.0
1542,Q
1502,0
1454.0
1615,0
1562,U
%426,D
1545.0
14_B,0
1432,0
1442,g
1416,0
1421,D
1597,0
15n7,0
14R6,0
1662,0
$572,0
1496,0
1645,0
1575,0
1482,0
1458,0
1530,0
1291,0
1652,0
1658,0
1758,0
1764,0
Cooling Air Flow
Ib/sec/blade
0.001668
0.001112
0.000854
0.00085_
0.001945
0.00146
0.00159
0.00159
0,00125
0.00222
STRESS
-17342,3
-2571,0
70}7,6
-24071,8
-i0829,9
5774,4
-38393,6
-21073,7
15641,0
-19402,4
5875,9
14583,9
-525,8
4864,3
11212,4
-25773,7
-53g2,5
366_,1
-37726,8
-1667O,7
5261,8
-347Dg,7
-$7786,9
5040,5
9802,6
"7442,4
50746,9
-43675,7
"4454%,7
-40472,0
-40298,1
Percent of
Hot Gas Flow
0.2520
0.1547
0.1160
0. I160
0.2702
O.2051
O. 1955
O. 1955
0.1739
0.5088
LIFE(HRS)
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
47448,792D
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
29%,0e16
52588,524D
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
7166,6173
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
_06,5749
10 YRS PLUS
1O YRS PLUS
505,2563
$0 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
_0 YRS PLUS
10 YRS PLUS
46,7724
35,4257
6,9792
6.2938
Surface Temperature
oF
1608
t750
1691
562
547
585
742
711
695
506
